CITY COUNCIL, CITY OF KEIZER, STATE OF OREGON
ORDER
IN THE MATFER OF THE APPLICATION OF NORTHWEST NATIONAL LLC
RESPONDING TO THE LUBA REMAND OF THE APPROVAL OF THE KEIZER
STATION MASTER PLAN/SUBDIVISION (AREA A - VILLAGE CENTER), MAJOR
VARIANCE AND SIGN VARIANCE
The City ofKeizer ORDERS as follows:
Section 1: THE APPLICATION. The matter came before the Keizer City Council on
the remand by LUBA of LUBA Case No. 2004-121 dated February 17,2005. ORS 227.181
requires the City to respond to the LUBA remand within 90 days of the date the LUBA
remand iseffective. LUBA remanded for interpretation ofaparticularprovision inthe KSP.
Section2. JURISDICTION. The matter concerns the Keizer StationMaster PlanArea
A Village Center, within the limits ofthe CityofKeizer. The City Council is thegoverning
body for the City ofKeizer. As the governing body, the City Council has the authority to
make the final land use decision in this case.
Section 3. PUBLIC HEARING. The matter comes before the City Council on the
original application for approval of the MasterPlan/Subdivision (Area A - Village Center)
Major Variance and Sign Variance (hereinafler Master Plan) and as such this remand
proceeding is apartofone continuous proceeding on that application. The initial evidentiaiy
hearing on the matter was conducted before the LUBA appeal and a remand evidentiary
hearing was conducted to consider the remandissue onMarch 21,2005. While an opponent
requested therecord remain open for additionalargument, the law does not require the city to
grant that request. The City believes it is in the public interest to complete the remand with
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an expeditious final decision and denies therequest for further argument.
Section4. EVIDENCE. Evidence before the City Council in this matter includes the
originalrecord submitted toLUBA inthe matter, the LUBAdecision inthe matter, the notice
ofthe March 21,2005 hearing, the staffreport and itsattachments andexhibits for the March
21,2005 remand hearing and all evidence placed before and not rejectedby the City Council
in the March 21, 2005 remand proceeding. In this regard, the Council rejected portions of
the March 21,2005 letter from Oregonians InAction thatpertained to another matter onthe
council’s agenda.
SectionS. OBJECTIONS.

No objections have been raised regarding jurisdiction,

alleged conflicts of interests, bias, evidence presented or testimony taken at the March 21,
2005 hearing. Mr. Day objected to the City’s Notice ofthe hearingcontending his clients,
the Lowerys, did not receive a copy ofthe City’s Notice oftheMarch 21,2005 hearing. The
Council fmds thatthe City’s official documents establish that the City’s NoticeoftheMarch
21, 2005 hearing was duly mailed to the Lowerys. The council concludes that notice was
adequate because it was providedto all persons entitled to notice, including the Lowerys, as
requiredby law.
Section6. CRITERIA AND STANDARDS. The criteriaand standards relevant to the
decision in this matter are set forth in the KSP page 10 as described in the notice of the
March 21,2005 hearing and LUBA’s Final Opinion and Order on Remand.
Section 7. FACTS. The facts beforethe City Council inthis matter are set forth inthe
Staff Report andits attachments from the March 21,2005 Council hearing.
Section 8. JUSTIFICATION. Justification for the City Council’s decision in this
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matter is explained in the Staff Report for the matter and its Attachment I which are
incorporated herein by this reference. The council notes that the Remand KSP provision
does not require a showing that public facilities and services are planned differently for
commercial or industrial uses. The establishment ofbasic design guidelines (IBP and CG
design designations) inthe MasterPlan shows the menu ofallowed uses to enable the master
plan tomeet theKDC 2.11 9.02 required 25% industrial use split for the Village Centerarea.
The establishment of the basic design guidelines also provides a way to establish the
development and provision of interconnected public facilities tothe Village Center including
any unowned property. Thus,the Remand KSP provision anticipates that ifpublic facilities
need to be planned differently based on JBP and CG design guidelines, they can be because
suchIBP and CG use locations are known. However nothing in the Remand KSPprovision
requires evidence showing that commercial or industrial areas require different types or
levels of public facilities. In fbet, the evidence at the March 21, 2005 hearing was that the
master plan shows public facilities in appropriate detail to show the development and
provision ofpublic facilitiesand services toall ofthe KSP Village Center area, including the
unowned property, and the council so finds.
Section 9. ACTION. The decision of the City Council is set forth in this order, the
Staff Reportfor this matter and the StaffReport’s Attachment 1 from the March21, 2005
Council meeting, all of which documentsare adopted by the Council as its findings in the
matter and are incorporated herein by this reference.
Section 10. FINALDETERMINATION. This Order is the finaldetermination inthis
matter.
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Section 11 EFFECTIVE DATE. This Order shall take effect immediately upon its
passage.
Section 12.

APPEAL. Any party aggrieved by the final determination in this case

may file a timely appeal to LUBA as provided in ORS 197. 830 and obtain LUBA’s review
as provided in ORS 197.805 to ORS 197.845.
PASSED this

4th

day of

Ayril

,

2005.

SIGNED this

4th

day of

Anril

,

2005.
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COUNCIL MEETING:

March 2(2005

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER:_________

TO:

MAYOR CHRISTOPHER AND CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS

THROUGH: CHRIS EPPLEY
CITY MANAGER
FROM:

NATE BROWN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

SUBJECT:

LUBA Remand in LUBA No. 2004-121

BACKGROUND:
On June 21,2004, the Council approved a Master Plan for theKeizer Station Plan
KSP, including the subdivision element of the Master Plan (together referred to as Master
- Plan). Robert and Marilyn Lowrey (hereinafter referred to as “petitioners”) appealed that
Master Plan approval to the Land Use Board ofAppeals (LUBA). LUBA ruled for the
City on all ofthe issues petitioners raised during the City process and raised in
petitioners’ LUBA brief. Importantly, LUBA decided the City did nothing wrong by
approving a Master Plan, including its subdivision element, for the entire KSP area,
including land the applicant did not own. LUBA affirmed the City’s conclusion that
thereis nothing in local orstate law that forbids such approval. LUBA agreed with the
Citythat it is free to accept applications for master planning in KS? areas for property not
owned by the applicant. LUBA approved the City’s findings in their entirety.
However, LUBA determined that in a footnote their brief, petitioners had
suggested an additional argument.’ In this City Council summaly, this argument is
The genesis for the new issue that caused remand was the following statement in a footnote in petitioners’
brief:
“it is likely the City will ask [LUBA] instead to focus on the second sentence of the cited
provision for support ofthe City’s argument that [the applicant] can submit a master plan
for [petitioners’) property. When read in its proper context, it is easy to see the flaw in
the City’s argument. The second sentence merely directs an applicant to include all of
the property within the master plan area in a master plan application. This provision of
the KSP Comp Plan does not allow an applicant to actually plan for area [as the
applicant) has done in this case, by proposing private development on [petitioners’]
property.” (Emphasis in original).
The “cited” KSP provision that petitionersreferenced in the abovefootnote states:
“All property owners in each area are encouraged to join together as co-applicants.
However to properly plan development and provision ofpublic ficilities, the masterplan

termed “new argument”. After the LUBA case was briefed and argued, whilethe parties
were awaiting the LUBA decision on the merits, LUBAwrote to the parties and reframed
the new argument in detail that was absent in all local processes, and
2 also was not in the
LUBA briefs and was discussed only cryptically at oral argument. In its post oral
argument letter, LUBA framed the new issue as follows:
“Assuming the city had the authority to process the master plan
application for all of Area A notwithstanding that the Lowerys did not
consent, may an applicant provide the level of planning detail that the
applicant here proposes for the property that he does not own?”
Then, following up on the new issue, LUBA required the following:
“I.

Was the issue raised in the petition for review or was it raised for
the first time at oral argument?

“2.

If the issue was raised in the petition for review, was the issue
raised during the local proceedings and thus preserved for appeal?

‘~3.

Ifwe can consider [the issue], may a master plan applicant provide
the level of detail provided here, and if so, why?”

In its final decision, LUBA decided even though the new issue was not raised
before the City and was not clearly raised in the briefs or at oral argument, LUBA would
decide the new issue — disposing ofissues I and 2 above. LUBA did this because the
City had not listed the referenced KSP provision in its hearing notice. LUBA stated that
its framing ofthe new issue and opportunity to respond to it in its letter to the parties
gave the City a fair chance to respond to the new issue.
The City responded to LUBA’s post oral argument letter by pointing out to
LUBA that the MasterPlan certainly meets the required level ofplanning detail for a
master plan because the findings explain how the Master Plan meets every local approval
standard regardingrequired detail formaster plans. The City also pointed out that
petitioners never argued that the approved Master Plan failed to meet any approval
standard for the detail required for a masterplan.
LUBAsaid it was uninterested in whether the MasterPlan had the required
planning detail to comply with the City’scode standards for Master Planning. What
LUBA wanted to know was whether the approved master plan had the right kind of
planning detail to meet the following KSP provision:
shall still cover all the area in appropriate detail based on ownership. For those portions
not owned or controlled by an applicant, the Master Plan shall focus on a cohesive
interconnected system of planned public facilities and shall set general design guidelines
to be used throughout the MasterPlan area.”
Because the new issue was never raised in any local City process, obviously the City adopted no findings
regarding it.
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“For those portions not owned or controlled by an applicant, the Master
Plan shall focus on a cohesive interconnected system of planned public
facilities and shall set general design guidelines to be used throughout the
Master Plan area.”
LUBA determined that this KSP provision was an approval standard that had to
be met because “the city could deny or require modificationof an application [for a
master planapproval] that did not master plan the area in appropriate detail based on
ownership.” Decision page 13. LUBA interpreted this standard itself rather than
allowing the City to do so; It did this based on LUBA’s decision in Wicks-Snodgrass v.
City ofReedsport, 32 Or LUBA 292 (1997). LUBA may have been unaware that the
court ofappeals reversed its decision in Wicks-Snodgrass at 148 Or App 217 in its
entirety on jurisdictional grounds. Regardless, LUBA determined this KSP provision
requires the City to determine whether an application for Master Planapproval;
I. “coversthe area ‘in appropriate detail based on ownership,’ and
2. “whether the master plan focuses on ‘a cohesive interconnected system of
planned public facilities’ and sets ‘general guidelines to be used throughout
the Master Plan area.”
LUBA then remanded for the following;
[T]he city did not have
an opportunity to adopt an express interpretation of
3
the KSP language * * * and consider whether that language (I) merely
directs an applicant to include unowned property in the master plan for the
limited purposes of developing a “cohesive interconnected system of
planned facilities” and “general design guidelines [for] the Master Plan
area,” (2) requires that the applicant include unowned property and
propose a development Master Plan as though the applicant owned the
unowned property, or (3) include unowned property and treat that
unowned property in some other manner. It is therefore necessary to
remand the challenged decision to allow the city, in the first instance, to
provide an interpretation ofthe KSP language.

~

KSP language to which LUBA refers is the fbllowing;

“All property owners in each area are encouraged tojoin together as co-applicants. However to properly
plan development and provision ofpublic facilities and services, the masterplan shall still cover all the area
in appropriate detail based on ownership. Forthoseportions not ownedor controlled by an applicant, the
Master Plan shallfocus on a cohesive isuerconnectedsystem ofplannedpublic facilities and shall set
general design guidelines to be used throughoutthe Master Plan area.” (Emphasis supplied.)
LUBA’s remand focuses on the italicized portion of this KSP provision.

ISSUE
I.
Determine the meaning of the following language in the KSP with particular focus
on the italicized portion:
“All property owners in each area are encouraged to join together as
co-applicants. However to properly plan development and provision
of public facilities and services, the master plan shall still cover all the
area in appropriate detail based on ownership. For those portions not
owned or controlled by an applicant, the Master Plan shallfocus on a
cohesive interconnected system ofplanned public facilities and shall
Set general design guidelines to be used throughout the Master Plan
area” (Emphasis supplied.)
2.
While LUBA does not appear to require more, LUBA has not
previously remanded a local government decision simply for an informational
item only. LUBA is required to remand when a remand influences a decision.
Here, the remand influences the challenged decision if the interpretation is
appliedto the Master Plan that LUBA otherwise approved. Accordingly, staff
recommends that the Council also determine, but to do so in the alternative,
whether the original approved Master Plan complies with the Council’s
interpretation ofthe above KSP provision.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Council interpret the above referenced KSP provision
and, in the alternative to the extent that the LUBA remand requires, apply that interpretation
tothe existing Master Plan.
Staffrecommends that the Council adopt the interpretation ofthe KSP provision that
is provided in Attachment Ito this staff report Staff further recommends that the Council
determine, in the alternative, that as applied, the existing Master Plan complies with that
interpretation of the remand provision ofthe KSP.

ATTACHMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Interpretation of KSP Provision At Issue in LUBA Remand
LUBA Decision LUBA No. 2004-121.
Relevant Portions of the KSP
Approved Master Plan

ATTACHMENT I
The rationale for these findings is explained in the staffreport to which these
findings are attached. That staffreport is incorporated herein by this reference. The City
of Keizer City Council understands LUBA to have remanded the City’s Master Plan
approval decision for solely an interpretation ofa particular provision of the KSP. That
KSP provision is
“All property owners in each area are encouraged to join together as Co.
applicants. However to properly plan development and provision of
public facilities and services, the master plan shall still cover all the area in
appropriate detail based on ownership. For those portions not owned or
controlled by an applicant, the Master Plan shall focus on a cohesive
interconnected system of planned public facilities and shall set general
design guidelines to be used throughout the Master Plan area.”
(Hereinafter refen-edto asthe “remand KSP provision”).
Theses findings are designed to respond to that remand and that remand only. It
is not the City’s intention to open new issues or to any way expand beyondthe
requirements of the remand. Rather, it is the City’s intention to limit the issues here to
those ofthe remand. See Beck v. Tillamook, 313 Or. 148 (1992). In Beck, the Oregon
Supreme Court “reviewed the relevant statutes governing LIJBA review ofland use
decisions and judicial review of LUBA decisions and held that where LUBA remands a
decision but rejects some of petitioner’s assignments oferror, those rejected assignments
of en-or may not be reasserted in a subsequent LUBA appeal where petitionerdoes not
appeal.” Morseman v. City of Madras, 196 Or App 67(2004)). The appeal to LUBA in
The City ofKeizer case at issue here settled all issues that were expressly raised or that
could have been but were not raised at LUBA. The only outstanding issues are those that
were the express subject of the remand. Only the remand issues are addressed here.
It is important to understand that the remand issue is a narrow one. LUBA was
solely interested in the meaning of the remand KSP provision. The remandKSP
provision is fairlymodest in its scope and effect. This is explained in detail below.
Importantly, however, LUBA affirmed the key issue in dispute regarding whether a
Master Plan could ever be submitted or approved for the Village Center area ifa property
owner was unwillingto participate in Master Planning for the area. LUI3A unequivocally
determined that the Council did not err in acceptingor approving the Master Plan
application.
The Council is making an effortto be cautious in the scope of its response to the
LUBA remand. The reason for this caution is that achieving final approval ofthe KSP
Master Plan so that development ofthe Village Center may move forward, is a critical
objective of the City. The subject area — the KSP Village Center — is the “true economic
activity center” of the KSP area. KSP p 15(I) “Purpose and Objectives”. The Village
Centerobjectives further include the role ofthe Village Center to serve as a “focal point
for commerce and community activities”; providing a “northern Gateway to the City” and

“gateway to sports activities” for the community; develop a variety and source of
employment opportunities for Keizer citizens; establish “a place for multiple activities”
for Keizer citizens to enjoy among others. KSP page 15(l)B. Attaining such important
public interest objectives was the prime rationale for the Keizer Urban Renewal Agency’s
effort to establish the KSP in the first place. Toward these important community ends, a
number ofpublic facilities contracts either have been or are soon to be issued to begin
work on the KSP project. The City believes it is responsible to avoid have outstanding
land use challenges that could undermine those contracts and public commitments. State
law has provided a roadmap for most efficiently resolving land use disputes. Issues
LUBA settled in the City’s favor or that could have been but were not raised at LUBA
are not required to be revisited or visited anew.
The Council is making best efforts to respond to what LUBA asked. That
response is an interpretation ofthe remand KSP provision. However, in an abundance of
caution and in the alternative only without waiving the City’s right to rely on LUBA’s
stated sole purpose forremand, theCity also applies the interpretation to the approved
Master Plan. In so doing, it is the City’s hopeto avoid successive land use appeals and to
resolve the one issue LUBA indicated. As is explained herein, theapproved Master Plan
meets the remand KSP provision.
The City Council interprets the remand KSP provision to provide minimum
requirements. LUBA’s first stated interpretive “option” is essentially conect; viz: that
the remand KSP provision “merely directs an applicant to include unowned property in
the master plan for the limited purposes ofdeveloping a ‘cohesive interconnected system
ofplanned facilities’ and ‘general design guidelines ~forJthe Master Plan area[.]” LUBA
slip opinion page 11. However, this does not mean that the Master Plan is prohibited
from approving general development types in the Master Plan area on property that is not
owned by an applicant. General development types tell the City what the general design
ofthe KSP area will be. Moreover, other parts of the KDC require that a Master Plan
establish that the Village Center develop with certain minimum percentages of
commercial land and certain minimum percentages of industrial land. See KDC 2.119.
The remand KSP provision cannot foreclose the Master Plan from meeting other required
provisions. The use of the words in the remand KSP provision “general design
guidelines” requires that even on property not ownedby an applicant that enough detail
in general use types be shown to enable the Cityto determine how the Master Plan area
will generally be designed — (eg) how it will be laid Out.
The required minimum elements under this remand KSP provision then are
simply that:
The City encourages people to cooperate with one another and here, in the first
sentence, the City encourages property owners to submit amaster plan as co applicants.
However, the City cannot make property owners cooperate with one another and submit
an application as co-applicants. As LUBA has affirmed (which is not revisted here), that
a property owner chooses not to participate as a coapplicant in masterplanning, does not
give that property owner a veto power over the City’s ability to master plan. The remand
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KSP provision explains the consequence ofall property owners not joining together as
coapplicants. LUBA’s holding in this regard is not revisited here (“[T]he city anticipated
this exact issue and clearly addressed it in the KSP, providing that an applicant for a
master plan need not own all of the land within the plan boundary. * * * We conclude
that the city’s interpretation that the KSP and KDC allow submittal ofa master plan
application, even ifthe applicant does not own or control all ofthe property, is
supportable * * ~•“ LUBA Decision, slip opinion page 4.)
The next sentence ofthe remand KSP provision states that even where property is
not owned or controlled by an applicant that the applicant still has certain minimum
obligations with regard to planning for the development and provision ofpublic facilities
and services. Specifically, an applicant must show on the master plan enough (i.e.
“appropriate”) detail to allow the Council to conclude that planning for the development
and provision ofpublic facilities and services ofthe KSP master plan area is not
impracticable or foreclosed. Thismeans that the City simply asks the applicant to supply
enough information to show that planning for the development and provision ofpublic
facilities and services in the master planned area is not made impracticable or impossible
for that matter by the design of such public facilities and services given the location of
property not owned or controlled by the applicant. The approved Master Plan provides
the “appropriate” detail in this regard. The Council finds that as designed in the approved
Master Plan, that planning for the development and provision ofpublic facilities and
services to the Master Planned area is not made impracticablegiven the location of
property that the applicant does not own. In fact, the approved Master Plan’s layout of
public facilities provides adequate detail for the Council to conclude that planning for the
development and provision ofpublic facilities and services occurs in a efficient and
effective as well as connected manner notwithstanding that all property owners are not
applicants.
The next sentence of the remand KSP provision states further minimum standards
for a Master Plan with regard to property that the applicant does not own or control. This
provision asks for afocus for the Master Plan, but does not foreclose the masterplan
from going beyond the required focus. As explained above, the remand KSP provision
does not impose maximum requirements. This sentence ofthe provision asks for the
Master Plan to focus on provision of a cohesive interconnected system ofpublic facilities
andgeneral design guidelineson property not owned by an applicant.
The requirement to show an interconnected system ofpublic facilities draws on
the second sentence ofthe remand KSP provision. The requirement for showing an
interconnected system ofpublic facilities simply requires that an applicant for a Master
Plan not cut offproperty that is not owned or controlledby theapplicant from being
served with interconnected and cohesive public facilities and services. In other words,
the Cityis looking to the MasterPlan to show how all properties in the Master Plan area
can be served withpublic facilities in a cohesive and interconnected way. Here, the
approved Master Plan provides strong detail establishing the all property that is not
owned by the applicant will be served with public facilities in a cohesive and
interconnected manner. Regarding theremand KSP provision, the more detail that is
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provided, the more effective theentire master planned area can be to provide
interconnected public facilities and design guidelines.
Moreover, the use ofthe term “general design guidelines” in this sentence means
that enough detail is required to enable the Council to see how the masterplan area is
designed to develop as a whole and specifically, to see the general use types and layout
designed for property not owned by the applicant. The absence ofprovision in a master
plan ofgeneral use types and ener
ut on property not owned or controlled by an
applicant, would makeS mpossible possible determine the design ofthe Master Plan
area. Specifically, it would be impos i e to determine whichproperty is generally
designed to develop as commercial land and which is designated to develop as industrial
land. The general commercial and industrial use split is critical to the overall design of
themaster plan area. Moreover, it would beimpossible to see how general commercial
and industrial use types are designed to interrelate to one another to achieve the purposes
ofthe Village Center. Therefore, the minimum requirement for general design guidelines
requires that a Master Plan furnish enough information to show the general use types and
layout in the entire Master Plan area so that the Council can see and approve the general
Village Center layout. Obviously, this also affects the location ofpublic facilities and
services.
Thus, the use of the terms “general design guidelines” refers not only to the
unowned property, but also to how such unowned property relates to the general layout of
the KSP Master Plan area. Here, the approved Master Plan establishes thegeneral layout
for the property theapplicant does not own to establish how the area is likely to develop,
but does not precisely establish what businesses will occupy the Master Plan area. In this
regard, it is important to understand that the remand KSP provision uses the term “design
guidelines.” Guidelines are by their nature somewhat flexible. The applicant is not
requiredto establish that every single approval standard that asks for detail regarding
particularbusinesses be met on property the applicant does not own. This is because the
applicant cannot know for certain what specific business will develop. The remand KSP
provision recognizes this. On the other hand, the remand KSP provision provides the
applicant with flexibility to show the design and layout (i.e.) general commercial or
industrial use categories and approximate square footage) for unowned property, and the
City flexibility toimpose conditions of approval to further guide design ofunowned
property. As such it is possible for a property owner who is not also an applicant to go
through the building permit and development approval processes specified in the KDC
and develop his property without havingto submit an application for an amendment to
the approved masterplan. On the other hand, ifan owner ofproperty who is not also an
applicant fur master plan approval does not wish to develop his property under the design
guidelines established by the applicant and City in the approved master plan, he may
submit an application for a master plan amendment, even though he is not an owner of
the entire master plan area. The remand KSP provision both f~cilitatesthe public’s
interest in a comprehensive master plan for the KSP area, while also providing
nonapplicant property owners the benefits ofmaster planning or the opportunity toi
submit his own amendment to the approved master plan.

Here, the design guidelines in the approved master plan including the council
conditions ofapproval are adequate toestablish appropriate detail for both the property
the applicant owns and does not own to establish the general design and layout of the
Village Center. The approved Master Plan establishes general use types and locations to
allow the Councilto see and approve the general design guidelines for the Village Center
area. The use type split and approximate square footages can also be reasonably
ascertained based on the approved master plan. The approved master plan well meets the
termsof the remand KDC provision.
On a final note: the remand KSP provision should not be understood to undermine
or limit other requirements found in other parts of the KSP and KDC governing master
planning in the KSP area and specifically inthe KSP Village Center. The remand KSP
provision is one ofmany provisions that apply to masterplans for the KSP Village Center
area. Certainly, other requirements in the KSP for the Village Center impose important
requirements for master planning this area. The KDC also imposes specific requirements
for the Village Center area — the subject ofthe approved master plan atissue here. See
KDC 3.113. Therefore, ifmore detail is provided in a master plan including in any
element ofa master plan than is strictly required, such does not violate the remand KSP
provision. As worst such is surplussage. Accordingly, nothing in the KSP remand
provision should be read to suggest the provision expresses a limitation on the detail that
may be provided in a masterplan where such detail serves a purpose or requirement
imposed in another KSP or KDC provision. The remand KSP provision was never
intended to express a limitation on the detail for master planning, but rather to establish a
set ofbasic standards for dealing with master planning on property not owned or
controlled by an applicant. The remand KSP provision simply requires the demonstration
ofa cohesive interconnected system ofpublic facilities and general design guidelines.
However, the general design guidelines are important because they furnish the basis for
the nonapplicant property owner to secure subsequent development approval should he
chose to do so in a manner that is consistent with the design of the overall master planned
area, without having to go through a subsequent master plan amendment.
The council wishes to reiterate that the EG zone was applied to petitioners’
property in 2003 as a part ofthe KSP approval. The EG zone has a number of
requirements to which all property subject to the EG zone must comply. The LUBA
petitioners’ property is subject to therequirements of theEG zone as a result of the 2003
KSP approval. Moreover, as such the LUBA petitioners’ property is subject to the KDC
2.1 19.02 requirement that all EG land in the KSP Village Center be subject to an
approved Master Plan showing a 25% minimum amount of industrial usesand 75%
commercial uses. In addition, as a result ofthe 2003 KSP decision, the petitioners’
property is subject to the requirements ofKDC 2.125. The remand KSP provision is
simply one of many standards that apply to masterplanning for the Village Centerin
which the LUBA remand petitioners’ property is located.
In sum, the requirements ofthe remand KSP provision are modest: for property an
applicant does not own, the applicant is required to show enough detail to establish an
interconnected system ofpublic facilities is feasible for when the entire Master Plan area

develops. Also it should show general design guidelines for the property the applicant
does not own in enough detailto allow the Council to see the proposed design ofthe
Village Center. In turn, these design guidelines should supply enough detail in the
approved master plan to enable the nonapplicant owner to go through subsequent steps in
a manner that is consistent with the approved master planand gain development
approval. The Master Plan approved by the City and that was appealed to LUBA meets
this interpretation. Nothing approves a specific business to be established on the LUBA
petitioners’ property, but the types of businesses and approximate square footages are
established. The requirement for this was established in the adoption ofthe 2003 KSP
itself. Showing the business types (commercial or industrial) and approximate square
footage establishes basic design guidelines for the area as well as a way to establish
cohesive interconnected public facilities. It is also fair to the nonapplicant owner to
allow him tools to seek development approval for a specific business he chooses for his
land without having to apply for a master plan amendment —which amendment is no
small undertaking. The remand KSP provision is met by the approved Master Plan.
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOAI~OFAPPEALS
OF THE STATE OF OREGON
ROBERT LOWERY and MARILYN LOWERY,
Petitioners,
vs.
CITY OF KEIZER,
Respondent.
LUBA No. 2004-121
FINAL OPINION
AND ORDER
Appeal from City of Keizer.
RossDay, Tigard, filed the petition for review and argued on behalf of petitioners. With him on
the brief was OregoniansIn Action Legal Center.
E. Shannon Johnson, Keizer, filed the response brief and argued on behalfof respondent. With
him on the brief was Lien and Johnson.
DAVIES, Board Member; HOLSTUN, Board Chair; BASSHAM, Board Member, participated
in the decision.
REMANDED

02/17/2005

You are entitled to judicial review of this Order. Judicial review is governed by the provisions
ofORS 197.850.

http://luba.state.or.us/pdf/2005/febo5/041 21 .htm

3/8/2005

2004-121 Lowery v. City ot ~eizer
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Opinion by Davies.
NATURE OF THE DECISION
Petitioner challenges the city’s approval of a master plan application for a mixed use
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development on approximately 96 acres.

I

FACTS
On February 3, 2003, the city adopted the Keizer Station Plan (KSP) for a 225-acre area located
at the interchange of Interstate 5 and Chemawa Road.

The KSP divided the 225 acres into five sub-

areas: Area A (Village Center), Area A (Sports), Area B (Retail Service), Area C (Keizer Station) and
Area D (Commerce Center). Petitioners’ property is located in the southwest corner ofArea A.
Following approval of the KSP, Northwest National LLC (Northwest) submitted an application
for approval ofthe Keizer Station Master Plan, a master plan for development of land located in Areas A

and B. The proposed master plan includes petitioners’ property. On June 21, 2004, the city council
conducted a hearing on the master plan application, at which petitioners objected because their property
was included in Area A and they had not signed the application. The city council approved the master
plan on July 9, 2004. This appeal followed.

MOTION TO STRIKE
The city moves to strike Appendix D to the petition for review. Appendix D is a site plan of
Area A, similar to a site plan in the record, but a hand-drawn outline purporting to show the boundaries
of petitioners’ property has been added by petitioners. The city argues that the depiction ofpetitioners’
property is not accurate and, in any event, is not included in the record. See Friends ofClean Living v.
Polk County, 36 Or LUBA 544, 548-49 (1999) (documents included in party’s briefthat are not part of

the record and of which LUBA may not take official notice will be stricken). Petitioners respond that
Appendix D is offered not for its evidentiary value, but rather as a visual aid to understanding the
evidence that is in the record. Petitioners’ Response to Respondent’s Motion to Strike I (citing Root v.
City ofMedford, 36 Or LUBA 778, 781 (1999) (denial of motion to strike a map that was not part ofthe

record attached to brief, where map offered as visual aid and where LUBA would not consider it for its
evidentiaiy value)).
We have recognized that we might allow minor additions to maps in the record, at least where
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accuracy is not in dispute, where such additions would enable the Board to identif~’the subject

property. Carver v. City ofSalem, 42 Or LUBA 305, 309 (2002). Here, however, the city does dispute
the accuracy of Appendix D. Petitioners concede the outline depicted on the map is not in the record,

and they do not argue that we are entitled to take official notice of Appendix D. Accordingly, the city’s
motion to strike is granted.
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR
Petitioners assign error to the city’s approval ofthe Keizer Station Master Plan “because the Plan
includes the [petitioners’] property without [their] permission.” Petition for Review 3. They provide
three arguments in support of their assignment of error: (1) the KSP and Keizer Development Code

(KDC) amendments do not grant Northwest the authority to submit a master plan for property owned by
the Lowerys, (2) the KDC permits only the Lowerys or their designated agent to submit a master plan
application for their property, and (3) allowing a third party to submit an application is contrary to ORS
227.175 and sound public policy.
A.

Keizer Development Code and Comprehensive Plan Provisions

KDC 3.201.04 provides:
“An application for a land use action or permit may be filed by one or more of the
following persons:
“1.

Owner of subject property;

“2.

Purchaser of subject property under a duly executed written contract when the
application is accompanied by proof of the purchaser’s status and the seller
consents in writing to such application;

“3.

A lessee in possession of the property, when the owner consents in writing to
such application;

“4.

The agent for any of the foregoing, when duly authorized in writing to such
application is accompanied by proof ofauthority.”
Petitioners’ central argument is that the city was not authorized to accept or process the application

because the Lowerys, owners of a portion of the property subject to the master plan, did not sign the
application. The proposal, therefore, did not satis& KDC 3.201.04.
The city argues that the KSP specifically “envisions that a master plan may be considered even if
the applicant does not own all the property in the master plan boundary[.J” Respondent’s Brief
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The regulations implementing the KSP provide similar language that controls the submittal of the master
14

plan application in this case. KDC 2.119.08(B).

The city argues that the language of the KSP

and KDC 2.119.08(B) clearly provide that an application for a master plan may be submitted without the
signature of all of the owners of the property involved, notwithstanding the requirement of KDC
3.201.04. First, the city argues that the specific provisions of the KSP and implementing code language
control over the more general requirement in KDC 3.201.04. Second, the KSP specifically provides that
where there is a conflict between the KSP provisions and the development code, the KSP language
controls. Finally, the city council’s interpretation, according to the city, is entitled to deference. Church
v. Grant County, 187 Or App 518, 69 P3d 759 (2003); Clark v. Jackson County, 313 Or 508, 836 P2d
710 (1992)J’~
We agree with the city that the KSP specifically allows the submittal of a master plan application
without the signature of all of the owners of property subject to the application. Although KDC
3.201.04, when read in isolation, would appear to prohibit the application that was submitted in this
case, the city anticipated this exact issue and clearly addressed it in the KSP, providing that an applicant
for a master plan need not own all of the land within the plan boundary. Petitioners cannot now
collaterally attack that determination made by the city when it adopted the KSP in February, 2003. We
conclude that the city’s interpretation that the KSP and KDC allow submittal of a master plan
application, even if the applicant does not own or control all of the property, is supportable under the
deferential standard ofreview required by Clark and Church. See also ORS 197.829(1).
B.

ORS 227.175(1)

Petitioners also argue that the city’s interpretation violates ORS 227.1

I

They assert that

this statute allows only the owner of a piece of property to file an application affecting the use of land.
Petition for Review 9.

Because the master plan application included petitioners’ property and

petitioners did not sign or consent to the application, petitioners argue, the city was not authorized to
accept or process the subject application. According to petitioners, the statute furthers a state policy not
to allow individualsor entities to apply for land use approvals on property that they do not own. Id.
The city argues that this argument regarding ORS 227.175 was waived because it was not raised

before the city council. ORS 197.763(1); ORS 197.835(3). Petitioners do not directly address this
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waiver argument. However, we have held that the waiver doctrine does not preclude a party
from raising new arguments that were not discussed below as long as the issue was adequately raised
below. DLCD v. Curry County, 33 Or LUBA 728, 733 (1997). While the distinction between “issues”

and “arguments” is seldom obvious, in this case it is relatively clear that petitioners’ discussion of ORS
227.175(1) merely adds an additional argument in support of the issue raised below; i.e., whether the
city properly accepted and processed the master plan application for the entire KSP area, regardless of
ownership. We, therefore, will consider that argument.
In response to petitioners’ argument that ORS 227.1 75(1) prohibits a non-owner from filing a
land use application, the city points out that the language of the statute is permissive, providing: “[w]
hen required or authorized by a city, an owner of land may apply” for a permit or zone change. The city
also points out that the statute is primarily concerned with the procedural safeguards of notice and
hearing and has never been read to limit applications in the way now proposed by petitioners.
Respondent’s Brief 12.
We do not necessarily agree with the city’s analysis. For instance, we do not see that the
legislature’s use of the word “may” provides any guidance one way or the other whether the statute
limits the pool of land use applicants to owners of property. However, we also do not agree with
petitioners that ORS 227.175(1) expounds the policy they suggest. Under petitioners’ reading of the
statute, nobody other than the owner of the subject property could submit a land use application.
Petitioners’ argument proves too much. Even the local code provision that petitioners argue applies,
KDC 3.201.04, provides that an application may be submitted not only by the owner, but also by a
prospective purchaser of the property, a lessee of the properly with written consent of the owner, or an
authorized agent of an owner, purchaser or lessee. Petitioners’ reading of ORS 227.175(1) would
invalidate KDC 3.201.04, and quite possibly hundreds of other similar code provisions. We do not
believe the legislature intended to limit land use applicants as petitioners suggest.

C.
Land Not Controlled by Applicant
At oral argument, petitioners focused much of their time on an argument that is included in a
17
footnote in their petition for review. ’ They argued that even if the city had authority to process the
application for the master plan, notwithstanding that the applicant did not own all of the property
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included in the proposed master plan, nothing in the KSP or the code allowed the applicant to propose
new development for the property that it did not own.’

We understand petitioners to contend that with

regard to their property, which is property that is “not owned or controlled by the applicant,” the cited

KSP language merely directs that their property be included in the master plan for the limited purposes
of developing a “cohesive interconnected system of planned facilities” and “general design guidelines
[foil the Master Plan area.” Petitioners contend that nothing in the cited KSP language or elsewhere in
the KSP or the city’s land use regulations permits the applicant to propose or the city to approve new
development for property that the applicant does not own or control. For ease of reference, in the
balance of this opinion we will call this the “development of unowned property issue” or simply “the
issue.’,
Petitioners’ attorney was questioned by the Board at oral argument whether the development of
unowned property issue was a new issue or whether it was raised in the petition for review. See OAR
661-010-0040(1) (“The Board shall not consider issues raised for the first time at oral argument.”).
Petitioners’ attorney responded that the argument was presented in response to respondent’s brief.
Although the city addressed this issue in some detail at oral argument, it is not obvious to us that
respondent’s briefraised or discussed that issue.
Because it was unclear whether the development of unowned property issue had been raised in
the petition for review and, if so, whether it had been raised below, we invited further briefing from the
parties. In a letter dated January 7, 2005, we identified the issue as follows:
“Assuming the city had the authority to process the master plan application for all of
Area A notwithstanding that the Loweiys did not consent, may an applicant provide the
level of planning detail that the applicant here proposes for the property that he does not
own?”
We then requested additional briefing on the following questions:
“I.

Was the issue raised in the petition for review or was it raised for the first time at
oral argument?

“2.

If the issue was raised in the petition for review, was the issue raised during the
local proceedings and thus preserved for appeal?

“3.

If we can consider [the issue], may a master plan applicant provide the level of
detail provided here, and if so, why?~~~~
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The city argues that the development of unowned property issue was not raised below during the local
proceedings nor was it raised in the petition for review. We address the second question first because,
procedurally, it is the threshold inquiry.
1.
Wawer of the “Development of Unowned Property” Issue
In order to raise an issue before LUBA, a party must have raised the issue at the local level with
sufficient specificity to afford the parties and decision maker an opportunity to respond. ORS 197.763
(1); 1000 Friends ofOregon v. Clackamas County, 46 Or LUBA 375, 386-87 (2004). The purpose of
the ORS 197.763(1) “raise it or waive it” requirement is to prevent unfair surprise. Central Kiamath
County CATv. Klamath County, 40 Or LUBA 129, 137 (2001). Before a party is obligated to raise an
issue at the local level, however, the party generally must be given notice of the applicable criteria.
ORS l97.763(3)(b), therefore, requires that a local government listthe applicable criteria in the notice of
the hearing on a quasi-judicial land use application. Where an applicable criterion is not listed in the
pre-hearing notice as required by ORS l97.763(3)(b), a party’s failure to raise issues with regard to that
omitted criterion is excused. ORS 1 97.825(4)(a).

[101

According to the city, petitioners’ testimony at the local level consisted of a letter and oral
testimony. Record 325, 298. The city summarizes the letter as addressing two issues, only one of which
is relevant here. The letter alleges that “the application is not properly before the City because the
Lowerys have not consented to have the application submitted.” We will refer to this issue as the
“consent” issue. Respondent’s Memorandum 5. Petitioners’ oral testimony presented at the June 21,

2004 hearing parallels the issues raised in the letter. The city argues that the development of unowned
property issue was not raised at the local level.
Petitioners concede that the issue was not raised below. However, they argue that they are not
precluded from raising that issue now because they were never given the opportunity to raise the issue
below. According to petitioners, at the end of the June 21, 2004 hearing, a member ofthe city council
questionedwhether petitioners’ property could be removed from the application. Record 304. The city
attorney responded that he did not know the answer and would have to get back to the council at a later

date. Id. On July 6, 2004, the city held a work session and adopted the interpretation discussed
previously in this opinion. Seen 5.
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According to petitioners, the city adopted findings “and applied new criteria,” allowing someone
other than the property owner to submit a master plan application. Response to the City of Keizer’s
Memorandum Regarding the Board’s January 7, 2005 Letter 7-8. Petitioners contend that they were
never given an opportunity to “raise objections to the new findings.” Id. at

7J I

They argue that

where a local government does not provide a hearing where a party can raise issues, a petitioner can

raise those issues for the first time at LUBA. Id. (citing Dead Indian Memorial Rd. Neigh. v. Jackson
County, 43 Or LUBA 511 (2003), and Ashley Manor Care Centers v. City of Grants Pass, 38 Or LUBA
308 (2000)).
The city offers several responses. First, the city argues, the “new criterion” that petitioners
allege was omitted from the notice relates to the consent issue, not the issue on which we requested
additional briefing; i.e., the development of unowned property issue. Second, the city argues that
submittal requirements are not approval criteria, and the city was not required under ORS l97.835(4)(a)
to list in its notice such procedural standards. Finally, the city argues that KDC 3.113, which includes
the submittal requirements, was in fact listed in the hearing notice. Record 494.
We agree with the city that petitioners continue to confuse, or at least fail to distinguish between,
the consent issue and the development of unowned property issue on which we have requested
additional briefing. The consent issue was raised, and we disposed of that issue in the city’s favor
earlier in this opinion. The development ofunowned property issue, which petitioners concede was not

raised below, is the issue on which we requestedadditional briefing.
We first address the city’s argument that the relevant language does not constitute approval
4
criteriaJ~ We addressed a similar issue in Wicks-Snodgrass v. City ofReedspori, 32 Or LUBA 292
(1997). The hearing notice in that case did not reference several plan provisions that the petitioners
claimed were approval criteria. The respondent argued that ORS l97.835(4Xa) did not apply because
the cited provisions were not approval criteria and that the city’s failure to list them did not excuse the

petitioners’ failure to raise new issues before LUBA. We noted that the city had not made an
interpretation below whether the provision was an applicable approval criterion. However, we cited
1

ORS 197.829(2) and made that interpretation in the first instance. L~J
In this case, the city did not address whether the language at issue is an approval criterion,
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because petitioner did not raise the issue. As we did in Wicks-Snodgrass, we exercise our
discretion to make that determination in the first instance. The language cited at n 7 provides mandatory
language that the decision maker must consider when reviewing a master plan application. The city
council’s decision whether to approve the master plan must address (1) whether the master plan covers

all the area “in appropriate detail based on ownership” and (2) whether the master plan focuses on “a
cohesive interconnected system of planned public facilities” and sets “general design guidelines to be
used throughout the Master Plan area.” Under this language, the city could deny or require modification
ofan application that did not master plan the area in “appropriate detail based on ownership.”
The city appears to argue that, even if the language is a mandatory approval criterion, petitioners
have still waived the issue because they could have raised the issue at the June 21, 2004 hearing. See
ORS 197.835(4)(a), n 10; see also Burke v. Crook County,

—

Or LUBA —

(LUBA No. 2004-081,

October 6, 2004) (where mandatory approval criterion is not listed in the notice, but it is crossreferenced in a provision that is listed, issues related to that unlisted provision could have been raised
and, because not raised, are waived). We now address the city’s arguments to that effect.
The city claims that KDC 3.113 was listed in the pre-hearing notice, and was sufficient to apprise

petitioners of the issue they now seek to raise. It is correct that the pre-hearing notice listed KDC
3.113. Record 494. KDC 3.113 is entitled “Keizer Station Master Plan Review.” It includes, among
other things, review procedures, KDC 3.1 13.02; submittal requirements for master plans for each of the
sub-areas covered by the KSP, KDC 3.Il3.03; and review criteria, KDC

•[14t KDC 3113.03
3~11304
includes a detailed list of the items required for submittal of a master plan application. KDC 3.1 13.04
lists the applicable approval criteria for reviewing a master plan. The city argues that petitioners never
made an argument that the application did not comply with KDC 3.113.04, the applicable approval

criteria, and therefore cannot now complain about the “merits of the master plan itself.” Respondent’s
Reply Memorandum 5.
The city seems to miss the point. Petitioners are not arguing that the master plan does not
comply with the approval criteria already listed in KDC 3.113.04. Although petitioners mix their
argument up with the consent issue, we read their argument to be that the notice of hearing did not
include the KSP language at n 7, upon which the development of unowned property issue is based.
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Accordingly, under ORS I 97.835(4)(a), they are allowed to raise the issue for the first time here.
The reference in the notice to KDC 3.113 does not help the city. KDC 3.113 does not provide
notice ofthe KSP language that petitioners rely on to raise the development of unowned property issue.
The city seems to be taking the position that KDC 3.11 3.01 makes clear that the KSP includes
provisions that are mandatory approval criteria and that petitioners were therefore on notice to look to
the KSP. We disagree. KDC 3.1 13.01 provides:
“The Keizer Station Plan requires the development of Master Plans for each of the five
sub-areas. This process provides the City Council with an opportunity to review
development proposals in conformance with the Keizer Development Code and the
adopted Keizer StationPlan. * *
KDC 3.1 13.01 does not provide for review “in compliance with the Keizer Station Plan,” as the city
contends. Rather, it seems to suggest that the procedures outlined in KDC 3.113 create a process that
11

implements the KSP.

‘~

Consequently, the reference to KDC 3.113 in the notice did not provide

petitioners with the requisite notice of the KSP language at issue.
We do not believe that it is reasonable to expect that, under these circumstances, petitioners
could have anticipated the issue prior to the city’s announcement of its interpretation on July 6, 2004.
Only then did petitioners have any indication that the city was relying on the KSP provisions discussed
above, which requires inclusion of all of the property within the area to be master planned and which
also includes the language that forms the basis of petitioners’ argument regarding the development of
unowned property issue. See KSP language cited at n 7. However, by the time that interpretation was
announced, the record had already closed and petitioners had no opportunity to address the issue. The
language at issue is a mandatory approval criterion that the city was required to list in the pre-hearing
notice. No other criteria that were listed could reasonably have given petitioners notice of the
development of unowned property issue that is clearly identified only in the KSP language cited in n 7.
Consequently, petitioners did not waive the issue by failing to raise it below.

2.
Raised In Petition for Review or at Oral Argument
We turn, then, to the next question: whether OAR 661-010-0040(1), which precludes our
consideration of issues raised for the first time at oral argument, applies. While LUBA does not
generally require strict compliance with its procedural rules, the rationale underlying OAR 661-010-
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0040(1) is obvious. The requirement that an issue be raised in the briefs prevents LUBA from
deciding cases based on issues that the parties have not had an adequate opportunity to respond to. See
Ward v. City of Lake Oswego, 21 Or LUBA 470, 482 (1991) (consideration of issue raised for first time
at oral argument would violate purpose of LUBA’s rules to provide reasonable time to prepare and
submit case and provide full and fair hearing under OAR 661-010-0005).
Although it is a reasonably close question, we believe the issue was raised in the petition for
review. However, even if it wasn’t, we have given the parties an opportunity to brief the issue, and the
purpose ofthe rule has been satisfied in this case.
3.
The Unowned Property Issue
The city offers numerous reasons that the applicant’s proposed development for petitioners’

property in the master plan approved by the city was appropriate. For instance, the city suggests that the
KS? language quoted at n 7 merely indicates that the “exact nature of the development cannot be
imposed for property not owned by the applicant.” Respondent’s Memorandum 7. The city contends
that the applicant does not propose specific development for petitioners’ property. For property owned
by the applicant, the proposed site plan indicates specific uses; e.g., office building, restaurant, retail and
anchor. Id., Record 279. However, for petitioners’ property, the proposed site plan does not indicate
specific uses, but only shows how the property could be used and proposes general uses; e.g.,
commercial or industrial, to that property. Id. at 7-8.
As discussed earlier in this opinion, petitioners did not have an opportunity to raise the unowned
property issue. Consequently, the city did not have an opportunity to adopt an express interpretation of
the KSP language at n 7 and consider whether that language (I) merely directs an applicant to include
unowned property in the masterplan for the limited purposes of developing a “cohesive interconnected
system ofplanned facilities” and “general design guidelines [for] the Master Plan area,” (2) requires that
the applicant include unowned property and propose a development Master Plan as though the applicant

owned the unowned property, or (3) include unowned property and treat that unowned property in some
other manner. It is therefore necessary to remand the challenged decision to allow the city, in the first
instance, to provide an interpretation of the KS? language.
Petitioners’ assignment of error is sustained in part.
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The city’s decision is remanded.

The challenged decision also approves a preliminary subdivision plat, a major variance for building setbacks and a
sign variance. Those approvals, although part ofthe same order, are not challenged in this appeal.

Ii
- The city simultaneously adopted code amendments implementingthe KS?.
As relevant, the KSP provides:
“This Plan calls for the development ofMaster Plans for Area A — Village Center, Area A — Sports Center.
Area B, and Area D. In Area C. a Master Plan is only required for development of Iwo or more
lots/parcels. The Master Plans are to be reviewed and approved by the City Council through a Type Il-B
review process in accordance with the Keizer Station Plan guidelines. These Master Plans are to be
publicly or privately prepared representing the development proposal for agiven area. It is recogni:edthat
the applicant ofa Master Plan/or an area may not own or control all the land within the Master Plan
boundary. All property ownersin each area are encouraged tojoin together as co-applicants. However to
properly plan development andprovision ofpublic facilities andservices, the master plan shall still cover
all the area in appropriate detail based on ownership. For those portions not ownedor controlled by an
applicant, the Master Plan shallfocus on a cohesive interconnectedsystem ofplannedpsblicjàcili:ie.s and
shall Set general design guidelines to be used throughout the Master Plan area. Amendments to an
approved Master Plan shall require City Council approval. Subdivision approval shall be based upon the
applicable zone and applicable KDC Section 3.108 requirements.
“The Master Plans will be developed and considered in accordance with the requirements of the Activity
Center Overlay proviaions (KDC Section 2.125 ofthe Keizer Development Code). Individual areas may
require a detailed transportation system design plan as a requirement of Master Plan Approval. Once a
Master Plan is adopted, individual buildings and uses must receive building permit approval. As part of the
building permit process, the proposal will be evaluated for compliance with the adopted Master Plan, zone
standards, and applicable design standards as referenced in the Keizer Development Code. In case of
conflicts between the Kei:er Station Plan and the Kei:er Development Code, the Keizer Station Plan
standards will apply.” Record 23-24. (Emphasis added).
KDC 2.119.08(B) provides:
“Master Plan Required. A master plan must be reviewed and approved by the City Council prior to
subdivision platting or development. The Master Plan shall be reviewed through a Type Il-B review
process in accordance wish this Section. It is recognized that the applicant of the master plan for the area
may not own or control all the land within the master plan boundary. The master plan shall still cover the
entire EG zone. For those portionsnot owned or controlled by the applicant, the Master Plan shall focus on
a cohesive interconnected system of planned public facilities and shall set general guidelines to be used
throughout the Master Plan area. Subdivision approval shall be based upon the zone and Section 3.108 as
applicable.
“I.

The Master Plan will be developed and considered in accordance with the requirements
of the Activity Center Overlay provisions (Section 2.125 of the Keizer Development
Code). Once a Master Plan is adopted, the proposed development ofeach use shall be
reviewed through Development Review as required in Section 2.315 of the Keizer
Development Code. In the case of conflicts between the Keizer Station Plan and the
Keizer Development Code, the Keizer Station Plan standards will apply.

“2.

The Master Plan shall include a detailed transportation system design plan for the EG
zone. The location oftransit facilities shall conform to Section 2.305 ofthe Code.”

151 The city council adopted

the following interpretation:
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“Master planning of the KSP area was determined by the City Council to be necessary for cohesive
development of the area and to achieve the economic development purposes of the KSP. As is clear from
the above quoted provisions, master planning includea public facilities planning as well as subdivision or
partition approval. No one has contended otherwise. Moreover, it is also clear from the above quoted
provisions that any conflict between the KSP provisions and the development code are resolved in favor of
the KSP.
“The Council finds that KDC 3.20!.04 does not apply to the KSP Matter Plan application. The council
funds that the approval contemplated in this proceeding is the approval of the contemplated KSP Master
Plan including all ofits elements to realize the objectives ofthe KSP.
“Master Plans are subject to the Type Il-B process and the Type Il-B process as quoted above expressly
contemplates that all owners may not submit or approve of the master plan application. Nevertheless, a
master plan is required by the KSP. Further, in the Master Plan approval process, the City expressly
required that all property be included to ensure the KSP area is developed as a cohesive whole, It is
axiomatic that the masterplan approval process specified in the KSP is not subject to collateral attack here.
“As the l’ZSP provisions explain, the specific provisions of the KSP prevail over the more general
provisions of the city code. Here, the master plan application includes all of the contemplated elements,
including streets, public facilities, open space, parking, subdivision and variances. At the time of actual
KSP development under the Master Plan provisions, the property must be owned by the developer, or it
must be acquired by the city or Urban Renewal agency. The City Council finds it is feasible for the city to
exercise its authority of eminent domain to acquire any property necessary to allow the implementation of
the KSP approved Matter Plan.” Record 24-25.
ORS 227.175(1) provides:
“Whett required or authorize.~,,bvacjIy,an owner of land may apply in writing to the heanngn officer, or
other such person as the city council designates, for a permit or zone change, upon such forms and insuch a
manner as the city council prescribes. The governing body shall establish foes charged for processing
permits at an amount no more than the actual or average cost of providing that service.” (Underscoring
added by the city; italics added by petitioners).
Petitioners cite the following excerpt from the KSP intheir petition for review:
“All property ownersin each area are encouragedtojoin together as co-applicants. However to properly
plan development and provision of public facilities and services, the masterplan shall still cover all the area
in appropriate detail based onownership. For those portions not owned or controlled by an applicant, the
Master Plan shall focus on a cohesive interconnected system ofplanned public facilities and shall set
general design guidelines to be used throughout the Master Plan area.” Petition for Review 6. (Emphasis
added by petitioners).
In a footnote, petitioners state:
“It is likely the City will ask the Board instead to focus on the second sentence ofthe cited provision for
uupport of the City’s argument that Northwest can submit a master plan application for the Lowerys’
property, when read in its proper context, it is easy to see the flaw in the City’s argument. The second
sentence merely directs an applicant to include all ofthe property within the masterplan area in a master
plan application. Thin provision of the KSP Comp Plan çg,,gç~allow an applicant to actually plan the
area, as Northwest has done in this case, by proposing private development on the Lowerys’ property.”
Petition for Review 7 n 3. (Emphasis in original).
The record contains site plans for the entire area covered by the master plan that indicate parking areas, building pads
and proposed uses; i.e., commercial or industrial, for the Loweiy’s property. Record 279.

[91 Our order provided an opportunity for both parties to respond to those issues. However, after petitioners’ response
memorandum, the city fileda motion to file a reply. We grant that motion and consider the city’s reply memorandum.
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l (1~ORS 197.835(4) provides, in part:
“A petitioner may raise new issues to [LUBA] if:
“(a)

The local government failed to list the applicable criteria for a decision under ORS 197.195 (3)(c)
or 197.763 (3Xb), in which case a petitioner may raise new issues based upon applicable criteria
that were omitted from the notice. However, [LUBAI may refuse to allow new issues to be raised
if it funds that the issue could have been raised beforethe local government[.]

“a a

lW Petitioners do not identif~,’what findings they are is referring to. We assume “the findings” to which they refer are
the findings in which the cityadopts its interpretation of the consent issue. See n 5.
1121 We view the relevant language from the KSP to be the excerpt cited by petitioners in their petition for review. See n
7.
ORS 197.829(2) provides:
“If a local government fails to interpret a provision of its comprehensive plan or land use regulations, or if
such interpretation is inadequate for review, the board may make its own determination ofwhether the local
government decision is correct.”
1141 KDC 3.1 13.02 provides that Area A “may develop with Type Il-B Keizer Station Master Plan Review approval by
the City Council.”
KDC 3.11303 provides separate submittal requirements for the different areas of the KSP. Among the submittal
requirements for Area A are the following:
“I.

Infrastructure engineering and architectural site plans showing all structures in relation to
projected final topography of the project, all proposed connections to existing or proposed roads S
*

*

a a

*

“3.

Building elevations, typical cross-sections and typical wall sections ofall building areas.

“a a a a

“10.
“a

*

*

Calculation ofgross building, parking and open space.
a”

KDC 3.113,04 provides the review criteria for approval of a master plan fur an area of the KSP. It includes criteria
regarding pedestrian access, safety and comfort; vehicular movement; crime prevention and security; parking; and public
spaces’
We also do not agree with the city’s reliance on the provision in KDC 3.113.04.0., which the city alleges “atates
that the Keizer Station Plan provisions shall control if it conflicts with the Keizcr Development Code.” Respondent’s Reply
Memorandum 5. The city reads the language of KDC 3.1 t3.04.B too broadly. The languagethe city refers to is found in the
section ofthe review criteria dealing with different standards. KDC 3.1 l3.04.B. provides, in its entirety:
“The master plan shall meet the following standards at identified in the Keizer Station Plan in addition to

standards within applicable zonea:
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“I.

Design standards

“2.

Transportation system standards

“3.

Utility standards

“4.

Parking standards

“5.

Landscape standards

fage i~or i

“If a conflict exists between standards within the Keizer Station Plan and the Keizer Development Code,
the Keizer Station Plan standards shall beapplied.” (Emphasis added).
This language, shown here in its appropriate context, seems to apply to specific standards provided in the KSP. It does
not relate in general to all provisions ofthe KSP, as the city asserts, It therefore cannot be relied on, as the city seems to be
arguing, to provide notice to petitioners of the provision of the KS? that petitioners rely on to argue that a master plan
applicant cannot propose new development on property the applicant does not own. There are other provisions in the KS?
and the code that could be read more broadly and, if cited in the notice, might have provided petitioners with a roadmap
leading to the KSP language at issue here. See KDC 2.119.08(B), n 4; see also KS? language addressing conflict resolution
at n 3. However, those provisions were not cited in thenotice either.
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Attachment 3
Council Hearing March 21, 2005
LIJBA Remand in LUBA No. 2004-121

KEIZER STATION PLAN
INTRODUCTION
Planning for this area began in 1987 when the Keizer Comprehensive Plan established
the Chemawa Activity Center and McNary Activity Center. The first Chemawa Activity
Center Plan was adopted in 1993, followed by amendments to theplan in 1995. The city
amended the plan two years later and adopted the 1997 version of the Chemawa Activity
Center Plan, which provides for development of a mixed-use area incorporating service
commercial, industrial, housing, retail, office, and public uses. The Chemawa Activity
Center Plan and the Keizer Station Plan are both “activity center design plans” as
described in the Keizer Comprehensive Plan. The activity center is divided into four
areas (A through D) corresponding with specific sections on the north and south side of
Cheniawa Road and Lockhaven Drive.
Suggested changes to the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning maps are recommended to be
consistent with the types of uses based on anticipated market demand. The changes to
the zoning pattern are further supported by the economic analysis conducted by Hobson
Ferrarini & Associates, which demonstrates that there is a large shortfall of commercial
land within Keizer. This analysis also indicates that the existing industrial land in Keizer
is more than sufficient to meet the 20-year demand for industrial uses.
This plan also provides specific development standards within the Keizer Station Plan
area. Development standards design details for buildings and on-site improvements and
uses are provided in theKeizer Development Code.
This plan establishes four specific areas within the KeizerStation Plan area (Figure 1):
• Area A — Village Center/Sports Center
• Area B — Retail Service Center
• Area C — Keizer Station Center
a Area D — Commerce Center
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The Keizer Station Plan is intended to build on the objectives that were previously used
to guide the preparation ofthe Chemawa Activity Center Plan:
• Establish a northern gateway into the Keizer area;
• Provide an opportunity for multi-modal transportation options;
• Provide the opportunity to live, work and shop in close proximity to the Center;
• Provide an additional focal point for industry, commerceand community activities;
• Enhance economic activity within the community without threatening the economic
health and redevelopment activities along the River Road and Cherry Avenue
corridors;
• Provide anappropriate site for community facilities;
• Offer a sourceof employment, including family wagejobs; and
• Be a Source of Pride.

KEIZER STATION PLAN LAND USE AND ZONING
The Plan takes advantage ofthe access and visibility of the Keizer Station Plan area and
is designed to allow flexibility with applicable development standards. Compared with
the Chemawa Activity Center Plan, which excludes the ballpark and properties
immediately north, the Keizer Station Plan area includes these properties. The Plan land
use designations, which are shown in Figure 2, include:

Plan Designation
Area A
Industrial General
Campus Light Industrial
Special Planning District
Area B
Commercial
Low Density Residential
Area C
Mixed Use
Commercial
Area D
Campus Light Industrial
Total Approximate Acres

KEIZER STATION PLAN
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Acres
30.8
37.2
93.0
11.4
1.1
34.5
1.5
15.7
225.2
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The Plan also features a new zoning district called Employment General (EG) that
develops standards to promote an employment center with the opportunity for a mix of
industrial and commercial uses. The Keizer Development Code amendments that are
necessary to implement the Keizer Station Plan are provided in Attachments A
throug~iN.
Based on the Comprehensive Plan Map amendments (Figure 2), the Zoning Map
(Figure 3) the following approximate acreage totals for the Keizer Station Plan area by
zoning district are summarized below. All of these properties are within the Activity
Center Overlay for the Keizer Station Plan.
Zoning District
Industrial Business Park (IBP)
General Industrial
Commercial Mixed Use (CM)
MixedUse(MU)
Public (P)
Commercial Office (CO)
Commercial Retail (CR)
Single Family Residential (RS)
Employment General (EG)
Total Approximate Acres

Existing Acres
122.1
0
19.7
36
34.9
12.5
0
0
0
225.2

Proposed Acres
52.7*
30.8
11.4
34.5
0
0
1.5
1.1
93

Change/Acres
-69.2
+30.8
-8.3
-1.5
-34.9
-12.5
+1.5
+1.1
+93

225.2

The above listed acreage is based upon dab from the Marion County Assessor’s Office, October
31. 2002.
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The existing and proposed zoning is further described for the four areas of the Keizer
Station Plan as follows in approximate acreage:
Area A
Vdlaee Center
Zoning
Employment General (EG)
Industrial General (10)
Industrial Business Park (IBP)
Commercial Mixed (CM)

Existin2 Acres
0
0
84
11

~pposed Acres
93
2
0
0

SDorIs Center

Zoning
Industrial Business Park (IBP)
General Industrial (JO)
Public (P)

Existing Acres

Proposed Acres

38.1
0
27.9

37.2
28.8
0

Existin2 Acres

Proposed Acres

Area B - Retail Service Center
Zp.nmg
Commercial Mixed Use (CM)
Single Family Residential (RS)
Commercial Office (CO)

0
0
12.5

11.4
1.1
0

Existing Acres

Proposed Acres

Area C - KeizerStation Center
Zoning
Mixed Use (MU)
Commercial Retail (CR)

KEIZER STATION PLAN
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36
0

34.5
1.5
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Area D - Commerce Center
Existin2 Acres

Industrial Business Park (IBP)
Commercial Mixed-Use (CM)
Public (P)

0
8.7
7.0

Proposed Acres
15.7
0
0

The above listed acreage is based upon datafrom the Marion County Assessor’s Office.
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Figure 2: Comprehensive Plan Map Land Use Designations
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Figure 3: Zoning Designations
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SITE CHARACTERISTICS
One factor that will influence future development in the Keizer Station Plan area is the
Site’s physical constraints. These constraints will shape where future development and
infrastructure will be located include:
• Utility easements, including the BPA and POE powerline easements;
• ODOT access easements; and
• Rail right-of-way.

KEIZER STATION PLAN AREAS AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
The Keizer Station Plan has evaluated each of the four areas from a development, urban
design, transportation and public facilities perspective. Based on this evaluation, this Plan
recommends a number of specific design guidelines and identifies development issues
that will need to be addressed as development occurs in each area. The following section
provides the specific area descriptions, design guidelines and issues that will guide future
development for each of the following areas:
• Area A — Village Center/Sports Center
• Area B — Retail Service Center
• Area C — Keizer Station Center
• Area D — Commerce Center
To help create the mix of uses envisioned in the Keizer Station Plan, the floor area for
specified uses, which generally have retail and commercial characteristics, is limited as
provided in the Keizer Development Code (KDC). Each area is limited with a prescribed
amount of floor area for specific uses. The specific use restrictions are also included in
the Keizer Development Code for each applicable zone and the Activity Center Overlay
(ACO) Zone, The areas are restricted to the following amount of square footage for these
specified uses as follows:
Square Foota2e Limitation for Snecified Uses
Area A -

Village Center
Sports Center
Area B — Retail Service Center
Area C — Keizer Station Center
Area D — Commerce Center
KEIZER STA11ON PLAN
Keizer City Council — February 3, 2003

800,000 sq. ft.
15,000 sq. ft.
25,000 sq. ft.
65,000 sq. ft.
70,000 sq. ft.
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KEIZER STATION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES
Land Use Review Procedures
This Plan calls for the development of Master Plans for Area A — Village Center, Area A
— Sports Center, Area B, and Area D.
In Area C, a Master Plan is only required for
development of two or more lots/parcels. The Master Plans are to be reviewed and
approved by the City Council through a Type 11-B review process in accordance with the
Keizer Station Plan design guidelines. These Master Plans are to be publicly or privately
prepared representing the development proposal for a given area. It is recognized that the
applicant of the Master Plan for an area may not own or control all the land within the
Master Plan boundary. All property owners in each area are encouraged to join together
as co-applicants. However, to properly plan development and provision of public
facilities and services, the master plan shall still cover all the area in appropriate detail
based on ownership. For those portions not owned or controlled by an applicant, the
Master Plan shall focus on a cohesive interconnected system of planned public facilities
and shall set general design guidelines to be used throughout the Master Plan area.
Amendments to an approved Master Plan shall require City Council approval.
Subdivision approval shall be based upon the applicable zone and applicable KDC
Section 3.108 requirements.
The Master Plans will be developed and considered in accordance with the requirements
of the Activity Center Overlay provisions (KDC Section 2.125 of the Keizer
Development Code)~ Individual areas may require a detailed transportation system
design plan as a requirement of Master Plan approval. Once a Master Plan is adopted,
individual buildings and uses must receive building permit approval. As part of the
building permit process, the proposal will be evaluated for compliance with the adopted
Master Plan, zone standards, and applicable design standards as referenced in the Keizer
Development Code. In the case of conflicts between the Keizer Station Plan and the
Keizer Development Code, the Keizer Station Plan standards will apply.
• In order to establish the Type II B procedures, KDC Section 3101.02 is amended
and shown in Attachment B.
• In order to establish the criteria for Type 11 B review, KDC Section 3.113 is added
as shown in Attachment C.
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Transportation Review Procedures
Beginning with the adoption of the Chemawa Activity Center Plan (1997) a
transportation level-of-service standard for future traffic operations at the signalized
intersections on Lockhaven Drive and Chemawa Road between River Road and the
eastern 1-5 ramp was developed. This level-of-service standard (volume to capacity (V/C)
ratio of 0.87) is included in Keizer’s Transportation System Plan (TSP) as well. Traffic
operations are a critical element of the future implementation ofthe Keizer Station Plan.
Therefore, the Keizer Station Plan includes the 0.87 volume to capacity (v/c) ratio as
adopted in the Chemawa Activity Center Plan.
The transportation requirements of the Keizer Station Plan may include an underpass of
Chemawa Road. The underpass is one of several optional elements of the overall
transportation system needed to provide safe access to and from the developing areas of
the Keizer Station Plan. Provisions for construction of the underpass and/or other
improvements shall be in place so as to not allow the intersection of Radiant Drive with
Chemawa Road to fall below the v/c ratio of0.87 as calculated by the critical movement
analysis methodology as development occurs.
Off-ramp and other ODOT facility improvements, if necessary, shall be constructed as a
regional improvement to the 1-5 Interchange under ODOT’s direction. Funding shall be
provided, as appropriate, by all parties benefiting from the improvements.
Street right of way dedications and street vacations will be required. Prior to
development, an overall preliminary plan shall be submitted for review and approval by
the Department of Public Works indicating the location of all proposed public and private
streets to be dedicated and vacated. All new public streets shall be constructed to the
requirements ofthe City ofKeizer Department of Public Works Design and Construction
Standards. During the master planning process, circulation to and within the Keizer
Station Plan shall be addressed to promote pedestrian and bicycle access to the site from
all surrounding areas.
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Utility Review Procedures
General:
A. A street lighting master planshall be developed. A street lighting district shall be
created while under the control of the developer to provide for adequate
streetlights along the frontage of all new street rights of way. Decorative lighting
shall be used.
B. Construction permits are required by the Department ofPublic Works prior to any
public facility construction. Contact the City Engineers office at 390-7402 for
the necessary permit information that is required.
C. A Pre-design meeting with the City ofKeizer Department ofPublic Works will be
required prior to the Develope?s Engineer submitting plans to either the city of
Keizer or the City of Salem for review.
D. Street opening permits are required for any work within the City right-of-way that
is not covered by a Construction Permit.
E. Facility phasing plans and arrangements for reimbursing developers for providing
additional capacity to serve future development shall be approved by the Keizer
Department ofPublic Works.
Sanitary Sewer:
A portion of the Keizer Station Plan is located within the original Keizer Sewer District
and a portion is located outside of the original district. Developers will construct the
sewer trunk line and pay an acreage fee for the property outside ofthe original district.
A. Prior to development of the subject property, a master sewer plan for the proposed
development shall be submitted to the Department of Public Works for review
and approval. The entire project shall be served by an existing 18-inch trunk
sewer line located adjacent to Keizer Stadium.
B. City of Salem approval for both sewer trunk lines and local sewers is required.
Permits from the City of Salem shall be issued prior to construction. Prior to
KEIZER STATION PLAN
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submitting plans to the City of Salem for approval, the developer’s engineer shall
submit plans to the City of Keizer for review and determination of compliance
with the City’s Master Sewer Plan for the area.
C. Connecting to existing sewers that serve the general area will be the responsibility
ofthe developer of the property.
D. Appropriate easements will be required for any public sewer mains located within
the subjectproperty if located outside platted right ofways.
E. It will be the responsibility of the developer’s engineer to locate any existing
wells (including those on adjacent property) in the vicinity of the proposed new
sanitary sewer lines for the subject property. Any conflicts between existing
wells and proposed sanitary sewers shall be addressed by the developer prior to
issuance of public works construction permits. The timing for resolving any
conflicts shall be identified as part of a Master Plan approval.
Domestic Water:
A. A master water system plan showing proposed routes of public water mains, fire
hydrants and individual services shall be prepared prior to submission of
construction plans for the development. Location of all meters shall be approved
by the Keizer Department of Public Works. To provide for adequate peak
consumption and fire protection requirements, it is anticipated that new public
wells and storage facilities will be required. Appropriate easements for all public
water mains and fire hydrants will be required if construction is to be outside of
public right of ways. Dedication of property to the City shall be required for any
wells or storage facilities developed. Any system development charges for water
system improvements will be those in place at the time of individual service
connections.
B. Final development plans shall be reviewed by the Keizer Fire District with regard
to access and adequate location of fire hydrants prior to any issuance of public
works construction permits by the City ofKeizer.
C. Existing wells on the subject property are to be located by the developer and
reviewed by the Keizer Department of Public Works to determine if existing
KEIZER STATION PLAN
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water rights can be transferred to municipal use. If so, the developer shall make
the transfer at the request of the City. The City will be responsible for any fees
charged by the State ofOregon associated with the transfer. Ifthe wells cannot be
incorporated into the city system, the developer shall abandon them in accordance
with the rules ofthe Oregon State Water Resources Department.
Storm Sewer:
A. Development plans will require an evaluation of the present drainage patterns and
runoff characteristics. The property is within a critical drainage basin and strict
compliance with city ordinances will be necessary. No increase in runoff will be
allowed as development occurs. Prior to development, an overall stonn water
master plan shall be submitted for review and approval by the Department of
Public Works.
B. Storm water detention will be required. All storm water and roof drains shall be
connected to an approved system designed to provide adequate drainage for the
proposed new driveways and other impervious surfaces.
C. A grading and drainage plan shall be prepared and submitted for review and
approval by the Department of Public Works. Details shall include adequate
conveyance of storm water from adjacent property across the subject property.
D. As part of the Keizer Station Plan development, a detailed analysis of the various
drainage basins within the planning area was completed (Chapter of the
September 2001 KSP proposal, Attachment N). In all cases, storm water
detention and treatment will be required to the standards in place at the time of
development
E.

Prior to development, a phasing plan shall be submitted for review and approval
by the Department of Public Works to indicate how the storm water system will
be developed to provideservice to each area.
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AREA A- VILLAGE CENTER

I.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTPIES

A.

Purpose: The Village Center (95 acres) portion of Area A is the heart of the
Keizer Station Plan. The Village Center will provide the opportunity to establish
a true economic activity center that will focus on offering a variety of industrial
and commercial activities. In order to achieve the necessary mix of uses and
design environment to create the Village Center, this plan sets forth a series of
objectives for new development to accomplish.

Key issues that will need to be considered as Area A — Village Center develops include:

•
•
•
B.

Location and design of transportation facilities.
Traffic operations at the Chemawa Interchange.
Physical constraints (e.g. power lines, utility easements, rail right-of-way) that
will influence the amount ofbuildable land and building locations; and
Phasing of development.

Objectives: Development in Area A
achieving the following objectives:

—

Village Center will be focused on

• Provide a northern gateway to Keizer;
• Develop a variety ofemployment opportunities;
• Create a focal point for commerce and community activities;
• Establish aplace for multipleactivities;
• Provide a gateway to sports activities; and
•

C.

Be a source of employment opportunities.

Base Zones: In order to achieve the Development Objectives for Area A —
Village Center, the Special Planning District Comprehensive Plan designation
shall apply to the property within the Village Center. Property within this area
shall be zoned as follows:
Zoffing
Employment General (EG)
Industrial General (IG)
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II. DESIGN STANDARDS
Following Master Plan approval, as described earlier, subsequent development within
Area A — Village Center, shall satisf~’the development standards of the underlying zone,
Employment General (EG) — Section 2.119, along with the following design standards:
A.

Development Standards: KDC Section 2.315 Development Standards requires
new development to apply for Development Review and to comply with standards
identified in KDC Section 2.3 15.08 as part of the building permit approval
process. These standards are intended to be objective and to serve as a guide to
designers of developments. A buildingpermit shall be issued when the proposal:
1. Is consistent with the Development Standards of KDC Section 2.315; and
2. Is in substantial conformity to the approved Master Plan.
Modification of a building permit application, which is not in substantial
conformity with the Development Standards or the approved Master Plan, may be
approved by the City Council under KDC Section 2.3 15.09.

B.

Additional Design Standards: Development throughout Area A — Village Center
will also be controlled by a set of design standards aimed at establishing an
environment that promotes a coordinated approach to developing the entire 95
acres. The intent is to establish design standards in addition to the standards
identified in KDC Section 2.315 that will guide future development in a manner
that will achieve the development objectives for Area A — Village Center. The
following Design Standards shall also apply to new development in Area A —
Village Center area as part ofthe Master Plan approval process:
1.

Gateway. In order to achieve the objective ofmaking Area A — Village a
gateway to Keizer, a gateway feature visible from 1-5 shall be provided.

2.

Weather protection. Weather protection for pedestrians, such as awnings,
canopies and arcades, shall be provided at building entrance(s). Weather
protection is encouraged along building frontages abutting a public
sidewalk or a hard-surfaced expansion of a sidewalk, and along building
frontages between a building entrance and a public street or accessway.

KEIZER STATION PLAN
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HI.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

The extension of Radiant Drive through Area A — Village is a key element, not only to
the transportation system, but to the visual quality of the center. Accordingly, the
following design features shall apply to Radiant Drive:
A.

Streetacape. Radiant Drive is relocated to bisect Area A — Village Center and
will provide a landscaped entry as well as providing a direct connection into Area
A — Village Center. The design of Radiant Drive and internal streets shall include
landscape features as approved by the City Council as part of the Master Plan
approval process. Landscaping and streetscaping provisions identified in KDC
Section 2.119, Attachment A.

B.

Access. Access from Radiant Drive to adjoining property shall be controlled. The
intent of Radiant Drive is to provide efficient through traffic. Signalized access
connections will be located at least 600 feet apart, except where approved by the
City Traffic Engineer. Additional access connections on Radiant Drive should be
limited and designed to maximize the flow of traffic. All internal signalized
intersections on Radiant Drive will operate at a V/C standard of0.87 or better.

C.

Pedestrian circulation:
I.

The on-site pedestrian circulation system shall be continuous, connecting
the ground-level entrances of primary structure(s) to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
d.

2.

Streets abutting the site;
Parking areas;
Shared open spaces and play areas;
Abutting transit stops;
Any pedestrian amenity such as plazas, resting areas and
viewpoints; and
Adjacent buildings.

There shall be at least one pedestrian connection to an abutting street
frontage for each 300 linear feet ofstreet frontage.
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IV.

UTILITIES

In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities
the following standard shall apply to new utilities:
A.
B.

V.

—

Section 2.3 07

All utilities located adjacent to Radiant Drive and connecting transportation
facilities shall be located underground.
All other new utility connections and lines shall be located underground where
practicable.
PARIUNG

Parking standards for Area A — Village Center shall follow the standards located in the
corresponding base zone as well as Off-Street parking and Loading — Section 2.302. In
addition to these standards, the following shall also apply:
A.

Location ofparking — Ifthe building is located within 20 feet of theRadiant Drive
right-of-way, there shall be no parking or maneuvering between the building and
the right-of-way.

VI.

LANDSCAPE

In addition to the development standards of Site and Landscape Design
the following standards shall apply:

—

Section 2.3 09

A. A coordinated landscape plan shall be provided for the frontage portion of the
Village Center along I-S with the request for master plan approval.
B. Restriction on Tree Removal. From the date of adoption of this ordinance, no
trees shall be removed from any property within Area A- Village Center without
approval from the City. The City recognizes that factors such as disease and
safety concerns or other practical considerations may require the approval to
remove such trees. The City otherwise maydetermine existing trees to remain on
the property.
Upon application for master plan approval, the applicant shall submit a tree inventory of
all existing trees and trees removed since the date of this ordinance.
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AREA A - SPORTS CENTER
PURPOSEAND OBJECTIVES
A.

Purpose: Area A — Sports Center (66 acres) is the location of the Keizer Stadium
as well as the potential location for a variety of industrial, entertainment,
recreation and sports-related facilities. A portion of this area is devoted to an
existing power substation and a baseball stadium. Area A — Sports Center will be
accessed viathe extension of Radiant Drive throughArea A - Village. Key issues
that will need to be considered as Area A — Sports Center develops include:
• Location and design of Radiant Drive;
• Physical constraints that will influence the amount of buildable land and
building locations;
• Phasing ofdevelopment;
• Coordination with Keizer Stadium activities; and
• Relationship to Lake Labish restoration improvements.

B.

Objectives: Development in Area A
achieving the following objectives:
•
•
•

B.

—

Sports Center will be focused on

Providing development opportunities for industrial and recreation facilities
while addressing building constraints;
Creating an industrial, recreation and community center; and
Providing compatible uses to the existing power transmission center.

Base Zone: In order to achieve the Area A — Sports Center Development
Objectives, the Comprehensive Plan designation for property within Area A —
Sports Center shall be Campus Light Industrial and General Industrial. Property
within the Sports Center shall be zoned as follows:
Zoning
Industrial Business Park (IBP)
General Industrial (10)
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DESIGN STANDARDS

Following Master Plan approval, as described earlier, subsequent development within
Area A — Sports Center, shall satisf~rthe development standards of the underlying zone,
Industrial BusinessPark—Section 2.113 along with the following design standards:
A.

Development Standards: KDC Section 2.315 Development Standards requires
new development to apply for Development Review and to comply with standards
identified in KDC Section 2.3 15.08 as part of the building permit approval
process. These standards are intended to be objective and to serve as a guide to
designers ofdevelopments. A building permit shall be issued when the proposal:
1. Is consistent with the Development Standards ofKDC Section 2.315; and
2. Is in substantial conformity to the approved Master Plan.
Modification of a building permit application, which is not in substantial
conformity with the Development Standards or the approved Master Plan, may be
approved by the City Council under KDC Section 2.315.08.

B.

Additional Design Standards: In addition to the design standards in the
underlying base zones, the following design standards shall apply as part of the
Master Plan approval process:
1.

The requirement in Industrial Business Park Section 2.1 13.05 H (Lot
Coverage) for 20 percent ofthe gross area of a lot in the IBP district shall
also apply to Area A — Sports Center.

2.

The requirement in General Industrial Section 2.1 14.05 B is amended to
allow an additional one foot of height for every five feet of setback from
residential areas in Area A — Sports Center.
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IlL

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

The extension of Radiant Drive into Area A - Sports Center is a key element, not only to
the transportation system, but also to the visual quality of the center. Accordingly, the
following design features shall apply to Radiant Drive:
A.

Radiant Drive is relocated to bisect Area A — Village Center and will provide a
landscaped entry into the area as well as providing a direct connection into the
AreaA - Sports Center.

B.

Access from Radiant Drive to adjoining property shall be controlled. The intent of
Radiant Drive is to provide efficient through traffic.
Signalized access
connections will be located at least 600 feet apart, except where approved by the
City Traffic Engineer. Additional access connections on Radiant Drive should be
limited and designed to maximize the flow of traffic. All internal signalized
intersections on Radiant Drive will operate at a V/C standard of 0.87 or better.

C.

Pedestrian circulation:
I.

The on-site pedestrian circulation system shall be continuous, connecting
the ground-level entrances ofprimary structure(s) to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2.

Streetsabutting the site;
Parking areas;
Shared open space and play areas; and
Abutting transit stops;
Any pedestrian amenity such as plazas, resting areas and
viewpoints; and
Adjacent buildings.

There shall be at least one pedestrian connection to an abutting street
frontage for each 300 linear feet of street frontage.
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IV.

LANDSCAPE

In addition to the development standards of Site and Landscape Design — KDC Section
2.309 the following standard shall apply:
A. A coordinated landscape plan shall be provided for the frontage portion of the
Sports Center along 1-5 with the request for master plan approval.
B. Restriction on Tree Removal. From the date of adoption of this ordinance, no
trees shall be removed from any property within Area A- Sports Center without
approval from the City. The City recognizes that factors such as disease and
safety concerns or other practical considerations may require the approval to
remove such trees. The City otherwise may determine existing trees to remain on
the property.
1. Upon application for master plan approval, the applicant shall submit a tree
inventory of all existing trees and trees removed since the date of this
ordinance.

AREA B - RETAIL SERVICE CENTER
I.

PURPOSE Ar’~DOBJECTIVES

A.

Purpose. Area B — Retail Service Center (12.5 acres) is envisioned to offer
community supporting retail services such as a food store, personal services and
specialty retail. In addition, the plan proposes the completion of Dennis Ray
Avenue to complete the residential neighborhood nearby. Key issues that will
need to be considered as Area B develops include:
•
•
•

Site access;
Buffering between adjacent residentialareas; and
Traffic operations on Lockhaven.
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B.

Objectives: Development in Area B will be focused on achieving the following
objectives:
•
•
•
•

C.

Complete residential neighborhood on Dennis Ray Avenue and provide a
pedestrian and bicycle connection to nearby commercial activities;
Provide convenient retail opportunities for nearby residential areas;
Create a landscape buffer alongthe northern edge ofthe site; and
Protect traffic operations on Lockhaven Drive and McLeod Lane.

Base Zones: In order to achieve Area B Development Objectives, the
Comprehensive Plan designation for property within the Area B shall be Low
Density Residential for those properties zoned Single Family Residential and
Commercial for the property zoned Commercial Mixed (CM). Property within
Area B shall be zoned as follows:

Zoning
Commercial Mixed Use (CM)
Single Family Residential (RS)

II.

Acres
11.4
1.1

DESIGN STANDARDS

Following Master Plan approval, as described earlier, subsequent development within
Area B, shall satisfy the development standards of the underlying zone, along with the
following design standards:
A.

Development Standards: KDC Section 2.315 Development Standards requires
all new commercial and multi-family development to apply for Development
Review and to comply with standards identified in Section 2.3 15.08 as part ofthe
building permit approval process. These standards are intended to be objective
and to serve as a guide to designers ofdevelopments. A building permit shall be
issued when the proposal:
I. Is consistent with the Development Standards of KDC Section 2.3 15; and
2. Is in substantial conformity to the approved Master Plan.
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Modification of a building permit application, which is not in substantial
conformity with the Development Standards or the approved Master Plan, may be
approved by the City Council under KDC Section 2.315.08.
B.

Other Design Standards: In addition, the Residential Single Family (RS) and
Commercial Mixed (CM) zones provide design standards for new development.

III.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Traffic operations on Lockhaven Drive are an important design issue as AreaB develops.
Careful consideration ofthe location of access points to Lockhaven Drive and McLeod to
the site will need to occur. Based on initial traffic assessments for the Keizer Station
Plan, the following traffic-related elements shall be a part offuture development of Area
B:
A.

Access to Lockhaven Drive. Access will be via a single access point forming the
northern leg ofthe Lockhaven Drive and Chemawa Road intersection. Additional
or alternative access will only be allowed when it is demonstrated to the approval
ofthe City Traffic Engineer that it can be designed so as to have minimal impacts
on the safe and efficient flow oftraffic on Lockhaven Drive.

B.

Access to McLeod. Access may be provided via a single access point located as
far north as possible. No automobile access shall be allowed to Dennis Ray
Avenue. At the City Traffic Engineer’s discretion, this driveway may be limited
toright-in/right-out depending on anticipated traffic flows.

C.

Pedestrian Connectivity. A pedestrian/bicycle connection Area B shall be
provided at Dennis Ray Avenue. The circulation system shall include provisions
to provide pedestrian and bicycle connections to the overall Keizer Station
Activity Center area from Area B and to Dennis Ray Avenue.

D.

Internal Circulation. This is provided to allow internal circulation and avoid the
need to use Lockhaven Drive for vehicle trips within Area B.
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E.

IV.

Pedestrian circulation:
1.

The on-site pedestrian circulation system shall be continuous, connecting
the ground-level entrances ofprimary structure(s) to the following:
a.
Streets abutting the site;
b.
Parking areas;
c.
Abutting transit stops; and
d.
Adjacent buildings.

2.

There shall be at least one pedestrian connection to an abutting street
frontage for each 300 linear feet ofstreet frontage.

UTILITIES

In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities
the following standard shall apply to new utilities:

—

A.

All newutility connections and lines shall be located underground.

V.

LANDSCAPE

Section 2.307

In addition to the development standards of Site and Landscape Design — Section 2.309
the following standard shall apply:
A.

A coordinated landscape plan, including the use oftrees, shall be provided for the
frontage portion of Area B along Lockhaven Drive and McLeod with the request
for master plan approval.

B.

Restriction on Tree Removal. From the date of adoption of this ordinance, no
trees shall be removed from any property within Area B without approval from
the City. The City recognizes that factors such as disease and safety concerns or
other practical considerations may require the approval to remove such trees. The
City otherwise may determine existing trees to remain on the property.
1. Upon application for master plan approval, the applicant shall submit a tree
inventory of all existing trees and trees removed since the date of this
ordinance.
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AREA C - KEIZER STATION CENTER
I.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

A.

Purpose.
Area C (36 acres) is intended to allow for a mix of uses, both
residential and commercial as well as opportunities for connection to public
transit. Key issues that will need to be considered as the Keizer Station Center
area develops include:
• Traffic operations on Lockhaven and Chemawa, especially at the intersection;
• Appropriate mix of uses;
• Compatibility with existing residential development; and
• Location and operation of future Commuter Rail Transit Station.

B.

Objectives: Development in Area C will be focused on achieving the following
objectives:
•
•
•

C.

Compatibility with existing residential development;
Mix ofuses that support transit development; and
Preserving opportunities to support a future Commuter Rail Transit Station.

Base Zones: In order to achieve the Keizer Station Plan Development
Objectives, the Comprehensive Plan designation for property within the Keizer
Station Center area shall be Mixed Use and Commercial. Property within the
Keizer Station Center area shall be zoned as follows:

Zoning
Mixed Use (MU)

Commercial Retail (CR)

II.

Acres
34.5
1.5

DESIGN STANDARDS

Following Master Plan approval, as described earlier, subsequent development within
Area C, shall satisfy the development standards of the underlying zone, along with the
following design standards:
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A.

Development Standards: KDC Section 2.3 15 Development Standards requires
all new commercial, industrial and multi-family development to apply for
Development Review and to comply with standards identified in KDC Section
2.3 15.08 as part of the permit approval process. These standards are intended to
be objective and to serve as a guide to designers of developments. A building
permit shall be issued when the proposal:
1. Is consistent with the Development Standards ofKDC Section 2.3 15; and
2. Is in substantial conformity to the approved Master Plan.
Modification of a building permit application, which is not in substantial
conformity with the Development Standards or the approved Master Plan, may be
approved by the City Council under KDC Section 2.315.08.
B.
Permitted Uses: All permitted uses listed in the corresponding base zones
are allowed in the Keizer Station Center. In addition to the permitted uses, a
Transit Station is allowed as a Special Permitted Use~in the Mixed Use zone.
Section 2.4 of the Keizer Development Code is amended to Supplemental
Standards for a Transit Station to be used as part of the Master Plan approval
process (See Attachment F: KDC Section 2.107).
The potential location of the Commuter Rail Transit Center in the Keizer Station
Center is shown on Figure 4 (See Attachment G: KDC Section 2.429.

C.

Other Design Standards: In addition to the design standards in the underlying
base zones, Mixed Use — KDC Section 2.107 and Commercial Retail — KDC
Section 2.109, the following design standard shall apply to CR zoned properties
within the Keizer Station Center area as part ofthe Master Plan approval process:
1.

Ill.

Building orientation: Buildings located within the Commercial Retail
area shall have the building’s primary entrance oriented to Lockhaven.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Traffic operations on Lockhaven Drive are an important design issue as the Keizer
Station Center area develops. Careful consideration of the location of access points to
Lockhaven Drive, McLeod and Chemawa will need to occur. Based on initial traffic
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assessments for the overall Keizer Station Plan, the following traffic-related elements
shall be a part of future development of Area C:
A.

Access to Lockhaven Drive will be allowed when it is demonstrated to the
approval of the City Traffic Engineer that it can be designed so as to have
minimal impacts on the safe and efficient flow of traffic on Lockhaven Drive.

B.

Access to McLeod and Chemawa shall be coordinated with properties on both
sides ofthese roads to minimize the number of access points and to align primary
access points opposite each other. At the City Traffic Engineer’s discretion,
driveways may be limited to right-in/right-out depending on anticipated traffic
flows.

C.

The circulation system shall include provisions to provide pedestrian and bicycle
connections to the overall Keizer Station Plan area.

IV.

UTILITIES

In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities
the following standard shall apply to new utilities:

—

A.

All new utility connections and lines shall be located underground.

V.

LANDSCAPE

Section 2.3 07

In addition to the development standards of Site and Landscape Design — Section 2.309
the following standard shall apply:
A. A coordinated landscape plan, including the use oftrees, shall be provided for the
frontage portion of the Keizer Station Center along Lockhaven Drive with the
request for master plan approval.
B. Restriction on Tree Removal. From the date of adoption ofthis ordinance, no
trees shall be removed from any property within Area C without approval from
the City. The City recognizes that factors such as disease and safety concerns or
other practical considerations may require the approval to remove such trees. The
City otherwise may determine existing trees to remain on the property.
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I. Upon application for master plan approval, the applicant shall submit a tree
inventory of all existing trees and trees removed since the date of this
ordinance.
FIGURE 4: Potential Commuter Rail Transit Center

AREA D - COMMERCE CENTER

I.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

A.

Purpose: Area D (15 acres) is proposed to have a mix of industrial uses. Key
issues that will need to be considered as Area D develops include:
• Location and design of transportation facilities;
• Traffic operations at theChemawa Interchange; and
• Physical constraints (e.g. power lines, utility easements and rail right-of-way)
that will influence the amount of buildable land and building locations.

B.

Objectives: Development in Area D will be focused on achieving the following
objectives:
• A Source èf Employment Opportunities; and
• Protect Traffic Operations
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C.

Base Zone: In order to achieve the Commerce Center Development Objectives,
the Comprehensive Plan designation for property within the Commerce Center
shall be Campus Light Industrial. Property within Area D shall be zoned as
follows:

Zoning
Industrial Business Park (IBP)
II.

Acres
15.7

DESIGN STANDARDS

Following Master Plan approval, as described earlier, subsequent development within
Area D, shall satisfy the development standards of the underlying zone, along with the
following design standards:
A.

Development Standards: KDC Section 2.315 Development Standards requires
new development to apply for Development Review and to comply with standards
identified in KDC Section 2.3 15.08. These standards are intended to be objective
and to serve as a guide to designers of developments during the building permit
approval process. A building permit shall be issued when the proposal:
1. Is consistent with the Development Standards of KDC Section 2.315; and
2. Is in substantial conformity to the approved Master Plan.
Modification of a building permit application, which is not in substantial
conformity with the Development Standards or the approved Master Plan, may be
approved by the City Council under KDC Section 2.315.08.
B.

III.

Other Design Standards: Design standards the underlying base zone,
Industrial Business Park — Section2.113 shall apply.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

The extension of transportation facilities through Area D is a key element, not only to the
transportation system but also to the visual quality of the center. Accordingly, the
following design features shall apply to Radiant Drive:
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A.

Transportation facilities may be established to bisect Area D to provide a
landscaped entry into Area D and Area A — Village activities.

B.

Access from a potential transportation facility to adjoining property shall be
controlled. The intent of Radiant Drive is to provide efficient through traffic.
Signalized access connections will be located at least 600 feet apart, except where
approved by the City Traffic Engineer. Additional access connections on Radiant
DriMe should be limited anddesigned to maximize the flow oftraffic. All internal
signalized intersections on Radiant Drive will operate at a V/C standard of 0.87 or
be~.

IV.

UTILITIES

In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities — Section 2.307
the following standard shall apply to new utilities:
A.

All utilities located adjacent to transportation facilities connecting to Radiant
Drive shall be located underground.

B.

All other new utility connections and lines shall be located underground.

V.

LANDSCAPE

In addition to the development standards of Site and Landscape Design
the following standard shall apply:

—

Section 2.309

A.

A coordinated landscape plan shall be provided for the frontage portion ofArea D
along 1-5 with the request for master plan approval.

B.

Restriction on Tree Removal. From the date of adoption of this ordinance, no
trees Shall be removed from any property within Area D without approval from
the City. The City recognizes that factors such as disease and safety concerns or
other practical considerations may require the approval to remove such trees. The
City otherwise may determine existing trees to remain on the property.
1. Upon application for master plan approval, the applicant shall submit a tree
inventory of all existing trees and trees removed since the date of this
ordinance.
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FINANCING OPTIONS - ALL AREAS
Financing for certain pieces of infrastructure and/or facilities within the Keizer Station
Plan area may be fmanced through the implementation ofcertain public financing options
if agreeable to the City and property owner(s). Some ofthese options could include, but
not necessarily be limited to the implementation of one or more local improvement
district(s), creation of one or more tax overlay zone(s), and/or the issuance of Bancroft
bonds as allowed for by the Oregon State Constitution. Infrastructure components and/or
facilities funded by public financing options could include, but not necessarily be limited
to, recreational facilities, streets, water/sewer/storm water improvements, or similar
improvements.
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Attachment ‘4’
Council Hearing March 21, 2005
LUBA Remand in LUBA No. 2004-121

CITY COUNCIL, CITY OF KEIZER, STATE OF OREGON
ORDER
IN THE MATTER OF TUE APPLICATION OF NORTHWEST
NATIONAL LLC FOR APPROVAl. OF THE KEIZER STATION
MASTER PLAN/SUBDI VISION (AREA A-~ILLAGECENTER), MAJOR
VARIANCE AND SIGN VARIANCE
The City of Keizer orders as follows:
Section I. TIlE APPLICATION. This rnauercame belbre the Keizer City Council
on the application of Northwest National LLC for a master

plan/subdivision,

major

variance and sign variance for the Keizer Station Plan - Area A (Village Center).
Section 2. JURISDICTION. The land in question in this Order is within the city
limits of the City of Keizer. The City Council is the governing body for the City of
Keizer. As the governing body, the City Council has the authority to make final land use
decisions concerning land within the city limits of the City of Keizer.
Section 3. PUBLIC HEARING. A public hearing was held on tbi~matter before
the Keizer City Council on and June 21. 2003. The following persons either appeared at
the City Council hearing or provided written testimony on the application Iset~rethe
Council:
I)

Chuck Sides. Northwest National LLC. Developer

2)

Jeff l3enner, Developer’s Architect

3)

Chris Stanley. Developer’s Transportation Consultant

4)

Ross Day. Attorney for Property Oss ners Rtiheri and ~IariIvn Losserv

5)

Jim Shomeyer. Neighbor

6)

.lerrs ~~alker. \olcanoes Stadium

Section 4. EVIDENCE. Evidence before the City Council in this matter is
summarized in Exhibit “A” attached.
Section 5.

OBJECTIONS.

No objections have been raised as to notice,

jurisdiction, alleged conflicts ofinterests, bias, evidence presented or testimony taken at
the hearing. Objections were raised regarding cx parte contacts. The alleged contacts
were cured on the record.
Section 6. CRITERIA AND STANDARDS. The criteria and standards relevantto
the decision in this matter are set forth in Exhibit “B” attached.
Section 7. FACTS. The facts before the CityCouncil in this matter are set forth in
Exhibit “C” attached.
Section 8. JUSTIFICATION. Justification for the City Council’s decision in this
matter is explained in Exhibit “D” attached.
Section 9. ACTION. The decision of the City Council is set forth in Exhibit “E”
attached.
Section 10. FINAL DETERMINATION. This Order is the final determination in
this matter.
Section 11. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Order shall take effect immediately upon its
passage.
Section 12.

APPEAL. A party aggrieved by the final determination in a

proceeding for a discretionary permit or a zone change may have it reviewed under
ORS 197.830 to ORS 197.834.
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PASSED this

6th

day of

Jul’

2003.

SIGNED this

9th

day of

July

2004.

~
1’~lavor

/

~

City Recorder
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EXHIBIT “A”
Evidence
Official notice has been taken ofthe Planning Department files and reports in this matter,
including the application and the exhibits contained therein.
City Attorney Shannon Johnson summarized the applicable criteria statement. No
objections to notice, conflicts or exparte contacts were declared.
Mayor Christopher opened the Public Hearing for the Addendum Keizer Station Master
Plan - Area A. City Attorney, Shannon Johnson, statedthat the applicable criteria for the quasijudicial case is set forth in the staff report, but because the staff report was lengthy he would not
be reading it, but copies were available. There were no objections to not reading the entire list of
criteria and they were considered waived. He continued that testimony and evidence directed
toward the criteria in this application must meet the criteria set forth into which you believe apply
to the decision. Failure to raise an issue accompanied by statements or evidence sufficient to
afford the Council and the Parties an opportunity to respond to that issue precludes appeal to
Land Use Board ofAppeals based on that issue. He asked if there were any objections as to notice,
opportunity to be heard, jurisdiction, conflict ofinterest, or bias or prejudice ofthe Councilors. If
so, they should be raised at this time. If there are any exparte contacts or bias that need to he
disclosed they should be disclosed at this time. There was no response to this. Mr. Johnson noted
that the entire Community Development file in addition to the documents before the Council is
before the Council for review and is considered placed into the record without objection.
Community Development Director, Nate Brown pointed out that the composite drawing
includes the transportation system, landscaping plan, street lighting, and plans for the plazas
including the tree retention. It does not have the subdivision or signage requirements which are
under consideration. Mr. Brown called attention to: I. A memo dated June 21,2004, from Public
Works Director, Rob Kissler, which should be added as an addendum to the conditions that are
already identified as an addendum as a cover to the staff report. 2. A memo submitted by Oregon
Department ofTransportation and pointed out that Dan Fricke was in the audienceand would be
willing to answer questions. Mr. Brown noted that the application consists of four separate
applications: (1) The Master Plan. (2) the Subdivision required to divide the parcels, (3) the
Setback Variance for some of the buildings under consideration, and (4) a sign variance. Keizer
Development allows these to be rolled into one decision for ease of processing. Director Brown
stated that the application represents a positive representation of some great assets to the
community with many amenities such as plazas, a trail system, landscaping which will take place
with both the public and private development ofthe facility. What isproposed isalmost I ,000,000
square feet of commercial and industrial space representing some significant and complex issues.
Rather that review all 68 conditions ofthe staff report and addendums, Mr. Brown presented a
major overview ofthe four different applications and the issues addressed through the conditions.
The Master Plan is significant. Staff has tried to insure that amenities proposed are those
required, and that some aspects and impacts to neighboring properties are addressed. For
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example a sight and sound obscuring wall shall be constructed between the residential properties
and that of Area B.
Mayor Christopher pointed out that, because the sight and sound obscuring wallfor Area B
has to do with the transportation system that is benefitting Area A, it was being addressed this
evening. Mr. Brown confirmed this and noted that Area B will undergo a Master Plan process
which will be submitted as the areas are developed. Regarding the subdivision, there were
concerns over compliance with area requirements in the EG zone which specifies a complex
balance between commercial and industrial properties. The southwest corner of the parcel had
been shown as industrial, but included the car wash and service station which are not listed as
industrial uses but as commercial. The developer has indicated that they will modify the plan
pursuant to. Mr. Brown noted that he is confident that the issues will be worked Out on the
subdivision in a manner that will legally comply with all the requirements of the zone for that
balance ofcommercial/industrial. Basically, that requirement would be that some ofthe small lots
on the proposal would have to be combined with other lots in order to comply with
requirements.
Mr. Brown noted that the applicant has submitted a request for major variance for yard
setbacks. The justification for the variance in most cases is because the Master Plan requires that
they accommodate the eventual build-out ofRadiant Drive and with the subdivision, they dedicate
the right-of-way necessary to accommodate that eventual build-out. That extra wide right-of-way
width placed a burden on the developer for developable space. Extra-large setbacks required by
the EG zone are not necessary because we are only building the road width necessary to
accommodate the foreseeablefuture traffic through the year 2008. Staffsupports the request for a
variance with the exception ofthe request from tenant space B. This request is to surround the
building with a drive-through, but staff recommends that that aspect of the request be denied.
Mr. Brown then addressed the Sign Variance Request which would apply throughout the entire
development adding that staff supports the approach they have granted. They are basically
limiting the amount of free-standing signage that will be throughout the development and staff
feels that is an appropriate trade for granting additional height and area on an identifying sign to
the development. However, staff is recommending that the height of the sign be limited to the
same height as the Volcano Stadium and Woodburn Mall signs. Mr. Brown added that the
developer is agreeable to this.
Director Brown noted that one of the conditions staff recommends is that the circulation
system, particularly the pedestrian system be amended to belier connect it to the remainder ofthe
pedestrian transportation. Staff recommends that the west side of the new road “A” have an
additional sidewalk installed. Developer will address this issue with the Council because they feel
there are some significant constraints by the railroad tracks which present safety problems andit
is questionable how much pedestrian traffic there would be in the area because there is pedestrian
circulation along Radiant Drive as itconnects to Lockhaven. Other conditions are acceptable to
the developer.
Councilor Moir asked ifthe points brought up in the ODOT letter had been reviewed. Mr.
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Brown responded that ODOT indicates that they have reviewed this carefully and indicated that
they are supportive as long as the documentation has been submitted and that it complies with aD
state requirements and all state required permits have been obtained. Chris Eppley thanked
000T, Dan Fricke and Tony Martin specifically, for their responsiveness in working through
this and getting a comment to the City in a timely manner.
Councilor Smith questioned if the variance for setbacks is approved, would there be room
to expand the road in the future. Mr. Brown responded that the right-of-way required now is for
the eventual build-out, so with this approval all right-of-way necessary will be established. The
building would not be next to the sidewalk, there would still be appropriate setback. Therewould
be reduced setback at that point, it would be reduced from 20 feet to 10 feet sothere would not be
a sidewalk next to the building.
Councilor Lee questioned if the lease with the Volcanoes had been checked pertaining to
requirements regarding Radiant Drive. City Manager Chris Eppley responded that contact has
been maintained with the Volcanoes over the last four years regarding this project and he has no
doubt that they would be willing to work with the City on future alignments. Councilor Lee
asked for additional explanation on Road C. Mr. Brown responded that Road C is necessary to
provide internal circulation. By establishing Road C, a portion of land was carved off some
parcels. If that isa public right-of-way, it creates a parcel thatdoes not meet the dimensional or
area requirements of the EG zone because of size, depth or width requirements. City Manager
Chris Eppley followed up that the reason it is developed on a public easement as opposed to rightof-way, is that allows them to retain ownership of the ground and count that area as part ofa lot
size so it remains in one parcel. The road that will be builtwill feel like a public road and the City
will maintain ownership and maintenance of it.
Chuck Sides. 2555 Hollywood Drive, Salem, complimented staff on all the hard work that
has been done on the project and added that it was his hope that the Council will vote to move
forward because time is of the essence and the concept has to be approved in order to meet the
next movement forward.
JeffBenner, 5000 SW Meadows Road, Suite 430, Lake Oswe2o, the designer ofthe master
plan explained that what has been done over the last four years is a culmination of a lot ofhard
effort: a Site Plan that takes into account everything that has been addressed in the Keizer Master
Plan requirements, criteria created by the developer and by others. There are two (and possibly
three) tenants who are signed and ready to move forward on this project with many to follow.
Councilor Gaynor inquired as to the location of the sign. Mr. Benner showed him the
location on the map and continued that initially in the first Urban Renewal hearing it was located
in a different location, but it has been moved away from the park and is being treated as an
identifying sign element. Councilor Moir questioned TepperLane and the pedestrian underpass,
the landscaping along the back of the buildings, and access points for pedestrians that would be
using Tepper to get to the stores if they didn’t want to come down to the proposed realignment of
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RadiantDrive. Mr. Benner responded that he was not sure ofexactly what the future plans are
for the PGE property but concerning the area ofthe planned entertainment/sports facilities, they
are in planning, but every effort is being made to make good pedestrian connections not only to
the baseball field but to the entertainment they hope to provide. Concerning TepperLane there is
an underpass under the railroad tracks. They will actually bring them, they will border along an
8-foot sidewalk eastward, they will go past a loading and be connected into the front of “Major
One” and they can actually traverse to “Anchor 2” and “Anchor 1” or they can connect to
“Majors 2, 3 and 4”. There are other connections that move laterally throughout the site to the
shops buildings and those buildings across the Street.
Councilor Smith noted that with the orientation ofthe buildings the Keizer Stadium and a
future entertainment sports complex will be looking at the back ofbuildings (blank walls, loading
docks, garbage bins, etc.). She asked if landscaping was planned to make it more attractive. Mr.
Benner responded affirmativelyand showed somedifferent pictures. He added that there will be a
significant amount of articulation and undulation in the building wall, variation in heights and
tower-like elements, 12-foot screen walls, character adding details and landscaping.
Councilor Walsh asked what Tepper would look like at completion. Mr. Benner replied
that it would have a ‘h Street improvement soon the south edge there would be a finished Street
with the bike lane, landscaping, and the 8-foot sidewalk, but it would not be improved on the
north side. Mr. Brown added that the conditions require only the south side of Tepper be fully
improved, that the cross section ofTepper is¾
width and constructed at collector street standards
to accommodate the heavy truck traffic that is anticipated, but at this point there is no
requirement because the other half of the street will be acquired when the other side develops.
Councilor noted that if the other side of the street would not have a bike lane until development
occurs on that side so bikes could use the otherside to get to the east side ofthe development, but
on the way home the bikes would have to fight with the anticipated truck traffic without a bike
lane. Mr. Brown pointed out that Tepper lane will be closed off to through traffic. Mr. Walsh
pointed out that it would be designated for bikers, it will go through for bikes and since there are
loading areas, there will be trucks.
Rob Kissler stated that it is legal for a bicycle to ride on a 12-foot lane going westbound
toward Tepper. There will bea transition at the end ofTepper Lane on the westernmost portion
for a turnaround to accommodate both emergency services. The transition will also allow for
bicycles and pedestrians to continue west under Tepper Lane. Currently development code
standards do not require improvements on the north side of Tepper Lane. Additionally, at the
time of the construction of Volcano Stadium the city constructed a gravel walking path on the
north side of Tepper to give pedestrians an opportunity to stay off the roadway. Mr. Kissler
added that he would not want to lead Councilinto thinking that there was ever going to be any
development on the north side ofTapper, at least on the frontage of the BPA because he does not
anticipate that use being changed any time soon. It is unfortunate that when the BPa developed
that years ago that they weren’t required to do some frontage improvements. So the short answer
is that they are not required to construct a bike path, but if Council wishes there may be some
ways to do that with otherfunding and incorporate at least a bike path on that side. It would take
some work with utility relocation and a property owner who would be willing to work with the
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city on placing that bike path along a potential part of their frontage. Mr. ~Valshadded that if
this is the area we are encouraging everyone from the Gubser neighborhood to come into via
alternative transportation, there should be a safe wa~to return home, especially with truck
traffic. He encouraged exploring the completion ofthe routethrough whatever means available.
Responding to questioningfrom Mr. Eppley, Mr. Brenner said that he thought the 8-foot
sidewalk on the south side of Tepper Lane was dedicated right-of-way and a 12-foot sidewalk
could be built which is the 000T standard for a multi-use path in that area. This would take care
of the bike lane issue. Mr. Benner requested approval of the Master Plan and the subdivision
map with the caveat that he will work closely with staff forthe next four days to make sure that a
subdivision map is created that is acceptable to the city. Although they would like to be granted
the variance on Anchor B they understand that with respect to all the conditions for approval
including the signs, they are in favor of the compromise. Mr. Benner noted the concern over
pedestrian traffic coming eastbound on the north side ofChemawa where they cross Road A and
move northerly. Nate Brown had suggested providing the pedestrian connection adjacent to the
railroad tracks on the west side of Road A and have that as a directconnection to Anchor 1. Mr.
Benner stated that his firm believes that people coming from Lockhaven/Chemawa will use
Radiant. This sidewalk will provide direct access to the center. It is thought that the sidewalk in
question would not have high usage. Other sidewalks could be provided on the south side, but
conditions from ODOT and the railroad that prevent crossings where necessary. It is also thought
that northbound pedestrians would most likely drop down into the project along the south side of
Anchor A. In conclusion, Mr. Bennerstated that a connection can be provided that will connect
Anchor A and Anchor 1.
Chris Stanely, Kittleson & Associates, 610 SW Alder, Portland, stated that the pedestrian
crossings details will be worked out with the City and ODOT. There are many components and
factors that come into play. The original plan was right-in right-out movements which did not
allow pedestrian crossings across Chemawa. To cross, pedestrians will currently cross in different
locations. A diagonal crossing is being evaluated. Typical they are done where there is an “all
pedestrian” phase at a signal so pedestrians can cross at both 900 and 45°but it is definitely a
design specific solution for this project. Mr. Brown added that staff has not considered or
evaluated any ofthe details ofsuch a proposal. Mr. Stanley continued by addressing the bikeway
on Tepper Lane. He described the character of Tepper Lane as a dead end of Street so the
volumes will be low. From this standpoint there should be flexibility to provide bicycle facilities
including a multi-purpose path. Another option would be no striping on the Street so it operated
so the cars and the street share the same travelway.
Council recessed for 10 minutes.
Ross Day. 7831 St. Charles Street NE. Keizer made a couple ofprocedural objections: (I)
with regard to jurisdiction, he will reserve the right to raise the issue on further appeal and (2)
during the last recess he witnessed numerous exparte contacts were not declared on the record
which is requiredto do immediatelywhen session reconvenes. Hethen stated thathe is privileged
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to serve on the Keizer Planning Commission. He continued that during this process he was
arguably, outside ofthe developer, the biggest proponent of the KeizerStation Plan and he still is.
However, he did not attend the meeting in his capacity as a Planning Commissioner. Instead he
attended as attorney for Robert and Marilyn Lowery, property owners alongside Chemawa Lane.
They own 5 or 6 tax lots which are within the scope ofthis Master Plan. KeizerDevelopment Code
is very clear; it states that the only people who get to appb’ are the property owners or their
agents, authorized agents, or a successor in interest. The applicants are neither. This application
is not properly before the council today. The jurisdictional question is also an issue of criteria
because part of the criteria for submitting an application requires that submitter to be a proper
applicant. Mr. Das’ directed Council to Johnston vs. citvofAtbanr 34 LUBA 32. 1998 Case which
has nearly identical facts. A Master Plan by developers was submitted to the City ofAlbany; City
approved it; it included some property which was not owned by the developers at the time and as
a result the LUBA reversed and remanded the decision.
The Lowerys still own theirproperty despite the condemnation threats that are being levied
against them. They have lived there since 1946 and operated the nursery for 30 years. They are
not the applicants here today, howeverthe application involves their property. Accordingly, this
application should have never have been accepted, but right now is not properly before the
council. Mr. Day statedthat his concern is not only with the process but also with the rights ofthe
Lowerys. The reason for the haste in moving this application forward isthat within 7 days ofJune
30th the developers can request the Keizer Urban Renewal Agency to institute condemnation
proceedings, presumably against the only two property owners who have not sold. This is not the
appropriate use ofthe condemnation authority which isa tremendous authority and should not
be used lightly. Mr. Day represented that he and the Lowerys would fight this as long as they
have to. It is a simple matter of fairness to the Lowerys. The matter is not properly before the
council, the council does not have the authority to approve it, although itmay be approved and an
appeal will be filed and it will be back before the Council.
Councilor Smith mentioned that she was at the nursery a year ago and the two gentlemen
who sold the plants to her indicated that they were leasing or buying the business from the
Lowerys. She noted that last summer Mr. Lowery was not there and questioned if he had leased
or sold the business. Mr. Day responded that to the best ofhis knowledge Mr. Lowery still owns
the nursery.
Councilor Walsh asked Shannon Johnson aboutdeclaring exparte contacts or any contacts.
Mr. Johnson responded that the hearing was recessed technically and it probably should have
been held more as a joint discussion. He suggested that if any Councilor speaks, the exparte
contacts should be declared at this time. lie explained that an exparte contact would be anyone
(including another Councilor) who was spoken to as well as the nature of it. The reason for that is
that theoretically during break all members should have left theroom and not discussed the issue,
but It makes the most sense to get up and look at the pictures and while people are standing
around, talk about what you see in the pictures. Technically, however, that is an exparte contact
because the record is not open and the tape is not running. To just say you had the exparte
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contact is not enough, because objectors don’t know what you learned from that and cannot make
appropriate rebuttal. So he suggested that Council members declared them and put them on the
record at this time.
Councilor Moir declared two exparte contacts: 1) Joel Stein of theKeizer Fire Department
about Tepper Lane and the turnaround for the fire vehicles to see ifthat met their standards and
he informed her that they did. 2) Jerry Walker ofthe KeizerVolcanoes; about future possibilities
for the development ofthe area north of the area being reviewed tonight and accesses into that
area. She did not finish the conversation because she brought the City Manager in and left.
Councilor Walsh declared five exparte contacts: 1) Jerry Walker about Tepper Lane and
some improvements there; 2) Mr. Jensen discussing and pointing at the sign and expanding the
path to 12 feet. Mr. Jensen had commented about the expense ofadding an additional 4 feet and
that was discussed. 3) Mayor Christopher and Jerry Walkerjoined the conversation with Mr.
Jenson and they all tried to figure out how big 68 feet was because the height ofthe sign is 68 feet.
They were outside trying to compare different trees measuring them against the 10-foot tall
basketball hoops and trying figure out how many basketball hoops it would take and came to the
conclusion that the second tree next to the white house is probably closest to 68 feetso that would
be about the size ofthe sign. 4) Councilor Gaynor and Councilor Lee about the path and sign. 5)
Joel Stein with the Fire District who mentioned Tepper Lane and how itwould be nice to find an
alternative path for fire trucks to get to the back side ofthe Keizer Station, perhaps under the
underpass which was an idea that he proposed several months ago, and they discussed that a
little. (Mayor Christopher stated that she was in on the tree discussion).
Councilor Gaynor stated that his exparte contact was with: 1) Chris Eppley after he
finished talking about the traffic patterns by Station A. Mr. Gaynor stated that he had an area
where he like to walk his dog and he wanted to know if it would be possible to get a path up to the
corner and he could go across the Street heading north and connect to the same bicycle path to the
one that now goes under because he didn’t want to go down the hill and back up again, and he
thought others might feel the Same. However, Mr. Eppley had informed Councilor Gaynor that if
that was done, the pedestrians would interfere with the traffic flow on Chemawa Road because
they would be pushing the button. Councilor Gaynor asked if the pedestrians could be ignored
and Mr. Eppley had said no, there has to be a button for a pedestrian walkway. 2) Chris Stanley
with Kittleson about the 68-foot sign and that he liked the sign.
Councilor Smith declared one exparte contact with former Councilor McGee with
discussion centering around the Budget.
Councilor Lee declared that he wandered around listening to everyone but his exparte
contact was with: 1) Richard Walsh taking part in the tree debate regarding the sign. 2) Former
Councilor McGee and Councilor Smith with some mention as to how many people were going to
be speaking at the Public Hearing this evening. 3)Larry Epping who stated he was here to learn
more about it. They spoke about how exciting the project is. 4) Councilor Gaynor and Shannon
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Johnson regarding the location ofthe sign. City Attorney Shannon Johnson encouraged anyone
in the audience, including Mr. Day, to question the councilors on their exparte contacts.

Jim Shomever, 2328 Aldene Court NE, Keizer stated he attended the meeting to get
clarification on the site and boundary wall that will be along the property lines on Site B, the
entrance road of the project. He also wanted to know how tall it would be and questioned what
would be done with the sewer cleanout behind the property. He asked for insight becauseit affects
his property value. Nate Brown explained that it would be at the rear of all of the residential
properties that abut Area B. He continued that it is the desire of the City to work with the
property owners and that because Radiant Drive is depressed the need for the wall might be
better indicated by working with individual property owners and what their desire is. Those
details have not been defined specifically. Council might wish to direct staff to work with
individual property owners that abut the rear property line, which staff would be willing to do.
Mr. Brown continued that the wall depends on site characteristics: the ones along the freeway are
higher than something within the city. Mr. Shomeyer added that he wanted to have input
regarding the wall because some residents will have lights coming into the back oftheir house, as
well as sound pollution and foot traffic. Originally it was supposed to be a landscape barrier
rather than a wall, which he didn’t like either. Some neighbors like the wall idea, but he noted he
couldn’t speak for all of them. Mr. Brown explained that the Development Code requires that
lighting be directed away from residences, so that issue will be addressed. When the Master Plan
is developed for that area, the lighting will be considered. Regarding the landscape buffer vs. the
wall, the landscape buffer typically does not attenuate sound very well, and the concern has been
for the privacy of those people. There will be a large amount of traffic on Radiant, so a wall is
being required. Details of the specific wall will depend on a lot of factors. Contact with the
landowners will come at the direction of Council. Councilor Smith noted that a wall of this
nature was an effective means ofblocking sound. The Lockhaven Sound wall (10-12 feet high)
might be a good example for Mr. Shomeyer to look at. Chris Eppley added that because the site
has unique characteristics and the road will depress below’ ground level for a significant portion
of it, the wall might have less impact in some areas than others, so the site will needed to be
evaluated specifically and property owners will be worked with. The City does not want to build
more wall than necessary but wants to assure residents in the area that they will be protected
from sight and sound.
Jerry Walker, 6604 Rimrock Court NE, Keizer with the Salem-Keizer Volcanoes noted he
had no idea he was involved in exparte contacts. He added that he has had a lot ofdiscussion with
the developers and he commended them fortheir work. He added that much work has been done
to get people out of the Volcano Stadium parking lot and onto the roads that go through the
development. The way it looks right now on the drawing presented, it will not work. Because of
this he has met with the developer several times over the last month and they have comeup with
three very good alternatives, two of which are very good, that he would like them to present
assuming that it is part of the Master Plan. None of these alternatives are shown on the map,
possibly because it is a fairly recent development. He added that he understood that it was the
developer’s intent to have it included and, therefore, it should be discussed tonight so the Council
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knows how we are going to get all the people out of the stadium. Part ofthe problem has been the
lack oftime to focus the last week or so since he had about 11,000 people over fordinner this past
weekend and had spent a lot oftime preparing for that so was unable to maintain contact as well
as normal. He concluded that this would be an appropriate time to see how people would be
directed out ofthe stadium. The way the drawing looks right now, it shows only one lane oftraffic
leaving Volcano Stadium and that created his initialconcern and led to the discussions which he
had with the developers because one lane of traffic leaving the stadium will not work. They do,
however, have a coupleof good plans that will work so maybeChris Stanley could speak to that
point now.
Chris Stanley joined Mr. Walker and reported that based on meetings with the Volcanoes a
few sketches were provided to Jerry Walker to review to ensure that the stadium will be able to
accommodate the games and other special events and that people will be able to easily and
efficiently get in and out. Radiant Drive was evaluated and additional capacity was added
specifically to accommodate stadium events. The next question was with Radiant Drive being
realigned, how would it connect to the stadium. Several alternatives were developed to be
evaluated. Because there are several factors that must go into that evaluation, such as utilities and
plans for the area to the north, Mr. Stanley’s recommendation was not to choose an alternative at
this time because it might become something that is difficult to build, but he would recommend
that the Council allow the work with the Volcanoes to continue so that whatever is built isto their
satisfaction. Mr. Stanley stated that currently Radiant Drive dead ends into the middle ofthe
stadium parking lot. The new plan shifts it to the west so the driveway out of the stadium is
somewhat offset. The current exit out ofthe stadium accommodates two lanes out, one continuing
straight down Chemawa and the other one continues right onto Tepper. As part ofthe plan, the
vehicular access down Tepper is going to be eliminated which will be a better solution because it
will reduce stadium traffic across the railroad and through the neighborhood. That means two
exit lanes will be required in order to maintain the same capacity. There is redundancy in the
system by adding a second southbound lane on Radiant to the first signal and there are
alternative routes throughout so there is a lot of flexibility. The addition ofthe traffic signals will
improve safety particularly at Chemawa where there willbe signalized access points instead ofthe
current unsignalized ones. Work with the stadium involves connecting this road that currently
tees into Tepper with the stadium. Ultimately there is a lot of discussion about the possibility of
extension to the north for some long range planning with the City, what development will go in,
etc. When the applicationscome in thiswill be somethingthat must be designed into it. The focus
was on guaranteeing continued capacity but does not limit possibilities. One of the options
investigated was wideningofTepper Lane so that there are two lanes out of the parking lot up to
where Radiant intersects and then continue southward. One of the constraints here is the width,
because there is currently a power line on the north side of Tepper Lane. Another option is to
provide two lanes into the southern area ofthe parking lot and another option is to provide two
more lanes Into the central area of the parking lot. Some of the issues that will need to be
addressed with that isproperty ownership, the power line inthe area and making sure that when
the connection is made into the parking the striping and the configuration of the parking lot for
the Volcanoes facilitates access. Mr. Stanley concluded stating that theywill continue to refine the
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constraints and work with Mr. Walker to ensure that the alternative is both build able and will
operate well.
Councilor Walsh inquired if signals could be tailored to the ball games or timed to give
priority to the ball game people. Mr. Stanley responded that that has been something the city has
said from the beginning: they want Radiant Drive to be a priority roadway. That people traveling
throughout the area and particularly to/from the stadium want the through movements to have
little delay. The infrastructure has been designed accordingly and the traffic signals along
Radiant will be interconnected so that when one signal is approached it will turn green so through
movements will receive priority. Mr. Stanley added that the he anticipates that a specific signal
phasing plan will be done for stadium events only so that when the games let out, people leaving
the stadium will have even greater priority. As it is the light will stay green until someone comes
to the side street, but a specific plan will probably be developed that increases the greentime even
further to maximize the ability to get access.
Mr. Walker stated that he would be pleased with any type ofapproval that issubject to or
conditioned upon creating that link to the Volcano Stadium parking lot. Apparently it is not
defined accurately yet, but it is very important.
Mayor Christopher closed the public hearing.
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EXHIBIT “B”
Criteria and Standards
The criteria and standards relevant to the application are found in the Keizer
Development Code (KDC). The specific criteria are set forth below:
I.

Keizer Station Master Plan

2.

KDC 3.113.04 (KSP Master Plan)

3.

KDC 2.119 (Employment General Zone)

4.

KDC 2.302 (Street Standards)

5.

KDC 2.303 (Off Street Parking and Loading)

6.

KDC 2.305 (Transit)

7.

KOC 2.306 (Storm Drainage)

S.

KDC 2.307 (Utilizations)

9.

KDC 2.3 08 (Signs)

10.

KDC 2.309 (Site and Landscaping Design)

11.

KDC 2.313 (Development Standards)

12.

KDC 2.419 (Service Stations) 2.420 (Automotive Services)

13.

KDC 3.108 (Subdivision) 3.110 (Development Standards for Land Divisions)

14.

KDC 3.105.05 (Major Variance)

15.

KDC 2.308.10 (Sign variance)

No other specific criteria and standards were raised at the hearing.
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EXHIBIT “C”
FACTS

A.

APPLICANT/OWNER:__

B.

AGENT:

C.

PROPERTY LOCATION:

Northwest National, LLC

W & H Pacific, Rick Martin

The subject property is located at the Chemawa/Interstate 5 interchange. The subject property consists of
Area A (Village) ofthe Keizer StationPlan, a parcel owned by the City and located in Area B (identified
on Marion County Tax Assessor’s Map No. as Township 6 South Range 3 West, Section 36BC, Lot
06000); and other property located in Keizer Station Plan Area B.
D.

EXISTING PARCEL SIZE: The subject property contains approximately 96 acres.

E.

EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC FACILITIES:

The site has street frontage onto Chemawa Road, Lockhaven Drive, Tepper Lane, Radiant Drive, Ridge
Drive, and McLcod Lane, which are public streets. 1-5 and the Chemawa Interchange areimmediately east
ofthe site. Public water is available tothe subject site. Public sanitaiy sewerservice is currently available
nr%rth of the site. Public bus transit is provided by Salem Area Transit with Route numbers 4 and 9
currently serving the intersection ofLockhaven and McLeod. Route ~4services the School for the Deaf,
Cheniots Administrative Office,Keizer, and Whiteaker Middle School.
F.

PLAN DESIGNATION AND ZONING:

Thesubject property is designated Special Planning District on the ComprehensivePlan Map and is zoned
EG (Employment General) for the parcels in ‘Area A” and CM (Commercial Mixed Use) for those in
“Area B”.
C.

ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USES:

The site is bordered on the north by Tepper Lane, Intet~state5 (1-5) to the east, Portland and Western
Railroad to the west, and Chemawa Road to the south. A residential neighborhood is located on the
west side ofthe railroad tracks, and Tepper Lane crosses the tracks, providing street access between the
subject property and the neighborhood. Industrial properties, electricalutility facilities, and thebaseball
stadium lie to the north of Tepper Lane. The surrounding properties are zoned RS — Single Family
Residential to the west, IG -. Industrial General to the north, and IBP — Industrial Business Park to the
northeast and south.
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H.

PROPOSAL:

The proposal Consists of four related applications, which are Keizer Station Master Plan,
preliminary Subdivision plat; a Major Variance for building setbacks for seven (7)
buildings; and, a Sign Variance. These four applications are described in more detail below:
Originally, a Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment/Zone Changeapplication was applied
for to accommodate the adjustment necessary for the placement of “Anchor I “. Analysis of
the zoning showed that the southern half of the Portland General Electric property was
zoned EG with the Keizer Station Plan and a zone change was unnecessary.
Keizer Station VillaRe Center Master Plan
Land Uses
Development within the site includes 758,810 square feet of commercial/retail building
area, 3.12 acres of park land, 799,110 of specified uses (KDC 2.1 19.07.B), five plazas
ranging in size from approximately 2,750 to 4,900 square feet, and bike and pedestrian
pathways. The site is grouped into threedistinct planning districts:
•

•

•

Power Center: northern half of the site. Includes anchor buildings I through 3,
major tenant buildings I through 7, retail buildings I through 4, and restaurant
buildings I through 4. These buildings will include, but are not limited to, tenant
uses such as home improvement, variety, clothing, home furnishings and
electronics, office products, crafl.s, home accessories, books, small in-line shops and
restaurants, sit-down restaurants, and drive-thru restaurants.
Neighborhood Center: located between Radiant Drive and the northern portion of
the site. Includes anchor buildings A through B, shop buildings A through C, and
pad restaurant buildings A and C. These buildings will include but not be limited
to such things as grocery, drug store, food court, sit-down restaurants and
neighborhood shops and services.
Area southand east ofRadiantDrive: Includes amajor commercial officebuilding,
hotel, sit-down restaurants, drive-thru restaurants, fuel center, and other related
commercial uses.

Three parks, totaling 3.12 acres, are proposed:
• Cltemawa Park (1.10 acres) is located outside the master plan area, between the
relocated ODOT access control fence along Chemawa Road, road A and B and lot
I. rt will act as the village center entry point for pedestrians. Amenities include
open space lawn area, ornamental shrubs and trees, benches, tables, trash
receptacles, and pedestrian scale lighting fixtures.
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• Central Park (.97) is located adjacent to 1-5, at the east end of the site. The park
surrounds a 0.28 acre wetland area and will combine existing native vegetation with
ornamental plants and trees, and plazalhardscape amenities. Plazaconstruction and
amenities will include: concrete payers and poured in place concrete; a range of
concrete finishes from standard broom finish to colored stamped patterns; natural
stone faced retaining wall to define the wetland area and relationship to the
park/plaza area; benches, tables and movable chairs; and bollards, cast iron tree
grates, trash receptacles and movable planters. A multi-use shelter/gazebo will
create a community gathering space for special events throughout the year.
• Tower Park (1.05 acres) is located in the northeast corner of the Village Center. It
has an open space environment consisting of lawn and ornamental shrubs and trees
to create an informal park. Design elements will include benches, picnic tables,
trash enclosures and a pedestrian pathway that connects the overall Village Center
pedestrian circulation system to the Volcanoes baseball stadium complex to the
North ofthe site.
Five plazas are proposed in order to offer outdoor use opportunities. Amenities include
seating, tables, articulated plaza features, trellises, water features, specialty lighting, and
more intense landscaping. The plazas are located between shop A and B, between pad C
and shop C, south of major 7, between retail 2 and 3, and south and east of major 4.
Circulation
The internal street system allows for vehicular travel within the site as well as providing
access to and from major arterial streets to the south (Chemawa Road), west (Lockhaven),
and access to the existing and future sports facilities to the north. There will be
approximately two miles of new public roads and three new bridges.
Internal streets will have a boulevard feel with tree lined streets, landscape medians, and
low-impact street lighting. All streets are proposed withbicycle lanes in each direction and
eight-foot wide pedestrian sidewalks, separated from the street with a five-foot landscape
buffer. As a result ofsafety concerns, certain specific areas do not have sidewalks. Radiant
Drive is the primary through street and will be depressed for a portion to allow it to pass
under the railroad and Roads A and C. Tepper Lane will be widened to accommodate a
local Street improvement. An additional nine feet ofright-of-way for a half-street widthof
24 feet will be dedicated. A pedestrian underpass at Tepper Lane will provide a pedestrian
and bicycle connection from the adjacent neighborhood to thedevelopment.
A system of internal pedestrian walkways to building structures is proposed. These
connections vary in width from five feet to twelve feet and connect to larger articulated
building entrance plazas, varying in width from 10 feet to 16 feet, and the larger outdoor
plaza areas.
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WaterSen’ice
Water service will be provided by a connection to a new reservoir south of Chemawa Road NE as well
as connection to the existing water mains in Tepper Lane and Lockhaven Drive. The public water
system will be constructed in dedicated public right of ways within the realigned Radiant Drive and
roads A, B and C. Fire hydrants will be spaced between 250 and 500 feet to any pointon the buildings.
Sanitan’ Sewer
Sanitary sewer service will be provided through a connection to the existing 21-inch sewer main at the
intersection ofthe existing Radiant Drive and TepperLane at the existingball field entrance. The public
sewer main will be extended to thesouth along the realigned Radiant Drive, within the right ofways for
streets A, B and C and within dedicated public right ofways. Each lot will be provided with at least one
sewer service connection.
Storm Drainage
Storm drainage facilities will be provided within the public roadway system to collect and convey runoff
from thedevelopment. Theproject area is identified ass critical drainage basin, requiring higherrunoff
control standards. The public storm drain system will provide an overcapacity conveyance system.
Each private lot will provide waterquality treatment and detention ofits storm water runoff.
Landscaping
Most of the existing deciduous trees are a combination of alder, ash, poplar, maple, birch, oak,
unidentified sucker and common orchardfruit and nut trees. Existing evergreen trees include cedar, fir,
pine, and sequoia. Twelve significant evergreen and two deciduous trees have been incorporated into
the new site plan. A groveof aspen and ash/alder have been preserved within the wetland delineation
area (Tract A). The landscape master plan shows a proposed ratio of 7.7 new trees for every one tree
removed.
Subdivision Proposal
The subdivision request is to subdivide 95.7 acres (currently 39 lots) into a 14-lot and 3-tract
commercjaJJindustnal area.

Major Variance
Theapplicant is requesting MajorVariance approval for the building setbacks for buildings labeled asPad
‘A’ and ‘C’ and Restaurant ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘4’, and ‘5’. The KeizerDeveloproent Code hasa minimum setback of
twenty (20) feet for Industrial Uses within the EG Zone. The applicant is proposing to allow a minimum
setback of 12 to 14 feet. In addition, a MajorVariance is requested fro the building setbacks for Shop ‘A’
and Anchor 8’. The Keizer Development Code requires a minimum setback often (10) feet and a
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maximum setbackoftwenty (20) feet forcommercial uses whereas the applicant isrequesting a setbackof
31 to 33 feet.

~gn Variance
Theapplicant isrequesting a Variance forthe sign height. The KeizerDevelopment Code has a maximum
height limitation of 20 feet. The applicant is proposing a tenant directory sign that is 68 feet in overall
height.
II. COMMENTS
AGENCY COMMENTS;
The Public Works Department has submitted a memorandum with extensive comments and
recommendations regarding the proposal (Exhibit 2).

OTHEfl COMMENTC;
The Keizer Fire District has-submitted the requirements of the Unifonn Fire Code and- eartachcd-to
this ~pc-(J~xhibi~3)
The city received The-comments from City ofSalem Development Services, Portland General
Electric, Marion County Planning, and citizens.~-and-eiti~ens
are alco attached to this report (Exhibit
43~
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III. FINDINGS - KEIZER STATION MASTER PLAN
Introduction
This master plan application is the first proposal submitted following the adoption ofthe Keizer Station
Plan and the related Keizer Comprehensive Plan and Development Code(KDC) amendments. A master
plan is subject to a Type Il-B procedure (KDC 3.101.02), which includes a public hearing and decision
by the City Council. Following CityCouncil approval of a master plan, subsequent city review ofthe
project design and construction details shall be completed as part of the building permit approval
process.
Objections B~’Lowervs
Oregonians in Action Legal Center submitted a letter dated June 21, 2004 indicating that they represent
Robert and Marilyn Lowery. The Lowerys reside on property located in the Area A-Village Center.
Such letter, in part, argues that KeizerDevelopinent Code (KDC) Section 3.201 .04 requires in essence
that the owner or agent ofthe owner are the onlyones that can submit a Master Plan application for the
subject property. However, in the adoption ofKS? Master Plans, including all Master Plan elements,
the applicant need not own or control all ofthe land.
KSP Implementation procedures “Land Use Reviews” states in relevant part the following;
“This Plancalls for the development ofMaster Plans for Area A - Village Center, Area
A - Sports Center, AreaB, and Area D. In Area C, a Master Plan is only required for
development of two or more lots/parcels. The Master Plans are to be reviewed and
approved by the City Council through a Type Il-B review process in accordancewith the
Keizer Station Plan design guidelines. These Master Plans are to bepublicly or pi~vately
prepared representing the development proposal for a given area. It is recognized that
the applicant of the Master Plan for an area may not own or control all the land within
the Master Plan boundary. All property owners in each area are encouraged to join
together as co-applicants. However, to properly plan development and provision of
public facilities and services, the master olan shall still coverall the area in appropriate
detail based on ownership. For those portions not owned or controlled by an applicant,
the Master Plan shall focus on a cohesive interconnected system of planned public
facilities and shall set general design guidelines to be used throughout the Master Plan
area. Amendments to an approved Master Plan shall require City Council approval.
Subdivision approval shall be based upon the applicable zone and applicable KDC
Section 3.108 requirements.
The MasterPlans will be developed and considered in accordance with therequirements
of the Activity Center Overlay provisions (KDC Section 2.125 of the Keizer
Development Code). Individual areas may require a detailed transportation system
design plan as a requirement of Master Plan approval. Once a Master Plan is adopted,
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individual buildings and uses must receive building permit approval. As part of the
building permit process, the proposal will be evaluated for compliancewith the adopted
Master Plan, zone standards, and applicable design standards as referenced inthe Keizer
Development Code. In the case of conflicts between the Keizer Station Plan and the
Keizer Development Code, the Keizcr Station Plan standards wil~~jy.
In order to establish the Type 11-B procedures, KDC Section 3.101 .02 is
amended and shown in Attachment B.
In order to establish the criteria for Type Il-B review, KDC Section 3.113
is added as shown in Attachment C.” (Emphasis supplied)
KSP,p. 10
In turn, Attachment B (Summary ofApplication Types) states:
“The following actions are processed under a Type 11-B procedure:
“1.

Keizer Station Master Plans, Subdivision and Partitioning.”

KSP, Attachment A. page 1.
Master planning of the KSP area was determined by the City Council to be necessary for
cohesive development ofthe area and to achieve the economic development purposes ofthe KSP. As is
clear from the above quoted provisions, master planning includes public facilities planning as well as
subdivision or partition approval. No one has contended otherwise. Moreover, it is also clear from the
above quoted provisions that any conflict between the KSP provisions and the development code are
resolved in favor of the KSP.
The Council finds that KDC 3.201 .04 does not apply tothe KSP Master Plan application. The
council finds that the approval contemplated in this proceedingis the approval ofthe contemplated KSP
Master Plan including all of its elements to realize the objectives ofthe KSP.
Master Plans are subject to the Type 11-B process and the Type 11-B process as quoted above
expressly contemplates that all owners may not submit or approve of the master plan application.
Nevertheless, a master plan is required by the KSP. Further, in the Master Plan approval process, the
Cityexpressly required that all property be included to ensure the KSP area is developed as a cohesive
whole. It is axiomatic that the master plan approval process specified in the KSP is not subject to
collateral attack here.
As the KSP provisions explain, the specific provisions ofthe KSP prevail overthe more general
provisions of’the city code. Here, the master plan application includes all ofthe contemplated elements,
includingstreets, public facilities, open space, parking, subdivision and variances. Atthe time ofactual
KS? development under the Master Plan provisions, the propertymust be owned by the developer, or it
must be acquired by the city or Urban Renewal agency. The City Council finds it is feasible for the city
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to exercise its authority of eminent domain to acquire any property necessary to allow the
implementation ofthe KS? approved Master Plan.
The KS? and the ability to achieve the purposes ofthe KS? through the KS? process has been
explained and determined by both the city council and the city urban renewal agency in the
comprehensive analysis ofthe KS?. Adopting the Master Plan is necessary to achieve the purposes of
the KS?.
The city and its urban renewal agencydetermined that the KS? and itsprocesses were necessary
to provide economic developmentopportunities to the city and its citizens. The findings supporting the
KS? decision adopting urban renewal for the KSP area explain:
“The City Council finds the lack ofdevclopment in theCACP area particularlytroubling
because no development occurred through the 1 990s, the decade with the greatest
economic growth in recent history.” “The City of Keizer and the Urban Renewal
Agency of the City of Keizer entered into a ‘Nonexclusive etc to the end of that
sentence.
Finally, the City determined the best way to achieve the objectives ofthe City and the City’s
urban renewal agency was through the KS? and the KS? development process as follows:
“The applicant for the [adoption ofthe KS? amendments] is the City * *
Northwest National LLC is the City’s choice ofdeveloper to bring the economic
objectives ofthis decision to fruition.” KS? Findings page 7.
The Master Plan has been presented by Northwest National LLC as contemplated to achieve
these economic development objectives.
It is important to underscore what the findings supporting KSP explained after listening to
citizen testimony in countless public hearings:
“The biggest deterrent to realizing economic growth in Keizer is the lack of
commercially zoned property.” KS? Findings page 68.
“Jfnothing is done, the lack ofcommercial land will seriouslyinhibit Keizer’s economic
development potential in the near and long term.” KS? Findings page 69.
“The KS? includes requirements forMaster Planning, which is aplanning tool available
to encourage vacant or underutilized land to be aggregated and developed as a whole.
Therefore, through the tool ofzoningdesignations and masterplanning, the sites in the
KSP alone are capable ofdefiverin~the suitablesites having the size and locational and
other characteristics that the [economic opportunities analysis] identifies.” KS?
Findings page 76.
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While the City prefers that the Master Plan be implemented in a collaborative process,
the City’s authority of eminent domain allows it to complete the Master Plan in order to
complete the KSP. Completion of the KSP is respectful of the countless hours of citizen
testimony, planning commission, city council, city urbanrenewal agency, SKAPAC and the time
of others in crat~ingthe KSP.
The KSP including its findings were affirmed by both Land Use Board of Appeals and the
Oregon Court of Appeals and it is inappropriate and unfair to revisit that decision at this late date. The
City will not do so.
Master plan Criteria
The criteria that apply to a master plan range from overall masterplan objectives and arrangement of
uses to landscaping, site planning, and architectural details. The master plan application provides the
information required by the KDC. Because this project will occur over a number of years involving
buildings for tenants which are not known at this time, not all ofthe specific building design details are
available as part of the master plan review. The concepts that are presented will however provide a
basis for specific building permit review and administrative approval.
As a result, this staff report focuses primarily on the proposed master plan concepts submitted by the
applicant and the overall objectives ofthe Keizer Station Plan and related KDC provisions. Manyofthe
design details will be evaluated during the building permit process. It is important for the City
Council’s master plan decision to provide clearguidance regarding the desired outcome of the many
design decisions that will be part of building permit approval for the improvements.
In addition to thu Keizer Station Plan and KDC, the applicant and the city-ei~teredinto a Development
end-Disposition Agrecrneot-(~DDA)on November 6,2003, which supplomonts-the-adoptedcity plan and
code rcquifesnent~. The provisions of the DDA~-whkh-afe-fe1evaoi—tethis process, are eo~ere44f+•-a
separate Suction of this ruport.
A.

TheReview Criteria for the KeizerStation MasterPlan are listed in Section 3.1 13.04 ofthe Keizer
Development Code (KDC). The criteria and fmdings are listed below:
3.1 13.04 A The master plan shall meet the purpose and objectives identified in the Keizer
Station Design Plan.
The purpose and objectives for Area A — Village Center, are identified on page 15 ofthe Keizer
Station Plan and are listed below.
a.

Purpose: The Village Center will provide the opportunity to establish a true economic
activity center that will focus on offering a variety of industrial and commercial
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activities. Key issues that will need to he considered as Area A — Village Center
develops include:
• Location and design oftransportation facilities.
• Traffic operations at the Chemawa Interchange.
• Physical constraints (e.g. power lines, utility easements, rail right-of-way) that
will influence the amount of buildable land and building locations; and
• Phasing ofdevelopment.
FINDINGS:
The proposed development in Area A includes approximately 898,000 square feet of floor area
offering a combination of commercial and industrial uses as specified in the EG zone (discussed
later in this report).
Theapplicant’s traffic consultant, City Stafl the City’s traffic engineer, and City engineer (plans
have been forwarded to the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT)) have evaluated the
impact ofthis development on the transportation system. The street design is based upon the input
from traffic and transportation planning professionals from each ofthese parties.
The buildings and improvements are located tokeep existing easement areas clear ofinappropriate
development.
No infonnation has been provided regarding phasing forthe development shown.
b.

Objectives: Development in Area A — Village Center will be focused on achieving the
following objectives:
• Provide a northern gateway to Keizer;
• Develop a varietyof employment opportunities;
• Create a focal point for commerce and community activities;
• Establish a place for multiple activities;
• Provide a gateway to sports activities; and
• Be a source ofemployment opportunities.

FINDINGS:
The landscaping and pathway improvements along Chemawa Road and 1-5 and a “Welcome to
Keizer” monument sign in the northwest quadrant ofthe I-5/Chemawa Road interchange will
create a gateway to the city if developed aesthetically and in accordance to landscape design
industry standards and maintained appropriately.
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The proposed mix ofcommercial and IBP uses on the site will clearlyprovide new and varied
employment opportunities. Although the proposed master plan will provide the desired
employment, the current design appears to fall short ofthe objectives to providea focal point for
communityand multiple activities, and a gateway to sports activities (primarily the baseball park
to the north). The arrangement and orientation ofbuildings, plazas, and open space provides a
scattered assortment of amenities and public spaces, which are separated by significant
distances. This results in a development with sidewalks but without any meaningful pedestrian
orientation or scale. One must keep the size ofthe site and some of the proposed buildings in
mind when evaluating the site. For example, thethree buildings in the northwest portion of the
site (Anchors I and 2 and Major I) have a combined frontage ofalmost V mile. In its proposed
4
configuration, visitors will almost surely drive — even between stores. The following iacuc~c-an
be improvod with refinement of the plan that has been submitted for mast.~rplan appreval.To
meet objectives stated above, the following need to be adjusted on the Site Plan as approved by
CommunityDevelopment Director
LPedes~ianstreet along Radiant esp. frsm the Street A interseatien to Teppec
)Qp.p.. to ball par1
• Rearrangoimprove plazas/open spaces to be more effeetive p~blioareasso that there are
b~i~g~pportunities
for effective pedestrian use.
• Clustering complementary uses/spaces along Radiant Dr. to enhance greater convenience
(e.g., between office bldg. and restaurants, hotel and parkj
• Improved pedestrian connections generally and provide aninere invitingpedestrian gateway
into the site via Radiant and Street A ~h-asincluding re-orienting the officebuilding to take
advantage ofthe park amenities.
3.11 3.04 B The master plan shall meet the following standards as identified in the Keizer
Station Plan in addition to standards within applicable zones:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Design standards
Transportation system standards
Utility standards
Parking standards
Landscape standards

If a conflict exists between standards within the Keizer Station Plan and the Keizer
Development Code, the Keizer Station Plan standards shall be applied.
The applicable zone within the subject site is General Employment (EG). Sections
2.11 9.02 through 2.11907 identify the varioususes allowed in the EG zone as well as the
required mix ofindustrial and commercial uses. Sections 2.1 19.08 through 2.119. 10 define
the development standards, dimensional standards, height, setback, coverage and
landscaping requirements, and design standards. Section 2.119. 10 states that all
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development in the EG zone must comply with the applicable standards identified in the
KDC including, but not limited to, the following:
Section 2.3
Section 2.301
Section 2.302
Section 2.303
Section 2.305
Section 2.306
Section 2.307
Section 2.3 08
Section 2.309
Section 2.310
Section 2.3 12
Section 2.3 15
Section 2.4
Section 2.4 19
Section 2.420

General Development Standards
General Provisions
Street Standards
Off~StreetParking and Loading
Transit Facilities
Storm Drainage
Utility Lines and Facilities
Signs
Site and Landscaping Design
Development Standards for Land Divisions
Yard and Lots Standards
Development Standards
Special uses
Service Stations
Auto Services

SECTION 2.119 GENERAL EMPLOYMENT
2.119.02 through 2.119.117 identify the use requirements for the EG zone, including the
permitted, special permitted, and use restrictions, which apply to the site. A minimum of
25% of the land area must be devoted to industrial uses listed in Sections 2.119.03 and
2.119.04.
FINDINGS: The applicant has identified the proposed industrial (subject to 25% minimum
requirement) and commercial (up to 75% maximum) use types for the site. The uses proposed
under the industrial and commercial categories comply with the KDC requirements.
2.1 19.09.B. Minimum Lot Dimension Requirements.
Within the acreage identified for
commercial uses, at least eighty percent (80%) ofthe lots must have a minimum lot area of
20,000 sq. ft., minimum average width of100 ft. and minimum average depth of 100 feet.
The remainder of the lots must have a minimum lot area of 10,000 sq. ft., minimum
average width of 75 ft. and minimum average depth of75 feet. Lots or tracts created only
for the purposes of providing a right-of-way or dedicated utilities, public drainage
facilities or open space are exempt from the lot size and shape standards of this section.
FINDINGS: The subdivision plan submitted as part of the application complies with the
minimum lot dimensions.
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2.119.I0 Development Standards Height, Setback, Coverage, and Landscaping
Requirements. For commercial development, the standards are as follows:
• Building standards, maximum height: 100 ft., maximum tot coverage: 85%
• Building setbacks, street-side: 10 feet minimum and 20 feet maximum for
commercial uses and 20 feet minimum for industrial uses; Side/Rear not adjacent
to a residential zone, none; and adjacent to a residential zone, 40 feet.
• Minimum landscaping, percent of lot coverage: 15%
FINDINGS: Eight buildings or footprints do not meet theserequirements:
• Pads A and C, Restaurants 1 2, and 4, do not meet the Street side setbacks for industrial
uses.
• Shops A and Anchor B do not meet the Street side setbacks for commercial uses.
• Restaurant 5 shows a building envelope line that does not meet the Industrial setbacks.
As a result, a variance has been requested to allow amended setbacks for these buildings. The
variance and related findings are covered later in this report.
c. Alternative maximum setback option for large commercial uses. Commercial buildings
that exceed 100,000 square feet of floor area are exempt from the maximum setback
requirements identified in Section 2.119.] O.A provided the pedestrian systemconnects
buildings on the Site to all adjacent properties.
FINDINGS: Anchor stores 1 and 2 and Major store 1 provide adequate pedestrian walkways
except that a pedestrian crossing should also be provided to cross StreetB next to Retail 1. Anchor
3 should have a walkway connecting tothe perimeter pathway along the I-S right-of-way.
Anchor I and 3, and the building that contains Anchor 2, while able to be setback 2reater
from the street due to their size, still require the same level of pedestrian access. The
application meets the criterion only if conditioned as set forth herein.
SECTION 2.302 STREET STANDARDS
2.302.03.A. General Requirement. The location, width, and grade of streets shall be considered
in their relation to existing and planned streets, to topographical conditions, to public
convenience and safety, and to the proposed use of the land to be served by the streets.
FINDINGS: The proposed development features three new public streets within the
development and the realignment of the existing Radiant Drive to pass under the existing
railroad tracks to connect to Lockhaven Drive between McLeod Lane and the railroad crossing.
The location, width and grade of the proposed streets are designed to promote public
convenience and safety for the commercial development.
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All newpublic Streets shall be constructed to the requirements ofthe City ofKeizerDepartment
of Public Works Design and Construction Standards and in conformance with the final
Transportation Impact Analysis adopted for the Keizer Station Plan. Tepper Lane shall be
constructed as a ¾width street designed to Collector Street standards with an appropriate
turnaround at the west end accommodating emergency vehicles. All other streets shall be
designed to arterial standards in terms of structural section and geometrical configuration.
Preliminary construction specifications and plans for all transportation mitigation measures
necessary to satisfy the improvements identified in the “Transportation Impact Analysis, Keizer
Station Plan” for all street construction, including retaining walls, fencing, landscaping,
sidewalks, signing, etc. shall be submitted tothe Department ofPublic Works for review prior to
submitting final plans for approval. The Department ofPublic Works will review the proposed
plans and make recommendations for any additional work and coordination with other
development in the area as needed.
The Public Works Department comments include specific conditions of approval.
2.302.03.B. Continuation of Streets. Development proposals, including subdivisions and
partitions, shall provide forthe continuation of, and connection to, streetswhere necessary
to promote appropriate traffic circulation in the vicinity of the development. Where
necessary to give access or permit a satisfactory future division of adjoining land, streets
and utilities shall be extended to property boundaries to allow the future extension of
streets and infrastructure. A temporary turnaround shall be constructed for stub streets
in excess of 150 feet in length.
No street or utility extensions are required when any of thefollowing circumstances exist:
1. Less than three additional existing or future lots on adjoining parcels would gain
access from the extension. For purposes of this criterion, the sizeofsaid future lots
shall be no greater than two times the minimum lot size of the zone.
2. Parcel shape or size prevents new lots from meeting lot width or depth standards
when a public street or infill street is proposed through the parcel.
3. Partial-width streets where adjoining development would provide a full-width
public street or mull street; does not eliminate the need for variances to lot depth
or width requirements.
4. Natural physical obstructions or barriers, such asparkland, floodplain, slopes, or
significant trees, make access and connectivity unreasonable or impracticable.
5. Providing access and connectivity to one or more adjoining parcel(s) would not be
useful given that at least one of the following conditions exist:
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a. A future Street plan demonstrates that adequate access and connectivity is
provided from the adjacent parcel(s).
b. The development potential of the adjoining parcel(s) is (are) limited due to
physical or jurisdictional constraints to such a degree that connectivity is
unreasonable or impracticable.
FINDINGS: Theproposed development provides the necessary street and pedestrian/bicycleconnections
to adjoining properties. It will include construction ofan underpass under the BNRR as well as an
underpass ofChemawa Road, “Road B” andRadiant. Additionally, otheroff.site improvements have been
identified in the Transportation Plan developed for the Keizer Station Plan. These improvements include,
but are not limited to, construction ofan extension ofRadiant Drive to Lockhaven Drive and continuing to
Chemawa Road to a point south ofthe intersection ofCheniawa Road andMcLeod Lane, construction ofa
pedestrian undercrossing of the BNRR at Tepper Lane, and other in1p1~ovementsnecessary to provide
compliance withthe adopted Keizer Station Plan adopted Feb. 3,2003. Additionally, aregional multi-use
pathway has been identified on the KeizerStation Village Center Master Plan. The path location shall be
coordinated with the Area D development, ODOT and the Keizer Community Development Department.
Thepath shall be ofPort land~Cement~C-concrete and constructed to a widthof 12 feet.
2.302.03.C. Alignment. All streets other than minor streets or cul-de-sacs, as far as practical,
shall be in alignment with existing streets by continuation of the existing centerlines. The
staggering ofstreet alignments resulting in “T” intersections shall, wherever practical, leave a
minimum distance of200 feet between the center lines ofstreets having approximately the same
direction and otherwise shall not be less than 100 feet.
FINDINGS: The proposed realignment ofRadiant Drive shall be in alignment with the existing street by
continuation ofthe existing centerline. The proposed Streets are all through streets and do not create “T”
intersections.
2.302.03.D. Future extension of streets. When it appears possible to continue a street, bicycle
path and/or pedestrian accessway into a future subdivision, adjacent acreage or area attractors
such as schools and shopping centers, streets, bicycle paths and/or pedestrian accessway facilities
shall be platted and built to a boundaryofthe subdivision. The street maybe platted without a
turnaround unless the Public Works Department finds a turnaround is necessary for reasons of
traffic safety. Any street extension exceeding 150 feet in length shall be provided with an
approved turnaround as set forth in Section 902.2.2.4 “Dead Ends” ofthe UniformFire Code,
1994 edition.
FINDINGS: Tepper Lane will dead-end at the railroad tracks to the west. Tepper Lane shall be
constructed as a % width street designed to Collector Street standards with an appropriate turnaround at
the west end accommodating emergency vehicles and shall safely accommodate eastlwest bicycle and
p~~riantraffic separated from vehicular traffic.
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2.302.03.E. Intersection angles. Streets shall be laid out to intersect at angles as near to right
angles as practical, except wheretopography requires lesser angles. Intersections ofless than 60
degrees shall require special intersection designs. Streets shall have at least 50 feet oftangent
adjacent to intersections unless topography requires lesser distances. Intersections that are not
at right angles shall have minimum corner radii of 15 feet. Major arterial intersections shall
have curb radii ofnot less than 35 feet. Other street intersections shall have curb radii ofnot
less than 20 feet.)
FINDINGS: The proposed new streets are designed to be linear extensions at right angles. The Street
intersections must have a curb radius of no less than 35 feet.
2.302.03.F.
ExistingStreets. Whenever existing public streets adjacent to or within a tractare of
a width less than the Street design Standards, additional right-of-way shall be provided at the
time of subdivision, partitioning, or development.
FINDINGS: Additional right-of-way is proposed on existing streets that are at a width less than street
design standards. Tepper Lane shall be constructed as a 3/4 width Street designed to Collector Street
standards with an appropriate turnaround at the west end accommodating emergency vehicles.
2.302.03.1.
Street Names. Street names and numbers shall conform to theestablished standards
and procedures in the City.
FINDINGS: Streetnames and numbers shall conform to the established standards and procedures in the
City. Street names shall be approved by the City of Keizer. A Street Name Application must be
completed and submitted for approval. No final plat shall be released without approved Street names.
Due to thesignificance ofthis development as a landmark ofthe City ofKeizer,street names should also
receive approval ofthe City Council.
2.302.03.J.
Grades and Curves. Grades shall not exceed 7 percent on arterials, 10 percent on
collector streets or 15 percent on anyother street. Street grades of 15 percent shall not exceed
200 feet in length. To provide for adequate drainage, all streets shall have a minimum slope of
0.5 percent. On arterials there shall be a tangent of not less than 100 feet between reversed
Curves.
FINDINGS: The proposed arterial street grades are relatively flat and in no case do they exceed 7%.
All streets have a minimum profile grade of0.60%.
2.302.03.K Frontage Streets. If a development abuts or contains an existing orproposed arterial
or collector street,the City may allow frontage streets, or may require reverse frontage lots with
suitable depth, screen planting contained in a non-access reservation along the rear or side
property line, or such othertreatment as may be necessary foradequate protection ofresidential
properties, to afford separation of through and local traffic, and to preserve the capacity and
safety of the collector or arterial Street.
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FINDINGS: No frontage Streets are proposed.
2.302.03.L. Alleys. Alleys shall be provided in commercial and industrial zones unless other
permanent provisions for access to off-street parking and loading facilities are provided. The
corners of alley intersections shall have radii of not less than 10 feet.
FINDINGS: No alleys are proposed. The site provides adequate access to off-street parking and
loading facilities.
2.302.03.M.
Street Landscaoin2. Where required as part of the right-of-way design,
planting strips shall conform with the following standards:
I.

Street trees shall be planted at a ratio of no less than one tree per 30 feet of property
frontage. Street trees shall conform with the list ofacceptable trees included in the City’s
Street Tree Ordinance, Installation ofstreet trees shall be included in any improvement
agreement covering the installation of public facilities and services on a property.

2.

Planting strips shall be planted and maintained in predominantly living groundcover
materials with hard surfaces consisting of bricks, payers, rocks, decorative concrete
work, etc., only being included as part ofan overall landscape design where living plant
material is predominant. In no case shall asphalt be used within the planting strip.

FINDINGS: The conceptual landscaping plan (Sheets LOl-4) indicates that Street trees shall be planted
with 30-foot spacing using one or more of 13 identified varieties. The plan specifies 1 V., inch caliper
sizes. Although this caliper is the minimum-ei-ty.ce~uirempnt,the staffqeeonrnscnds that-aA minimum
caliper of 2 inches should be used in areas subject to damage along walkways and streets. First, a
significant number of trees are proposed for removal (Sheet TO! of Exhibit 5’), and providing larger
specimenswill help offset the impact of losing these trees. Second, I V inch caliper trees are very small
4
and much more susceptible to damage and vandalism.
Ground cover is indicated, but not specified in the conceptual landscaping plan. This information shall
be required as part ofbuilding permit approval.

SECTION 2.303

OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING

2.303.6 Off-Street Automobile Parkine Reguirements. Off-street parking shall be
provided in the amount not less than:
• Retail store: 1 per 300 square feet
• Service repair center; retail store handling bulky merchandise (e.g. furniture): I per
900 square feet
• Bank, offices, medical clinic: I per 300 square feet
• Eating and drinking establishment: 1 per 250 square feet
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•

Hotel: I space per guest room

FINDINGS: Although this eftterionstandard maybe satisfied, parking area calculations have not
been provided by the applicant. Documentation of this requirement shall be made as part of this
master plan approval.
2.303.08.A Bicycle Parking Bicycle Parking shall be required in all public and semipublic, commercial and industrial development as well as park-and-ride lots. Bicycle
parking shall be provided in the following amounts:
• Retail store: 1 per 10 required vehicle parking spaces with a maximumof6 required
• Servicerepair center; retail store handling bulky merchandise (e.g. furniture): 1 per
30 required vehicle parking spaces with a maximum of6 required
• Bank, offices, medical clinic: 1 per 20 required ~‘ebicle parking spaces with a
maximum of 6 required
• Eatingand drinking establishment: 1 per 20 required vehicle parking spaces with a
maximum of 6 required
• Hotel: I per 40 required vehicle parking spaces
FINDINGS: Except for a description ofbicycle parking in the plaza areas, no information has
been provided regarding bicycle parking. The applicant shall be expected to meet these
standards as part ofbuilding permit approval with each individual building. In keeping with the
design requirementsofthe KS?, Bicycle parking facilities shall be interesting, and must consist
ofmore than simple pole structures.
2.303.0&B Bicycle Parkine Develooment Reguirements
I. Space Size. Each bicycle parking spaceshall be a minimum ofsix feet long and two
feet wide and be accessible by a minimum four foot aisle.
2. Location. All bicycle parking areas shall be within 100 feet of a building entrance
and located within a well-lit area.
3. Rack Design. Bicycle racks must be designed to secure the bicycle frame and at least
one wheel, and, accommodate a locking device. Racks, lockers or other related
facilities shall be securely anchored to the ground or to a structure. As an
alternative, the bicycle spaces can be provided within a secured compound.
4. Access. Access to a public right-of-way and pedestrian access from the bicycle
parking area to the building entrance must be provided.
FINDINGS: No information has been provided regarding bicycle parking. The applicant shall
be expected to meet these standards as part ofbuilding permit approval. In accordance with the
design requirements, bicycleparking facilities shall be interesting and shall consist ofmore than
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simple pole structures.
2.303.I0 Off-Street Loading Requirements All other commercial or industrial buildings
shall require a minimum loading space of12 feet wide, 30 feet long, and 14 feet high in the
following amount: for buildings containing over 5,000 square feet of gross floor area, I
space; for each additional 40,000 square feet of gross floor area, or any portion thereof, I
space.
FINDINGS: Sufficient paved areas and designated loading area are provided on-site
throughout the project area in a manner, which is appropriate for the size and character
of the buildings and businesses they contain (Sheet AOl). (See.-E*Mbi.t-L&~-)
2.303.I I Parking and Loadine Area Development Reouirements
A. Surfacing. All driveways, parkingand loading areas shall have a durable, hard, dust
free surface built to Department of Public Works standards.
FINDINGS: Pavement conforming to adopted CityofKeizer standards shall be required as part
of the building permit process.
B. Parking Spaces
I.Dimensions. Parking spaces shall be a minimum 9 feet wide and 18 feet in length.
2.Compact Spaces. Compact parking spaces, at a reduced width of8.5 feet, shall be
permitted on sites with more than live (5) parking spaces. No more than 30% of
the required parking shall be compact spaces and each space mustbe identified as
a “Compact Space.”
FINDINGS: The proposal appears to meet these requirements, but without noted dimensions
and plan scales of 1 “= 60’ and 1” = 100’, the parking space dimensions must be verified during
thebuilding permit review process.
C. ~j~e The following minimum aisle dimensions shall apply:
I.

Without adjacent parking:
b.

2.

One-way: 12 feet

c.
Two-way: 22 feet
With adjacent parking:
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PARKING ANGLE
Oto4O
41 to45
46to55
56to70
71 to9O

DRIVEWAY WIDTH
l2feet
13 feet
l5feet
l8feet
24 feet

FINDINGS: The proposal appears to meet these requirements, but without noted dimensions
and plan scales of I “= 60’ and 1” = 100’, the driveway dimensions must be verified during the
building permit review process. Due to the high volume oftraffic, aisle width in parking areas
shall be increased to the industry design standards of 24 feet.
D. Screenin2. When any public parking or loading area is within orabuts a residential
zone along a side or rear lot line, the parking or loading area shall be separated
from the lot line by a 20 foot landscaped yard, or shall be screened from the
residential property with an ornamental fencing or wall of at least 4 feet in height.
FINDINGS: The only residential zoning is on the west side ofthe railroad tracks. Almost all of
the parking proposed will be located internally or along1.5. Some parking is provided on the
west side of Major 1, but is over 100 feet east of any residential properties. In addition, this
parking area does have perimeter landscaping.
E. Li2htin2. All lighting shall be directed entirely onto the loading or parking areaand
away from any residential use. The lighting shall not cast a glare or reflection onto
the public rights-of-way.
FINDINGS: The residential properties to the west are separated by the railroad right-of-way.
The proposed lighting plan demonstrates that theproposed site lighting will not cast any light or
glare toward these properties.
F. Landscapine. A tree shall be planted forevery eight lineal parking spaces not located
adjacent to a building. The planting space shall measure no less than 4 feet square
and be surrounded by concrete curbing. The plant shall be ofa species that the root
system will not interfere with underground utilities or the parking surface, and, is
capable of achieving a 15 foot radius. The specific planting enclosure and
appropriate tree selection will be provided by the City.
FINDINGS: The site plan shows that one tree has been supplied in parking areas for every
eight parking stalls. Unless necessary to adjust the spacing in orderto preserve anexisting tree
this requirement shall be a strict condition of approval.
G. Traffic Flow. Service drives to off-street parking areas shall be designed and
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constructed to allow flow of traffic, provide maximum safety of traffic access and
egress and the maximum safety of pedestrians and vehicular traffic on the site.
FINDINGS: The access to and from the various parking lots is controiJed and designed to
providesuitably spaced street or dnveway intersections. This design will provide for safe and
efficienttraffic flow throughout the site. ODOT is reviewing the proposed plans.
H. Entrance/Exits. Service drive exits shall have a minimum vision clearance area of15
feet from the intersection of the street and driveway.
FINDINGS: The entrances all appear to have adequate vision clearance. Thespecific location
and mature size of the plants listed in the preliminary landscaping plan could potentially
interfere with vision clearance. The final choice of landscaping materials during the building
permit approval stage should be made so that minimal maintenance will be necessary to
maintain adequate site distance.
I. Bumper Rails. Parking spaces along the outer boundaries ofa parking area shall be
contained by a curb or a bumper rail toprevent a motor vehicle from extending over
an adjacent property, a street, or a sidewalk. The bumper shall be at least 4’ high
and located a minimum of3 feet from the property line.
FINDINGS: This is a design detail, which is not shown in the submitted plans, however, will
be provided as part of the building permit review.
SECTION 2.305

TRANSIT

2.305.OI Location Requirements
A.
Siting Requirements. The location oftransit facilities shall be based upon thesize and
trip generation potential of major new development adjacent to a transit street. Section
2.305.02 outlines the maximum transit facilities that may be required by the City.
Determination of specific requirements will be made on a case by case basis for each
development by evaluation the following factors:
1. Expected transit ridership generated by a development.
2. The level ofexisting or planned transit service adjacent to thedevelopment. Planned
transit serviceis defined as service that is planned to be established within five years
after the completion ofdevelopment according tothe latest officially adopted transit
plan by the Transit District.
3. The location of existing facilities.
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4. The proximity of other transit ridership generators.
FINDINGS: The applicant shall work with the Transit District to ensure compliance with these
requirements, making adjustments where necessary to accommodate the needs ofthe district.
2.305.02 Desien Requirements
Retail /industriallinstitutional peak hour traffic trips of more than 200 require a concrete
boarding pad and transit turnout.
FINDINGS: The applicant shall work with the transit District to ensure compliance with these
requirements, making adjustments where necessary to accommodate the needs of the district.

SECTION 2.306 - STORM DRAINAGE
2.306.05.A General Standards All development shall be planned, designed, constructed and
maintained to:
I. Protect and presen’e existing natural drainage channels tothe maximum
practicable extent;
2.

Protect development from flood hazards;

3. Provide a system by which water within the development will be
controlled without causing damage or harm to the natural environment,
or to property or persons within the drainage basin;
4. Assure that waters drained from the development are substantially free of
pollutants, through such construction and drainage techniques as
sedimentation ponds, reseeding, phasing ofgrading;
5. Assure that waters are drained from the development in such a manner
that will not cause erosion to any greater extent than would occur in the
absence ofdevelopment;
6. Provide dry wells, french drains, or similar methods, as necessary to
supplement storm drainage systems;
7.

Avoid placement of surface detention or retention facilities in road
rights-of-way.

FINDINGS: The developer has submitted plans indicating the present drainage patterns and
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runoffcharacteristics. The property is within a critical drainagebasin and strict compliance with
city ordinances will be necessary. No increase in runoffwill be allowed as development occurs.
Prior to any development of thesubject property an overall storm water master plan including
invert elevations, pipe sizes, detention calculations, water quality measures and an approved
point of discharge shall be submitted to the Department ofPublic Works for approval. A point
ofdischarge has been identified on the ODOT systemin Interstate 5. ODOT approval shall be
required for water quality, conveyance systems and points ofdischarge.
Storm water detention will be required for this Site. All storm water including roofdrains are to
be connected to an approved system designed to provide adequate drainage for proposed new
driveways, parking lots and other impervious surfaces. Where on-site detention is planned,
adequate covenant, conditions and restrictions (CCR) shall be recorded to alert future
owners/developers that detention and/or treatment shall be required to be constructed to the
standards in effect at the time ofbuilding permit application.
A grading and drainage plan shall be developed for the subject property including proposed lot
corner elevations. Details shall include adequate conveyance ofstorm water from adjacent
property across the subject property.
The developer shall submit to the Department of Public Worksa master plan for erosioncontrol
for the entire site. Themaster plan shall be approved by the Department ofPublic Works. Prior
to any development, including site grading, the applicant shall obtain an NPDES permit from the
Oregon Department ofEnvironmental Quality.
The applicant submitted a preliminary storm drainage plan along with the master plan
application. The Public Works Department reviewed the drainage plan and their comments are
included in the Conditions section, (Exhibit E). ofthic rtaffrcpoil.

SECTION 2.307 UTILITY LiNES AND FACILITIES:
2.307.02 Standards
A.
Impact. The location, design, installation and maintenance of alt utility lines and
facilities shall be carried out with minimum feasible disturbances of soil and site.
FINDINGS: It is a development requirement that the applicant locate, design, install and
maintain all utility lines and facilities with theminimum feasible disturbanceto soil and site and
shall comply with best management practices for erosion control and vegetation protection.
B.

~
All development that has a need for waterservice shall install water facilities
and grant necessary easements pursuant to the requirements ofthe City.

FINDINGS: The applicant submitted a master water system plan showing proposed routes of
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public water mains, fire hydrants and individual services. Prior to submittal of final construction
plans the applicant’s engineer shall arrange for a pre-design conference to discuss water main
sizing, meter sizing and locations, fire hydrant locations, fire sprinkler line locations and
easement width for all public lines located outside ofproposed right ofways. Final location of
all meters shall be approved by the Keizer Department of Public Works. To provide for
adequate peak consumption and fire protection requirements it has been determined that
additional public facilities will be required including but not limited to elevated storage
facilities, wells, connection to existing mains on the west side ofthe BNSF right ofway, and any
other off-site constructionrequired toproviderequired peak flows to the proposed development.
Appropriate easements for all public water mains and fire hydrants will be required if
construction is to be outside ofpublic right of ways. Dedication ofproperty to the City shall he
required for any wells or storage facilities developed. Any system development charges for
watersystem improvements will be those in place at the timeof individual service connections.
Final development plans shall be reviewed by the Keizer Fire Department with regard to access
and adequate location offire hydrants prior toany issuance ofpublic works construction permits
by the City of Keizer. The Public Works Department reviewed the master water system plan
and their comments are included in the Conditions section, (Exhibit E).-of-thic rtaff report.
C.

Private Utilities. All development that has a need for electricity, gas and
communications services shall install them pursuant to the requirements ofthedistrict
or company serving the development. E~zceptwhere otherwise prohibited by the
utility district or company, all such facilities shall be underground.

FINDINGS: It is a development requirement that the electricity, gas and communications
services shall be installed pursuant to the requirements ofthe district or company serving the
development.
D.

Sanitary Sewers. All development that has a need forpublic/private sanitary sewers
shall install the facilities pursuant to the requirements ofthe city. Installation ofsuch
facilities shall be coordinated with the extension ofnecessary water services and storm
drainage facilities.

FINDINGS: The subject property is located outside ofthe original Keizer Sewer District and
therefore an acreage fee is required. The current acreage fee is 57,460.00 per gross acre prior to
platting of the subdivision. The acreage fee applied will be the fee in place at the time of
development of the property. The Master Sewer Plan provides for a sewer trunk line to be
constructed through the subject property with adequate size and depth to provide for additional
capacity for areas located within the original sewer district west of the BNSF railroad.
Additionally, Area D, south of Chemawa Road shall be served with a sewer trunk line to be
constructed along with the proposed under crossing of Chemawa Road. A review of the
construction plans for the subject property will be required to assurethat capacity ofthe master
plan sewer trunk lines is not exceeded. The Public Works Department comments include
specific conditions ofapproval related to sanitary sewers.
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E.

Street IJ~hts. When required, installation of Street lights shall be pursuant to the
requirements of the city and the company serving the development.

FINDINGS: A street lighting masterplan has been proposed. A Street lighting district shall be
created while under the control ofthe developer to provide for adequate Street lights along the
frontage ofall new street rights of way. Decorative lighting approved by the Department of
Community Development which meets Street standards requirements shall be used.
F.

Easements. Easements shall be provided along property lines as deemed necessary by
the City, special districts, and utility companies. Easements for special purpose uses
shall be of a width deemed appropriate by the responsible agency. Such easements
shall be designated on the final plat of all subdivisions, and on the final plat of all
partitions.

FINDINGS: All easements shall be located in the appropriate locations based on actual
approved plans. No final plat shall be approved prior to approval of construction plans
including easement widths and locations.

SECTION 2.308 SIGNS
2.308.08.B.
I.

Commercial and Industrial Siens, Inte2rated Business Centers:
Total allowed area. For wall, canopy and projecting signs on indhidual
businesses within an integrated business center, one and one-halfsquare feet
of total allowed sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage for the
individual business, up to a total maximum of 150 square feet per business.
Individual businesses may not assign their unused allowed area to other
businesses in the integrated business center. Free standing signs are
permitted only asset forth below and in Section 2.308.08.C.

FINDINGS: The proposal demonstrates compliance with all requirements ofthe sign code with
regard to wall, canopy and projecting signs, and has indicated that there will be additional
consistency standards implemented as private lease/sale agreements which would be above the
requirements of the sign code.
2.

Free-standing Sign. For each integrated business center, 1 free-standing sign
per street frontage not to exceed100 square feet in area. Free-standing signs
shall not exceed one sign on each frontage and shall be oriented to face the
traffic flow on the street upon which then~front.

FINDINGS: The applicant is proposing toseek a variance which would allow a sign in excess of
100 square feet, which will be addressed as part ofthe sign variance.
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3.

Maximum sign height:
\VaIl and canopy signs shall not project above the parapet or roof eaves.
Free-standing signs: 20 feet.

FINDINGS: The applicant is proposing to place a sign in excess of 20 feet which will be
addressed with the sign variance information in this report.
4.

Location:
a.

Wall or projecting signs may project up to 2 feet from the building.

FINDINGS: The applicant is proposing to comply with these requirements.
b.

FINDINGS:

2.309

Free-standing signs have no limitations except thesigns shall not project over
street right-of-way and shall comply with requirements for vision clearance
areas and special Street setbacks.

The proposal indicates compliance with these requirements for freestanding signs.

SITE AND LANDSCAPING DESIGN

2.309.03 Minimum Area ReQuirements. Landscaped areas may include landscaping
around buildings; in open spaces and outdoor recreation areas; in islands and perimeter
planting areas in parking and loading areas; and in areas devoted to buffering and
screening as required in thisSection and elsewhere in this Ordinance. The following area
requirements shall be the minimum areas devoted to landscaping:
A minimum of 10% of the gross land area shall be devoted to landscaping in commercial
developments.
FINDINGS: Although itappears that this criterion is satisfied, landscaped area calculations have
not been provided by the applicant. Documentation of this requirement shall be made as part of
this master plan approval.
2.309.05 Screenine and Bufferine
A.

Screenine. Screening shall be used to eliminate or reduce the visual impacts of the
following uses:
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B.

I.

Commercial and industrial uses when abutting residential uses.

2.

Industrial uses when abutting commercial uses.

3.

Service areas and facilities, including garbage and waste disposal containers,
recycling bins, and loading areas. (5/98)

4.

Outdoor storage areas.

5.

Parking areas for 20 or more vehicles for multi-familydevelopments, or 30 or
more vehicles for commercial or industrial uses.

6.

At and above-grade electrical and mechanical equipment, such as
transformers, beat pumps, and air conditioners.

Screenine Methods. Screening may be accomplished by the use of sight-obscuring
plant materials (generally evergreens), earth berms, walls, fences, building parapets,
building placement or other design techniques.

FINDINGS: The preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets LOl-4) indicates that screening will be
provided along the western side ofthe project utilizing landscaped areasand trees. The width of
the landscaped areas along with the density of thetrees will provide sufficient screening for the
residents on the west side of the railroad. Additional screening, through a sight and sound
obscuring fence shall be provided between the residential properties and Area B of the Keizer
StationPlan.
Service areas within the development are proposed tobe screened with vegetationand fencing. No
outdoor storage areas are proposed. The plans are not sufficientlydetailed to show electrical and
mechanical equipment. Parking areas are all surrounded by landscaping consisting of ground
cover, shrubs, and trees. The specific screening details will need to be reviewed and approved
during the building permit process.
C.

Bufferine. Buffering shall be used to mitigate adverse visual impacts, dust, noise or
pollution, and to provide forcompatibility between dissimilar adjoining uses. Where
buffering is determined to be necessary, one ofthe following buffering alternatives
shall be employed:
1.

Planting Area: Width not less than 15 feet, planted with the following
materials:
a.

At least one row ofdeciduous or evergreen trees staggered and spaced
not more than 15 feet apart.
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2.

3.

4.

b.

At least one row of evergreen shrubs that will grow to form a
continuous hedge at least five feet in height within one year of
planting.

c.

Lawn, low-growing evergreen shrubs or evergreen ground cover
covering the balance of the area.

Berm Plus Planting Area: Width not less than 10 feet, developed in
accordance with the following standards:
a.

Berm form shouldnot slope more than 40 percent (1:2.5) on the side
away from the area screened from view. Theslope for the other side
(screened area) may vary.

b.

A dense evergreen hedge shall be located so as to most effectively
buffer the proposed use.

c.

The combined total height of the berm and hedge shall be not less
than five feet.

Wall PlusPlanting Area: Width must not be less than five feet developed in
accordance with the following standards:
a.

A masonry wall or fence not less than five feet in height.

b.

Lawn, low-growing evergreen shrubs, and evergreen ground cover
covering the balance ofthe area.

Other methods which produce an adequate buffer considering the nature of
the impacts to be mitigated, as approved by the Cit).

FINDINGS: Buffering is proposed along the western edge of the project, which is across the
railroad tracks from the residences on the other side. The preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets
LOl -4) is consistent with the “plantingarea” option noted above because itprovides acontinuous
landscaped areawith ground cover and trees.
2.30906 Planting and Maintenance
A.

Plantine Heiaht. No sight-obscuring plantings exceeding 30 inches in height shall be
located within any required vision clearance area in accordance with Section 2.312,09 of
this Ordinance.

FINDINGS: As noted above, the specific types ofplants neardriveway and street intersections
must be reviewed in more detail during the building permit stageto ensure compliance with the
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standard.
B.

Plant Materials. Plant materials shall not causea hazard. Landscape plant materials
over walks,pedestrian paths and seating areas shall be pruned to a minimum height of
eight feet and to a minimum height of 15 feet over streets and vehicular traffic areas.

FINDINGS: Based upon theplant list proposed by the applicant, this problem isnot anticipated.
Street trees will be pruned to comply with this requirement.
C.

Utility Interference. Landscape plant materials shall be selected, which do not
generally interfere with utilities above or below ground.

FINDINGS: Utilities are to be placed underground. No conflicts are foreseen between the
preliminary landscaping plan and the utility plan.
D.

Installation. Landscape plant materials shall be properly guyed and staked to
current industry standards as necessary. Stakes and guy wires shall not interfere with
vehicular or pedestrian traffic.

FINDINGS: The preliminary landscaping plan includes typical planting details for trees. This
will be monitored as part of the building permit approval process.
E.

Suitability. Plant materials shall be suited to the conditions under which theywill be
growing. As an example, plants to be grown in exposed, windy areas that will not be
irrigated should be sufficiently hardy to thrive under these conditions. Plants should
have vigorous root systems, and he sound, healthy, free from defects, diseases, and
infections.

FINDINGS: The plants proposed in the preliminary landscaping plan appear to be appropriate.
given the conditionsof the site. Although the proposed trees meetthe minimum caliperprescribed
in the KDC, trees of this size are susceptible to damage and vandalism. Those trees located in
areas susceptible to damage such as along street and walkways should be increased in size to
ensure survivability.
F.

Deciduous Trees. Deciduous trees should be fully branched, have a minimum caliper
of 1 1/4 inches, and a minimum height of8 feet at the time of planting.

FINDINGS: As noted above, the preliminary landscaping plan calls for trees of this size,
however, trees this small are easilydamaged. Trees located along streets and pathways should be
increased in size.
C.

Evergreen Trees. Evergreen trees shall be a minimum of 6 feet in height, fully
branched at time ofplanting.
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FiNDINGS: This shall be a requirement ofthe Master Plan approval.
If.

Shrubbery. Shrubs shall be supplied in a minimum 1 gallon containers or 8 inch
burlap balls with a minimum spread of12 to 15 inches.

FINDINGS: This shall be a requirement ofthe Master Plan approval. Additionally, the shrub
plant materials shall be planted at a spacing necessary to achieve the landscape design objectives
within five years ofgrowth.
1.

Ground Cover. Ground cover plants shall be spaced in accordance with current
nursery industry standards to achievecovering ofthe planting area. Rows ofplants are
to be staggered for a more effective covering. Ground cover shall be supplied in a
minimum 4 inch size container or a 2 1/4 inch container or equivalent if planted 18
inches on center.

FINDINGS: The applicant proposes ground cover spacing of24” on center. While this may be
appropriate for some species, the spacing should more appropriately be indicated as that which is
needed for whatever species ofground cover is proposed, to reach full coverage by the third year of
growth, in accordance with nursery standards.
J.

lrriaation. All developments are required to provide appropriate methods of
irrigation forthe landscaping. Sites with over 1,000 square feet oflandscaped area shall
be irrigated with automatic sprinkler systems to insure the continued health and
attractiveness of the plant materials. Sprinkler heads shall not cause any hazard to the
public. Irrigation shall not be required in wooded areas, wetlands, floodplains, or along
natural drainage channels or stream banks.

FINDINGS: An irrigation system is proposed for the entire development. Irrigation planswill he
rcviewed and approved as partof the building permit review process.
K.

Re-planting. Trees orshrubbery which die-offshall be replaced with a new plant of
the same or similar type. Replacement is ultimately the responsibility of the property
owner.

FINDINGS: This will be done as necessary ifany ofthe plants die.
L.

Maintenance. Landscaping shall be continually maintained. Appropriate methods of
care and maintenance oflandscaped plant material shall be provided by the owner ofthe
property.

FINDINGS: This shall be expected by the city.
M.

Plant Protection. Landscape plant material shall be protected from damage due to
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heavy foot traffic or vehicular traffic by protective tree grates, payers or othersuitable
methods.
FINDINGS: The preliminaty landscaping plan appears to have the landscaped areas ~vellprotected. This will need to be confirmed when the final landscaping plans are submitted for
approval as part ofthe building permit process.
SECTION 2.315 DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
2.315.08.A. Pedestrian Circulation. As used herein “walkway” means a hard surfaced area
intended and suitable for use by pedestrians, including both publicand private sidewalks.
1. Connection Required. The pedestrian circulation system for the proposed
development must connect uses, building entrances, adjacent streets, and nearby
transit stops.
FINDINGS: Generally, sidewalks are provided to allow safe and relativelyconvenientpedestrian
access throughout the site. However, as mentioned earlier in this report, improvements to this
system musteessid be made in two areas. The first is the location and orientation ofsome of the
buildings along Radiant Drive. The sheer distance between buildings and uses will act to
significantly discourage walking. Staffrecommend~mModifications to the site plan ~~tte bring
uses, such asthe hotel, restaurants, retail pads, parks, officebuilding and plazascloser togetherand
with an orientation toRadiant Drive. These re~uiremefltsare set forth on p.8 This would promote
walking because the distances would be moremanageable, and this area would also function as a
more active pedestrian center for Keizer Station Village Center.
Second, several additional walkway connections should be provided. The following pedestrian
connections should also beprovided in addition towhat is shown on the Pedestrian Pathways Plan
(Sheet A03):
iSidowalk on the went and north side of Road A from Cheinawa-Read to the couthern
driveway to Anchor I.
• A crosswalk and easterlyextension ofthe sidewalk on RadiantDrive across RoadB to the
driveway near Anchor B.
• A crosswalk for the perimeter pathway at Road B.
• A sidewalk connection between the Chemawa Road/I-S interchange and the Road B
sidewalk.
• Walkway connections between the buildings on the east side ofthe site with the perimeter
walkway along 1-5.
• Walkway connection between the Radiant Drivewalkway and the front ofAnchor A.
• Walkway connections between restaurant andretail pads andthe adjacentstreet sidewalks,
such as Pads B,E and F, the hotel, the office building, Anchor B, and Majors 5 and 6.
• Walkway connection between Anchor I and Anchor A.
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2. Walkway Location and Design. Walkway(s) shall be located so that a pedestrian
can conveniently walk between a transit Street and the entrance(s) to a building(s).
Except where it crosses a driveway, a walkway shall be separated by a raised curb
or otherphysical barrier from the auto travel lane and parking. If a raised path is
used the ends of the raised portions must be equipped with curb ramps which
comply with Oregon State Building Code Requirements.
FINDINGS: While transit service is ultimately anticipated, route locations and stops have not
been established. Providing uses that are clustered more Clusterina uses near the streets, as
reguiredrecommendedabove, will facilitate future transit use by creatingmore activity and easier
pedestrian access.
3. Additional Street Access. A walkway from a building entrance to apublic street shall
be provided for every 300 feet ofstreet frontage.
FINDINGS: Majors 5 and 6 on Road A and the hotel do not meet this criterion. Majors 5 and 6
have an extensive frontage on Road A with little pedestrian accommodation. Improvedpedestrian
access
sl~e.u4dbe provided from these buildings to Road A. The hotel is relatively isolated
from the Street and other uses by its location in the middle ofa site surrounded by parking. The
hotel is recommended to be moved closer to the street, the park, and other complementary uses,
such as restaurants. A walkway from the hotel entrance Ijj~jjshei*I4connect to the street sidewalk
and park (in addition to the perimeter walkway as mentioned above).
4. Driveway Crossings. Driveway crossings shall be a maximum of36 feet in width.
Where thepedestrian system crosses driveways, parking areas andloading areas,the
system must be clearly identifiable through the use ofelevation changes, a different
paving material, texture, or other similar method.
FINDINGS: The driveways all appear to meet this standard except for the driveway associated
with Anchor B at Road A. Pedestrian crossings at streets, driveways and parking areas shall be
constnicted with a different paving material and texture.
5.
Lighting. Lighting shall beprovided for all walkways. Pedestrian walkways
must be lighted to a level where the system can be used at night by employees and
customers.
FINDINGS: The general lighting proposed for the site will provide appropriate illumination for
the development. Special attention is required to provide safety at the pedestrian undercrossing
located at Tapper and the Railroad. Security lighting shall be provided which provides secure
illumination of the undercrossing, while being directed away form the residential areas that are
adjacent.
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6. Walkway Coverage.
a. Any portion of a walkway located within three feet of a building frontage
shall becovered with awnings or building overhangs. The minimum vertical
clearance shall be 9 feet for awnings and building overhangs. The maximum
vertical clearance shall be 15 feet.

b. In the EG zone, Any portion of a walkway located within three feet of a
building frontage shall be covered with awnings or building overhangs as
provided in Subsection a, except for buildings, which have greater than 300
feet of lineal frontage, where this requirement shall apply to at least 33
percent of the building frontage. The maximum verticalclearance shall be
15 feet.
FINDINGS: The design concepts for some ofthe buildingsare provided on Sheets A07-9. These
appearto comply with this criterion. Compliancewith this standard must be confirmed duringthe
building permit review.
7. Dimensions. Walkways shall be at least five feet in paved unobstructed width.
Walkways that serve multiple uses or tenants shall have a minimum unobstructed
width ofeight feet.
FINDINGS: At scales of l”= 60’ or 1” = 100’, this is difficult to determine, but thepreliminary
plans appear to be consistent with this criterion. All sidewalks within the Keizer Station Village
Center are intended to serve multiple use destinations for pedestrians. In order tobe consistent
with the standards set in the Development Standardsfor walkway design all sidewalks shall be a
minimum ofeight feet.
8. Stairs or ramps shall be in placewhere necessary toprovide a direct route between
the transit Street and the building entrance. Walkways without stairsshall comply
with the accessibility requirements of the Oregon State Building Code.
FINDINGS: This will be evaluated during building permit review.
9. Access to Adjacent Property. Ifthe proposed development has thepotential ofbeing
a significant attractor or generator of pedestrian traffic, potential pedestrian
connections between the proposed development and existing or future development
on adjacent properties otherthan connectionsvia the streetsystem shall be identified.
FINDINGS: The pedestrian connections ee+ild-g~jj~be
improved as noted above. In addition, it
appenis that mere eensideration should be ~ven about ereahag-ln order to meet the criterion~,
improved pedestrianconnection leading between thecenterofthis project and the baseball stadium
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to the northjj
e.g. This would support the objective ofthe Keizer Station Plan to “provide a
gateway to sports activities”. Additional amenities shall be required to support the pedestrian
uses such as seating, public art and other points of interest.
10. The building permitapplication or Development Standards Alternative.application
shall designate walkways and pedestrian connections on the proposed site plan. If
the applicant considers walkways are infeasible or proposed findings shall be
submitted demonstrating that the walkway or connection is infeasible. The findings
will be evaluated in conjunction with thebuilding permit or Development Standards
Alternative process.
FINDINGS: This will be performed as part of building permit review.
2.315.OSB. Buildine Design
1.

Ground floor windows
b. In the EG zone, one elevation of any building with more than 100,000
square feet of floor area, which contains permitted uses listed under
Sections 2.l19.05 F. G, H, I, 3, and K, shall have no less than 33 percent of
the ground floor wall area, defined from the ground to the height of the
awning, with windows or window facsimiles or otherarchitectural features
that simulate windows, display areas or doorway openings.

FINDINGS: Conceptual elevations (Sheets A07-9) for several ofthe proposed buildings appear
to meet this standard, but compliance willneed to be confirmed during permit review.
2. Building facades
b. In the EG zone, facades facing a public street shall extend no more than 60
feet without providing a variation of building materials for buildings over
20,000 square feet. In the EG zone, no building facade shall extend for more
than 400 feet without a pedestrian connection between or through the
building, provided that there is a pedestrian purpose being served.
FINDINGS: The conceptdrawings and plans indicate con~istoncyc.omplywith this criterion, and
compliance will need to beconfirmed duringthe buildingpermit review. Specific conditions shall
beaddressed later in this report to ensurethat the proposed design and massing ofthebuildings are
established as a requirement.
3. Awnings — Awnings or canopies, shall be provided along building storefronts
abutting a public sidewalk. Awnings and canopies shall be constructed ofcanvass,
acrylic fabric, laminated vinyl, metal or similar standard material. Awnings and
canopies of corrugated fiberglass or polycarbonate roofing shall be prohibited.
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Awnings and canopies shall not be back lit.
FINDINGS: The concept drawings and plans indicate complianc.eeorrsiste~ieywith this
criterion, and compliance will need to be confirmed during the building permit review.

4. Materials and Texture
a.

Building Materials.
I. All buildings shall have wood, brick, stone, or stucco siding, or vinyl siding
made to look like wood siding. Metal siding as described in this section
shall be allowed. (5/98)_In the EG zone, all buildings shall have wood,
brick, stone, architectural block, slump stone, architectural concrete or
stucco siding, or vinyl siding made to look like wood siding.
2. Metal siding other than corrugated or reflective material are allowed except
for residential buildings housing 3 or more dwellings and buildings within
the EG zone metal siding is allowed with the exception ofcorrugated or
reflective metal.
3. Plain concrete block, plain concrete, plywood and sheet press board may
not be used as exterior finish materials.

FINDINGS: The conceptdrawings andplans indicatecomolianceoonri~tencywjththis criterion,
and eomplianeewhich will need-to-be confirmed during the building permit review.
b.

Trim Material. Building trim shall be wood, brick, stone, stucco, vinyl
siding material made to look like wood, or metal.

FINDINGS: The conceptdrawings and plans indicatecomp~jpc~eonsietencywith this criterion,
and compliance will need to be confirmed during the building permit review.
c.

Roofing Material. Any roofing material is allowed including metal roofs.

FINDINGS: Theconcept drawingsand plansindicate concietcnuycomr,ljance with this criterion,
and compliance will need lobe confirmed during the building permit review.
d.

Foundation Material. Foundation material may be plain concrete or plain
concrete block where the foundation material is not revealed for more than 3
feet.

FINDINGS: Theconcept drawings and plansindicate concnatoncycomr,liance withthis criterion,
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and compliance will need to be confirmed during the building permit review.
SECTION 2.419

SERVICE STATIONS

Where permitted as a special use, gasoline service stations shall meetthe following use and
development standards.
A. Lot area and dimensions. Minimum lot size 10,000 square feet, minimum of 100 feet of
street frontage for an interior lot and minimum of 120 feet of frontage on each street
abutting a corner lot.
FINDINGS: The application complies with this requirement.
B. Yard Exceptions for Service Stations. Free standing gasoline pumps and pump
islands, identification signs and lighting standards may occupy a required front or
street side yard exclusive of a clear vision zone unless otherwise prohibited by this
Ordinance.
FINDINGS: The pumps and islands areproposed lobe in an interiorportion ofthe servicestation
site.
C. Gasoline Pumps. Gasoline pumps and pump islands shall not be located so that any
part of a vehicle being served will extend into any public right-of-way, alley or
private drive used for access or egress. Further, gasoline pumps or pump islands
shall not be built within 10 feet ofa property line.
FINDINGS: The pumps and islands areproposed to bein an interior portion ofthe service station
site, and this criterion is met.
D. Screening. The property shall be screened from every abutting residential zone or
use by a sight-obscuring fence, wall, or hedge.
FINDINGS: As noted above, this entire development is well screened from the residential
neighborhoods located on the west side ofthe railroad.
E. Lighting. Outdoor lighting shall be directed away from residential property.
FINDINGS: As noted above, the lighting plan demonstrates that light and glare will not go
beyond the boundaries of the development. In addition, the railroad right-of-way provides
additional distance for any light to dissipate before reaching residences.
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SECTION 2.420

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

Where permitted as a special use, automotive services are subject to the following
development requirements.
A. Outdoor Storage. Outdoor storage of material, parts and equipment shall be
prohibited.
FINDINGS: No outdoor storage areas are proposed.
B. Screenine. The property shall be screened from every abutting residential zone or
use by a 6 foot sight-obscuring fence or wall.
FiNDINGS: The automotive services are not adjacent tothe residential area, being separated by
the Railroad and Road A.

KEIZER STATION PLAN DESIGN STANDARDS
A.

Development Standards: KDC Section 2.31SDevelopment Standardsrequires new
development to apply for Development Review andto comply with standards identified
in KDC Section 2.315.08 as part of the building permit approval process. These
standards are intended to be objective and to serve as a guide to designers of
developments. A building permit shall be issued when the proposal:
I. Is consistent with the Development Standards of KDC Section 2.315; and
2. Is in substantial conformity to the approved Master Plan.

FINDINGS: These standards shall he addressed in the building permit approval process and will
be binding on all structures. In addition, the MasterPlan process allows flexibility for the city to
apply more stringent requirements than those found within this section.
B.

Additional Design Standards: Development throughout Area A — Village Center
will also be controlled by a set of design standards aimed at establishing an
environment that promotes a coordinated approach todeveloping the entire 95 acres.
The intent is to establish design standards in addition to the standards identified in
KDC Section 2.315 that will guide future development in a manner that will achieve
the development objectives for Area A — Village Center. The following Design
Standards shall also apply to new development in AreaA — Village Center area as part
of the Master Plan approval process:
1. Gateway. In order to achieve the objective of making Area A
Keizer, a gateway feature visible from 1-5 shall be provided.

—

Village a gateway to
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FINDINGS: This will be achieved by the proposed landscaping on the perimeter ofthe site and
the ~Welcome to Keizer” monument sign located near the Chemawa interchange.
2. Weather protection. Weather protection for pedestrians, such as awnings,canopies
and arcades, shall be provided at building entrance(s). Weather protection is
encouraged along building frontages abutting a public sidewalk ora hard-surfaced
expansion of a sidewalk, and along building frontages between a building entrance
and a public Street or accessway.
FINDINGS: The building concepts presented for Majors2 through 7 and Retail 2 and 3 (Sheets
A07-9) show that the applicant intends to provide these amenities. This will need to be
confirmed during the building permit review process along with con 1ir:~ationfor all other
buildings.
3.

Landscaping. All required yards, except driveways, are required tobe landscaped;
that portion within the required yard, which is landscaped, may be included in the
calculation to meet minimum landscape area requirements. Landscaping shall
meet all applicable standards identified in Section 2.309 ofthe Code. In addition to
landscaping provisions identified in Section 2.309. landscaping for properties
within the EG zone shall be defined as follo~s:(2/03)
“Landscaped Area” must be native or non-native trees, vegetation, ponds, rocks,
ground cover, bark chips, cinders, terraces, vegetable or flower gardens, trellises,
pathways, or structural features including but not limited to fountains, reflecting
pools, outdoor art work, screen walls, fences and benches, which reasonably
requires and continues to reasonably require human management to distinguish
the area from a natural area. (2/03)
Within the EG zone, landscape area requirements may be determined by the City
Council to have a portion of landscaped or streetscaped area within the right-ofway to be included within the minimum landscape area requirement.

FINDINGS: The application shows a variety of significant areas that are landscaped and
includes such things as a water feature at the intersection ofRoad A and Road B. Otherfeatures,
which are not shown, but which sheul~ be a condition ofapproval sheuldwill include other
structural features such as benches, trellises, screen walls and outdoor art.
4.

Streetscaping. Streetscaping is defined as pedestrian oriented improvements to
property outdoors. Streetscaping may include, but not limited to, walkways with
varied materials (other than plain concrete or asphalt), art features, water features,
planters, benches, hanging plant baskets, and plazas. (2/03)
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(a)
In accordance with Section 3.113 Keizer Station Master Plan Review, at the
time of master plan approval by the Council. the Council may determine if streetscaped
areas may be included in the minimum landscape area for a proposed development.
FINDINGS: In keeping with the intent of the overall design of the Village Center, special
attention is required forthe pedestrian circulation system. The application shows that pedestrian
crossings at Streets and parking areas are distinguished from vehicular traffic with the use of
distinctpatterns and different materials such as colored and patterned concrete at those crossing
areas. This alieuTdwill be a ~eqalfes~3t~istç~pditioii
of the Master Plan approval.

KEIZER STATION PLAN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
A.

Streetscape. Radiant Drive is relocated to bisect Area A — Village Center and will
provide a landscaped entry as well as providing a direct connection into Area A —
Village Center. The design of Radiant Drive and internal streets shall include
landscape features identified in KDC Section 2.1 19.I0.A.4

FINDINGS: The area along the new location of Radiant Drive as well as the entry of the
Keizer Station Plan at Lockhaven shall be landscaped according to theserequirements, and shall
be made a roquiremenicondition ofapproval.
B. ~
Access from Radiant Drive to adjoining property shall be controlled. The
intent of Radiant Drive is to provide efficient through traffic. Signalized access
connections will be located at least 600 feet apart, except where approved by the City
Traffic Engineer. Additional access connections on Radiant Drive should be limited
and designed to maximize the flow of traffic. All internal signalized intersections on
Radiant Drive will operate at a V/C standard of0.87 or better.
FINDINGS: Traffic signals on Radiant at Roads A and B are slightly less than 600 feet,
however, this design has been approved by the City Traffic Engineer.N
ina1i~edaccess is
limited and available evidence indicates that the volume-to-capacity ratio is met.
C.

Pedestrian circulation:
1. The on-site pedestrian circulation system shall be continuous, connecting the
ground-level entrances of primary structure(s) to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Streets abuttingthe site;
Parking areas;
Shared open spaces and play areas;
Abutting transit stops;
Any pedestrian amenity such as plazas, resting areas and viewpoints; and
Adjacent buildings.
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FINDINGS: As discussed previously in this report, there are two related issues. One relates to
providing the appropriate walkways for safe and convenient pedestrian connections. With the
amendments to the walkway systeni reeommendodlisted in the conditions of approval, this
pedestrian circulation issue will he addressed. The second issue is locating and orienting
destinations (hotel, restaurants, retail, public spaces) to reduce walking distances. Clustering
these activity areas along RadiantDrive would do much to improve the pedestrian “friendliness”
ofKeizer Station Village Center. By adjusting the building envelope locations, this can be
accomplished.
2.

There shall be at least onepedestrian connection to an abutting street frontage for
each 300 linear feet of street frontage.

FINDINGS: This criterion is satisfied with the modifications noted in the conditions of
approval.
KEIZER STATION PLAN UTILITIES
In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities — Section 2.307 the
following standard shall apply to new utilities:
A.

All utilities located adjacent to Radiant Drive and connecting transportation
facilities shall be located underground.

B.

All other new utility connections and lines shall be located underground where
practicable.

FINDINGS: Utilities are proposed to be underground. This will beassured through the building
permit and other permit review requirements.

KEIZIER STATION PLAN PARKING
Parking standards for Area A — Village Center shall follow the standards located in the
corresponding base zone as well as Off..Street parking and Loading — Section 2.302. In
addition to these standards, the following shall also apply:
A.

Location ofDarkine — Ifthe building is located within 20 feet ofthe Radiant Drive
right-of-way, there shall be no parking or maneuvering between the building and
the right-of-way.

FINDINGS: All ofthe buildings shown on the plans comply with this Criterion.
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KEIZ~ERSTATION PLAN LANDSCAPE
In addition to the development standards of Site and Landscape Design
following standards shall apply:

—

Section 2.309 the

A.

A coordinated landscape plan shall be provided for the frontage portion ofthe
Village Center along I-S with the request for master plan approval.

B.

Restriction on Tree Removal. From the date of adoption of this ordinance, no
trees shall be removed from any property within Area A - Village Center without
approval from the City. The City recognizes that factors such as disease and safety
concerns or other practical considerations may require the approval to remove such
trees. The City otherwise may determine existing trees to remain on the property.

Upon application for master plan approval, the applicant shall submit a tree inventory of
all existing trees and trees removed since the date of this ordinance.
FINDINGS: A preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets LOl -L04) ~See-~*hibii-94-has
been provided
indicating a comprehensive landscapingconcept for the entire site,including the frontage along1-5
and Chemawa Road. As noted herein, landscaping plan details will be refined during the building
permit review process. A tree inventory has been submitted by the applicant, which shows the
majority ofthe existing trees cannot be saved due to the extensive change this proposal means for
the property. The City Council finds the extent ofthe tree removal justified, and that rather than
modifying theproposal to save a few more trees, it will be more productive to focus on thequality
of the new trees to be planted. This is why an increase ofthe caliper for the new trees from 1 ‘/~
inches to 2 inches is recommended.
SECTION 3.113.04.C DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES FOR AREA A - VILLAGE
CENTER
1.

Pedestrian Access, Safety and Comfort
a. To ensure safe, direct, and convenient pedestrian circulation, development in the EG
zone, shall provide a Continuous pedestrian and/or multi-use path system.
b.

The pathway system shall extend throughout the development site, and connect to all
future phases of development, adjacent trails, public parks and open space areas
wherever possible.

c.

Pathways with developments shall provide safe, reasonably direct and convenient
connections between primary building entrances and all adjacent streets and parking
areas.
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d. For all developments subject to Master Plan review, pathways shall connect all building
entrances to one another. In addition, pathways shall connect all parking areas, storage
areas, recreational facilities and common areas (as applicable), and adjacent
developments to the site, as applicable.
e. Recessed entries, canopies, and/or similar features shall be used at the entries to a
building in order to create a pedestrian scale.
f. For driveways that service more than 100 parking spaces, such driveway intersections
with Radiant Drive shall not have any parking within twenty-five feet of the driveway
intersection. This area shall be landscaped in accordance with Section 2.309 of the
Keizer Development Code.
g. The proposal contains an equallygood orsuperior wayto achieve the intentofthe above
criterion and guidelines.
FINDINGS: Ac diccueced in thic rcpo~and ~v3~iththe recommended conditions ofapproval,
these criteria are met.
2.

Vehicular Movement
a. Encourage traffic to enter and exit the development atlocations other than Tepper
Lane.

FINDINGS: With the closure of Tepper Lane to vehicular traffic as a condition of the
railroad to allow the new Radiant Drive underpass, this criterion will be satisfied.
3.

Crime Prevention and Security

Crime prevention shall be considered in the site design through application of all of the
following guidelines:
a. Territoriality — All proposed building entrances, parking areas, pathways and
other elements are defined with appropriate features that express ownership. For
example, landscaping, fences, pavement treatments, art and signs are some physical
ways to express ownership through design. Such features should not conflict with
the need for natural surveillance, as described in b.; and
b. Natural Surveillance — The proposed site layout, building and landscape design
promote natural surveillance. Physical features and activities should be oriented
and designed in ways that maximize the ability to see throughout the site. For
example, window placement, the use of front porches or stoops, use of low or seePage 53

through walls, and appropriate use of landscaping and lighting can promote
natural surveillance. Sight-obscuring shrubs and walls should be avoided, except
as necessary for buffering between commercial uses and lower density residential
districts, and then shall be minimized; and
c. Activity Support — The proposed site layout and building design encourage
legitimate activity in public spaces. For example, locating outdoor seating in areas
that are visible from inside a restaurant helps todiscourage crime and supports the
activity of dining; and
d. Access Control — By properly siting and designing entrances and exits (i.e., in clear
view from the store), and through the appropriate use of lighting, signs and/or
other features, the proposed plan controls access in ways that discourage crime;
and/or
e. The proposal contains an equally good or superior way to achieve the intent ofthe
above criterion and guidelines.
FINDINGS: The proposed plan is generally consistent with the above criteria. As discussed
above, the staffrecommends that mole hould he done to improve th~
plan by clustering uses to
a greater degree along Radiant Drive and by-providing additional pedestrian connections as
noted is required.
Regarding the natural surveillance issue, the proposed park locations are poorlyintegrated and
significantly removed front the surroundingactivities. The park and plaza alongthe central 1-5
frontage is adjacent to Radiant Drive. parking lots, and the 1-S right-of-way. Because this area
will be created around an existing wetland, it obviously cannot be moved. However, the
opportunity clearly exists to shill building and parking lot locations around the park plaza to
make the park an easily accessible amenity.
The open space in the far northeast corner ofthe property identified as Tower Park iscompletely
isolated from other activities proposed here and the ballpark to the north. It is recommended
that this area he used for parking, landscaping or other amenities to the development and the
open space trails system he improved to a more significant level and which is more easily
accessible to and integrated with the other activityarea in the development.
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4.

Reduced Parking
Reduce or waive minimum off.street parking standards. The applicant may request a
reduction to or waiver of parking standards based on a parking impact study. The
study allows the applicant to propose a reduced parking standard based on estimated
peak use, reductions due to easy pedestrian accessibility; availability oftransit service,
and likelihood ofcar pool use; and adjacent on-street parking. The parking study is
subject to review and approval or modification by the City.

FINDINGS: The parking requirements must be met and calculations must be provided as part
ofthe Master Plan approval. The apr~licanthas not r~~~g~tedareduc1ion
or waiver.
5.

Creating and Protecting Public Spaces
a. The development provides an appropriate amount of public space as determined
by the City Council in addition to sidewalks and landscaping.
b. Public space may be a landscaped open space or plaza with pedestrian amenities,
as approved by the City Council.

FINDINGS: The applicant is proposing an appropriate amount of public spaces and park,
however, the staffrecommends amending the site plan tobetter integrate the two parks along 1-5
with the rest of the development to enhance their value as amenities and to create more
defensible and crime-free areas.
6.

Human Scaled Building Design
Building facades are designed to a human-scale, for aesthetic appeal, pedestrian
comfort, and design character of a development. The City Council may determine
architectural character, continuity ofbuilding sizes, roofforms, rhythm ofwindow and
door spaces and the general relationship of buildings to public spaces such as street,
plazas, other open space and public parking.

FINDINGS: The proposal indicates typical elevations which are varied in texture, building
materials and showing an attractive human scale inblocking and human scale design elements.
The plan shows no more than fifteen feet between varied vertical elements and building
materials, an average height of23 feet punctuated frequently with various architectural accents
no greater than 22 feet in width and no higher than 28 feet to the cave line. The plan shows a
varietyofrooflines and that a variety ofmaterials are intended to be usedwhich are indicated in
thesubmitted materials, which shows cultured stone, five varieties ofsplit face Concrete Mortar
Units (CML)), as well as smooth faced CMU walls. The colors indicate compliance with the
Development Standards. These details shall be made part of the requirementsconditions ofthe
Master Plan Approval.
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7.

The Village within Area A shall contain a public improvement design to include a
promenade/sidewalk design that may vary in width to meeta minimum width of8 feet
on both sides of Radiant Drive. The promenade/sidewalk shall be separated from the
street with a landscape belt, to include decorative lighting and trees.

FINDINGS: The walkway facilities along Radiant Drive are generally consistent with this
criterion. An extension of this walkway beyond Road B is noted above. Design constraints
have led to a walkwayon one side ofRadiant Drive underthe railroad and Road B. To enhance
Radiant Drive as a primary pedestrian entry into Keizer Station Village Center, the staff
recommends that the city and developer work together to provide design amenities to enhance
the aesthetic appearance and pedestrian functionality ofthe two underpasses. Finish materials,
landscaping, and lighting of these underpasses Should all contribute in this regard. Finish
materials shall be consistent with that ofthe buildings in the Village Center.

VI. FINDINGS- SUBDIVISION
Introduction
Normally. Aa subdivision is subject to a Type 11 procedure (KDC 3.101.02), which includes a quasijudicial review by the Hearings Officer. Flowever, the ZoningAdministrator mayrefer anyapplication to
the City Council for public hearing and decision bypassing the Hearings Officer. Following—a-ity
Couneil approval of the subdivision, subsequent city review of the project design and construction
details will be ee~plctedaz part ofthe building permit approval proc~s.However,
KeizerDevelopment
Code provides that the MasterPlan~ocessincludes subdivision and partitions. Therefore, this matter is
~mperlybefore the Council as a Type Il-B action.
The criteria that apply to a subdivision include lot size and orientation, provision of utilities, and
circulation details. The subdivision application provides the information required by the KDC.
The applicant isproposing to divide the 95.7 acres into 15 developable lots and 3 open space tracts as
follows:
Lot number Area
Proposed buildings within lot
1
l.994~49
Pad E, Pad-F~Pad G, Pod H, Pad I, oar
___________
acres
wesis
2
3.86~S
Pad B. Pad F. Pad H. Pad I
____________
acres
3
599t3~69
Pad A. Shops A. Shops B
____________
acres
4
~e~94acres ~gj~Anehor A, Shops A, Shops B

Proposed uses within lot
Commercial, industrial
Industrial
Cornmercialjnduptrjal
Commercial
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5
____________

6
___________

7
___________

8
___________

9
___________

10
11
___________

12
__________

13
___________

44

1S4
Tract A
Tract B
TraciC

11.S04-2~44 Anchor I
- Commercial
acres
16.24-l-7~&1- Major 1, Major 2, Major 3, Major 4, Commercial
acres
Anchor 2, Retail 1
l.29-l-~5.8
Retail lRetail-2T-Retajl-3
Industrial
acres
___________________________________
~~)Commercial
l.S4~4~2~ Retail 2. Retail SMchor 3
Commercial
acres
10.3944
Retail 1, Reataurant 2, Roctaurant 3, Commercial1~~atj4a-l
acres
Roataurant 4Anchor 3
I.0-k23 acres Restaurant 1
Industrial
6.916k8
MajorS, Major6, Major 7
Commercial
acres
3~6~7.88 Hotel, Restaurant 5, Restaurant 4. Industrial /flex space)
acres
Restaurant 2. Restaurant 3. Retail 4,
___________
Retail 5
4-~9297
Anchor B. Shops C. Pad C
Commercial
acres
1-,5.8-aei~es
Pad C, Shops C
I Commercial, industrial
5.60 acres
Pad D, Commercial Office Building
Industrial
1 .25 acres
Central Park
I .05 acres
Open SpaceTower Park
1.58 acres
Open space

Findings
A.

The Review Criteria for a Subdivision is listed in Section 3.10804 of the Keizer
Development Code. The criteria and findings are listed below:

3.108.04.A The proposal shall comply with the applicable developtnent standards in Section
2.405 and Section 2.3 as appropriate, including provisions for streets and utilities.
Section 2.405 contains development standards for manufactured home parks andare therefore, not
applicable in this situation. Section 2.3 ofthe Keizer Development Code contains thepolicies and
standards, which guide all development approvals within the City ofKeizer. Listedbeloware only
the applicable development standards contained inSection 2.3, which are pertinent tosubdivision
approval:
Section 2.302
Section 2.303
Section 2.305
Section 2.306

Street Standards
Off-Street Parking and Loading
Transit Facilities
Storm Drainage
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Section 2.307
Section 2.3 08
Section 2.309
Section 2.3 10

Utility Lines and Facilities
Signs
Site and Landscaping Design
Development Standards for Land Divisions

FINDiNGS: Consistency with the above KDC sections is addressed in the earliersectionrelated to
thestandards underthe EG zone for the KeizerStation Plan, with the exception ofrequirements in
Section 2.310 specifically related to subdivisions. These requirements are addressed below.
SECTION 2.3 10- DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS FOR LAND DIVISIONS
B.

Minimum lot area. Minimum lot area shall conform to the requirements of the
zoning district in which the parcel is located.

FINDINGS: Section 2.1 19.09 specifics the dimensional requirements for lots within the EG
zone. For commercial lots, at least80% must have a minimum lot size of20,000 square feet, with
a minimum average width and depth of 100 feet. The remainder 20% must have a minimum lot
size of 10,000 square feet, with a minimum averagewidth and depth of75 feet. Ofthe seven lots
that have exclusively commercial uses, all are over20,000 square feet in size and all have average
width and depths ofover 100 feet. The commercial uses meet the code criteria.
For industrial lots, at least 80%must have a minimum lot sizeof3 acres, with a minimum average
width and depth of350 feet. Theremainder 20%must have a minimum lot size ofone acre, with a
minimum average width and depth of150 feet.
Ofthe Six—leta4hat-havo exclusivety-iixlustrial u~cs.three-e~’-50°.<~.
have lots sizes over 3 acres.
Two ofthe industrial sites (Jots 2 and 33-a4es&4hane+~eaoce.an4eFhave~jmum-.average
width or depths of150 feet. Lot 12 is 3.65-acres, hut does not4iavean-~werage-n+inimumwidth of
350 feet. The industrial uses do not meet the code criteria.
Two of the lots (1 and H) have both industrial and commercial uses. ifcommercial criteria
wore followed, both lots would meat the commercial criteria. If industrial criteria were
followed, lot I would increase the percentage of industrial lots over 3 acres to 57°,<~,
which is
still less than the required 80%. This lot would meet the minimum average lot wi44h and depth
requirements. Lot 14 also meets the minimum average lot width and depth requirements. ~flots
I and 14 were considered industrial, the criteria would not be met.
C.

Lot width and depth. The depth of a lot or parcel shall not be more
than 3 times the width ofthe parcel, with the following exceptions;
1.

Individual lots for townhouse units shall not be less than 20 feet
in width. Lot depth may vary, but shall be adequate t~provide
a minimum of300 square feet with no dimension less than 6 feet
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of semi-private outdoor living space for each unit.
2.

Individual lots for single-family attached dwelling units shall be
designed so that lot depth is not greater than 3 1/2 times lot
width.

3.

Parcels created for public utilityuses or in zones where (here is
no minimum lot area requirement shall be exempt from width
to depth ratio provisions.

FINDINGS: The depth ofeach lotappoorn to averages less than three times the width ofeachlot.
This criterion is met.
D

Access. All lots and parcels created after the effective date of this Ordinance shall
provide a minimum frontage, on an existing or proposed public street, equal to the
minimum lot width required by the underlying zone.

FINDINGS: All commcrcial lots provide a minimum street frontage—ef40O—feeI~---Of-the
industrial lots, lot 3 hose Street frontage of 120 feet, which is lass than the required-minimum lot
width of I ~0 feet. The industrial uses do net meet the cede requirement.
E.

Lot Lines. The side lines oflots, as far as practicable, shall run at right angles tothe
right-of-way line ofthe street upon which the lots face. The rear lot line shall be no
less than 1/2 the dimension of the front lot line.

FINDINGS: The side lines ofthe lots run at right angles to the right-of-way lines upon which
the lots face for almost all ofthe lots. The one exception is the side lines of lots 5 and 6 which
follows the driveway. The rear lot lines are not less than ‘/2 the dimension ofthe front lot line in
any case. This criterion has been met.
F.

Utility Easements. Utility easements shall be provided on lot areas where necessary
to accommodate public utilities. Such easements shall have a minimum total width as
specified in Section 2302.04 of this Code.

FINDINGS: Section 2302.04 states that utility easements shall be between five and 10 feet
adjacent to the right of way. The width may be increased as determined by the Department of
Public Works on a case by case basis. The widthofthe utility easements range from 15 feet to 50
feet within each lot, basedon the preliminary plat provided by the applicant. The Department of
Public Works comments state that “all easements to be located in the appropriate locations based
on actual approved plans. No final plat shall be approved prior to approval ofconstruction plans
including easement widths and locations.”
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2.310.04 Additional Design Standards For Subdivisions
A. Standards for Blocks
1.

General: The length, width, and shape of blocks shall be designed with
regard to providing adequate building sites for the use contemplated;
consideration of needs for convenient access, circulation, control, and safety of
street traffic; and recognition oflimitations and opportunities of topography.

2.

Sizes: Blocks should not exceed 600 feet in length between Street lines, except
blocks adjacent to arterial streets, or unless the previous adjacent development
pattern or topographical conditions justify a variation. The recommended
minimum distance between intersections on arterial streets is 1,800 feet.

FINDINGS: The realignment ofRadiant Drive and the construction ofthe three new
roads will be to arterial standards in terms of structural section and geometric
configuration. The distance between the intersections is more than 600 feet and less than
1,800 feet. The blocks have been laid out to provide adequate building sites for the
proposed uses, convenient access and circulation, and safety oftraffic signals. Multiple
entrances offthe streets are provided withineach block to servethe various uses proposed.
These entrances are adequately spaced to provide Convenient access and circulation.
Entrances into the blocks are located away from street intersections and should not provide
conflicts with the intersections.
B. Traffic Circulation. The proposed subdivision shall be laid out toprovide safe and
convenientvehicle, bicycle and pedestrian access to nearby residential areas, transit
stops, neighborhood activity centers such as schools and parks, commercial areas,
and industrial areas; and to provide safe and convenient traffic circulation. At a
minimum, “nearby” is interpreted to mean uses within ~/4 mile which can be
reasonably expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within I mile of the
subdivision boundary which can reasonably be expected to be accessed by bicyclists.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master
Plan, findings for Section 2.302.B and Section 2.31 5.08A. I. The criterion has been met
with conditions.

C. Connectivity. To achieve the objective in B., above, the Director may require the
following:
1.

Stub Streets:
Where the potential exists for additional residential
development on adjacent property.

2.

Pedestrian/Bicycle Accessways: Public accessways to provide a safe and
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efficient connection from a residential area to nearby residential areas, transit
stops, neighborhood activity centers, including schools, parks, shopping centers,
other community services and othercommercial and industrial areas when such
connections are not available by streets and when a pedestrian must go at least
one quarter of a mile out of his or her way to make that connection using the
Street system.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer StationMaster Plan,
findings for Section 2.315.08A.l and Section 2.315.08.A.9. The criterion has been met with
conditions.
D. Design Standards. Pedestrian/bicycle accessways shall meet the following design
standards:
1.

Minimum dedicated width: 10 feet

2.

Minimum improved width: 10 feet

3.

Maximum length: 250 feet. A clear lineof vision for the entire length of the
accessway shall be required.

4.

Lighting shall be provided illuminating any walkway exceeding 150 feet in
length to a level where the system can be used at night. Lighting shall be
included in the lighting district(s) established for the subdivision.

5.

The accesswav shall be designed to prohibit vehicle traffic.

FINDINGS: At scales of 1” = 100’, this is difficult to detemiine, but the pathway along
Interstate 5 and alongRadiant Drive appear to beconsistent with the criterion. The pathwayalong
Interstate 5 appears to be 12 feet wide and the bike and pedestrian access along Radiant Drive
appear to be 18 feet wide. The pathway running through Chemawa Park connecting Chemawa
Road and Road A to Road B appears to be 8 feet. This pathway should he increased to be 12 feet
wide, consistent with the pathway along Interstate 5. The pathways shall be designed to prohibit
vehicle traffic and shall include lighting.
2.310.06 - Improvement Requirements - Subdivisions
A. Frontage Improvements. Street improvements to full City Standards shall be
required for all public streets on which a proposed subdivision fronts in accordance
with Section 2.303 ofthis Code. Such improvementsshall be designed to match with
existing improved surfaces for a reasonable distance beyond the frontage of the
property. Additional frontage improvements shall include: sidewalks, curbing,
storm sewer, sanitary sewer, waterlines, otherpublic utilities as necessary, and such
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other improvements as the Cityshall determine to be reasonably necessary to serve
the development or the immediate neighborhood.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed underSection III, KeizerStation MasterPlan,
findings for Section 2.302.A. The criterion has been met with conditions.
B. Proiect Streets. All public or private streets within the subdivision shall be
constructed as required by the provisions of Section 2.302.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed underSection lii, KeizerStation Master Plan,
findings for Section 2.302. The criterion has been met with conditions.
C. Monuments. Upon completion ofstreet improvements, centerline monuments shall
be established and protected in monument boxes at every Street intersection and all
points of curvature and points of tangency of street center lines.
FINDINGS: This is a development requirements and a condition of subdivision approval.
D. Bench Marks Elevation bench marks shall be set at intervals established by theCity
Engineer. The bench marks shall consist of a brass cap set in a curb or other
immovable structure.
FINDINGS: This is a development requirements and a condition ofsubdivision approval.
E. Surface DrainaEe and Storm Sewer System. Drainage facilities shall be provided
within thesubdivision and to connectthesubdivision drainageto drainage-waysor to
storm sewers outside the subdivision. Design ofdrainage within the subdivision shall
take into account the capacity and grade necessary to maintain unrestricted flow
from areas draining through the subdivision and to allow extension ofthe system to
servesuch areas. Drainage shall be designed to avoid impacts on adjacent property.
FINDINGS: This criterion hasbeen addressed underSection III, Keizer Station MasterPlan,
findings for Section 2.306. The criterion has been met with conditions.
F. Sanitary Sewers. Sanitary sewer shall be installed to serve the subdivision and to
connect the subdivision to existing mains both on and off the property being
subdivided.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section 111, Keizer Station Master Plan,
findings for Section 2.307.02.D. The criterion has been met withconditions.
G. Water System. Water lines with valves and Fire District approved fire hydrants
serving the subdivision and connecting the subdivision to the City mains shall be
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installed and operating prior to start ofcombustible construction.
FINDINGS: This criterion hasbeen addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
findings for Section 2.307.02.B. The criterion has been met with conditions.
H. Sidewalks. Sidewalks shall be installed along both sides of each public street and in
any pedestrian ways within the subdivision.
FINDINGS: Sidewalks are proposed along both sidesofRadiant Drive, Road A, Road B, and
Road C. TepperLane is recommended by thePublic Works Department to be constructedas a
% width Street and therefore is proposed to have sidewalks on one side of the street only.
However, separated bicycle and pedestrian lanes are required as stated on page 14 (Future
Extension of Streets) of these findings.Additional sidewalks are proposed as conditions of
approval as noted in Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan, findings for Section 2.31 5.O8.A.
I. Street Liehts. The installation ofstreet lights is required at locations determined to
be appropriate by the City and shall be ofa type required by City standards.
FINDINGS: This criterionhas been addressed under Section HI, KeizerStation MasterPlan,
findings for Section 2.307.02.E. The criterion has been met with conditions.
J. Street Signs. The installation of Street name signs and traffic control signs is
required at locations determined to be appropriate by the City and shall be ofa type
required by City standards. Each street sign shall display the one hundred block
range. Street signs shall be installed prior to obtaining building permits.
FINDINGS: This isa condition ofsubdivision approval. No building permits will be issued
until all required Street signs are installed.
K. Public Works Requirements. All facility improvements shall conform to the
requirements and specifications of the Keizer Department of Public Works.
FINDINGS: This is a condition of subdivision approval. Public Works comments are
included underReco,n,nendations and Conditions ofthe Keizer Station Master Plan sectionof
this staff report. These comments are applicable to the subdivision application.
L. Curb Cuts. Curb cuts and driveway installations, excluding common drives, are not
required ofthe subdivider, but if installed, shall be according to the City standards.
FINDINGS: All curb cuts and driveway installations shall be constructed according to City
standards.
M. Street Trees. Street tree planting ismandatory where a planting strip is part of the
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street design. Plantings shall conform to Section 2.302.03 (M).
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressedunder Section III, Keizer Station MasterPlan,
findings for Section 2.302.M. The criterion has been met with conditions.
N. Grading and Fills. Allgrading which results in fill in excess of3 feet located within
theidentified building envelope on a subdivision lot or parcel must be engineered.
FINDINGS: Thisis a development requirement and a condition of subdivision approval.

SECTION 3.1 OS.04.B Each lot shall satisfy the dimensional standards anddensity standard
of the applicable zoning district, unless a variance from these standards is approved.
Section 2.11 9.9 ofthe Keizer DevelopmentCode contains the dimensional standards and density
standard for the EG zone.
FINDINGS: Consistency with KDC Section 2. 119.9 is addressed in Section ifi, Keizer Station
Master Plan, findings for section2. 119 and this section, findings for section 2.31 0.
SECTION 3.108.04.C Adequate public facilities shall be available and shall serve the
existing and newly created parcels.
FINDINGS: Public sewer and water are available and will he extended to serve the
subdivision. Section 2301.03 requires the following public facilities to be provided: fire
hydrants, Street improvements, walerhook-up, sewer hook-up, storm drain, and street lights. No
development permit, including building permit, shall be approved or issued unless the
improvements are provided prior to occupancy or operation.

2.

FINDINGS - MAJOR VARIANCE

A. The Review Criteria for a Major Variance is listed in Section 3.1 05.05 of the Keizer Development
Code. The Criteria and findings are listed below.
1.

The degreeof variance from the standard is the minimum necessary to permit development
ofthe property for uses allowed in the applicable zone.
FINDINGS: The subject property is zoned EG. In general, the surrounding uses are
commercial/retail. Theplacement ofrestaurants and most office type uses arepemutted withinthe
EG zone. The setback requirements for Industrial Uses within the EG zone are to provide for
and ensure compatibility with adjacent uses, provide areas for outdoor storages, incidental sales,
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and access for the transport ofbulk materials where the noises, lights, odors, and traffic hazards
associatedwith permitted uses will not conflictwith local and collector streets. The applicant is
requesting to reduce the maximum setbackfor industrial uses to approximately 12 to 14 feet for
‘Pad A and C”, and “Rest 1,2,4 and 5”. in addition, an increase is requested to the minimum
ten foot setback forcommercial uses to approximately31 to 33 feet for“Shops A” and “Anchor
B”.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST 1,2,4 AND 5”:

The surrounding uses are commercial/retail in general. The uses proposed on the subject
properties are permitted within the IG zone, however they are more commercial related than
industrial. Normally, the access requirements for industrial type uses are greater than those
required for commercial/retail uses. However, many permitted industrial uses are also found
within the permitted commercial/retail uses whose access and storage requirements are not as
great as the majority ofindustrial uses. Thisis the case within this area as the proposed use for
these building pads is forrestaurants. Therefore, the setback requirements do not meet theneeds
ofthe proposed businesses. Therefore, staff finds thisrequest can satisfythe above eriterion.The
variance is the minimum necessary for this use. This criterion is met.

MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “SHOP A”:

Theapplicant’s statement indicates that there is a overhead power line easement along thenorth
side of the building. The applicant’s subdivision plat shows a 100 foot easement running east
and west alongthe north side of theproperty. Seventy five feet of the easement is within the
right of way leaving an additional twenty-five feet of easement within the parcel containing
“Shop A” reducing the building lot frontage by twenty-five feet. Thcrcforp, ~taffrccommends
approval of this rcquest.Due to this, this criterion is met.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “ANCHOR B”:

The applicant’s statement indicates that the request for a 31 foot setback alongthe northerly and
easterly side of this pad is to accommodate a bank drive thru. This pad is located at a major
intersection within “Area A” and does not meet the “pedestrian friendly environment’ nor
maintain the stated purposes of the Keizer Station Plan. Staff cannot support this variance
request and therefore does net reeemmend approval of this request.Unlikethe previous variance
reciuests. there is no justifiable position for the variaiice. This criterion is not met.
2.

The applicant in good faith is unable to comply with the standard without undue burden.
The applicant must demonstrate that the burden is substantially greater than the potential
adverse impacts caused by the proposed variance.
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MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST 1,2, 4 5”~tND“SHOP A”:

FINDINGS: At staff’s request, Flhe right ofway was expanded in “Area A”to accommodate
future needs as well as maintaining the purpose of the Keizer Station Plan. The applicant states
that this requirement is a burden placed upon the applicant and that allowing this variance will
provide a more pedestrian friendly appearance. This criterion is met.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “ANCHOR B”:
FINDINGS: The applicant has not shown why Ihe standard imposes an undue burden, mr has it
been shown that it is greaterthan the impacts the variance would cause. Thiscriterion hasnot been
met.
3.

The variance will not be unreasonably detrimental to property or improvements in the
neighborhood of the subject property.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST 1, 2,4 5”AND “SHOP A”:

FINDINGS: The surrounding properties are zoned EG which allows amixture ofCommercial
and Industrial Uses. The uses proposed are permitted within the EG zone, however they are
more retail related than industrial. Since the surrounding areas are being developed as
commercial/retail and will have similar setback requirements, the approval ofthis variance will
not be unreasonably detrimental to property or improvements in the neighborhood. The
structures will be located outside of any vision clearance areas. Therefore, staff finds this
request can satisfy the above criterion.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR ANCHOR B:
FINDINGS: The intent and purpose ofthe set back is to give a bufferfor aesthetic purposes.
The drive-thru proposed for Anchor B will cause the loss ofeffective buffer. This criterion is
not met.
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4.

There has not been a previous land use action approved on the basis that variances would
not be allowed.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST 1, 2, 4 S”AND “SHOPA” AND ANCHOR

“B:
FINDINGS: There are no prior land use actions, which expressly prohibit the granting of this
variance. Therefore, the proposed variance can comply with this criterion.
5.

The variance will not significantly affect the health or safety ofpersons workingor residing
in the vicinity.
MAJORVARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REsT 1,2,45”AND “SHOPS A”, AND“ANCHOR
B”:

FINDINGS: Staff cannot find any significant affects upon the health or safety of persons
working or residingin the vicinity ifthe variance request is ~anted. Therefore, ctaffconcludes lhi~;
request meets with the above criteria.This criterio
6.

The variance will be consistent with the intent and purpose of the provision being varied.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REsT 1, 2,4 5”AND “SHOPA”:

FINDINGS: The intent and purpose for the setback requirements for Industrial Useswithin the
EG zone is to ensure their compatibility with adjacent uses, toprovide areas for outdoor storage,
incidental sales, and access for the transport of bulk materials where the noises, lights, odors,
and traffic hazards associated with permitted uses will not conflict with local and collector
streets. The surroundinguses are commercial/retail in general. The uses proposed are permitted
uses within the IG zone; however they are more retail related than industrial. The access
requirements are not as great as a majority ofindustrial uses therefore the setback requirements
do not meet the needs ofthese businesses. Since the surrounding area is being developed as
commercial/retail and will have similar setback requirements there will be no adverse impacts.
The structure will be located outside any vision clearance areas. Therefore this request can
satisfy the above criterion.
X,-RECOMMENDATION FOR MAJOR VARIANCE APPLICATION for “Anchor
B” is that the Community Development Director for the City of Keizorrecommends DENIAL
of the MajorVariance application. Findings in support of this decision can be found above.
XI. RECOMMENDATION AND CONDITIONS FOR MAJOR VARIANCE
APPLiCATION for “Pads A and C”, and “Rests 1,2, 1 5”and “Shop A”
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—h---- Unlcc~~
shall comply with1-emaining rcguirerne~s-ece-Keee~ebeec~d~.
The applieeist-sl+a4-meet-~4lrequirements of the—Marion County Building Divicion.

—-—--~--—

—

3.
The applicant shall locate the propocod structurec cuba1an~ial1yat indicated—en--the
st+bnri~ted-ai4eplanand cha
+a-iinen~-sclhackof424~ae-fren÷The-pepe#~,4ine
a4~aeentto Radiant or ~~RoadB’.

-—---4-—----—-Thc conctructionof-thia-stewcture mutt ho compieted-w4thin-oneycaj-of the final-date-of
this-deejajon This-appfo
-only valid when the construction ic completed byiune 21.2005.
OTHER PERMITS AND RESTRICTIONS: This approval doce not-ren~eefiy.eei~enan4&ec
restrictions imposed on the subject property by deed orothei inztrumcnt. -The proposed use may require
permits from other local, State or Federal agencies. This decision doet not take the place-of, or relieve
the responsibility for obtaining other permits or catisfying any restrictions or conditions thereon.
TRANSFER OF VARIANCE: This variance request shall automatically trancler to any new owner or
occupant subject to all conditions of-approval. It is the responsibility of the applicant and property
owner to provide information to any new-peepesty-ewnec(s) regarding thit variance requcat and any
conditione of approval.
XII. FINDINGS

-

SIGN VARIANCE

A. The Review Criteriafor a sign variance is listed in Section 2.308. 10 ofthe KeizerDevelopment Code.
The criteria and findings are listed below:
1.

There are unique circumstances of conditions of the lot, building or
traffic pattern such that:
a.

The existing sign regulations create an undue hardship;

b.

The requested variance is consistent with the purpose of this
chapter as stated in Section 2.308.Ol; and

c.

The granting ofthe variance compensates forthose circumstances
in a manner equitable with otherproperty owners and is thus not
a special privilege to any other business. The variance requested
shall be the minimum necessary to compensate for those
conditions and achieve the purpose of this chapter.

FINDINGS: Thelocation ofsuch a major development along the 1-5 corridor creates special
needs which the limitation ofthe freestanding signs to 20’ in height would reate an undue hardship
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for visibility at speeds anticipated on the interstate highway. By developing an over-all signage
program which limits other freestandingsigns throughout the complex the intent ofthe sign code
will bemet to provideattractive, visible, and useful signage throughout the complex. Byallowing
an increase in size and height ofa location sign and restricting the freestanding signs elsewhere,
compensation for those conditions will achieve the purposes of the sign code.

2.

The granting of thevariance shall not:
a.
Decrease traffic safety nor detrimentally affect any other
identified items ofpublic welfare.
b.

Result in a special advertising advantage in relation to
neighboring businesses or businesses of a similar nature. The
desire to matchstandard sign sizes (forexample, chain storesigns)
shall not be listed or considered as a reason for a variance.

c.

Be the result ofa self-imposed condition or hardship.

FINDINGS: The need ofheight increase along 1-5 iscomparable to the same needs experienced
by the nearby Volcanoes Stadium, as well as the regional mall at the City ofWoodbum. In both
circumstances, the needs for risibility were thoroughly evaluated and limited in height to 50’. By
granting a variance greater than 50’ this would create anadvantage for this development that is not
enjoyed by a neighboring property. Therefore the height should be limited to 50’ in height. By
granting a variance in height to a maximum of SO’ while granting the requested signagc area, the
applicant would be treated equitably with others.
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EXHIBIT “if’
Justification
The applicant has the burden ofproving that the application meets relevant standards and
criteria to be applied in the particular case. The applicant, Northwest National LC has requested
approval of a Master Plan/Subdivision, Major Variance and Sign Variance for Area A-Village
Center of the Keizer Station Plan area.
The Keizer Station Design Plan was adopted in February 2003 forthe area formerly known as the
Chemawa Activity Center. The Keizer Station Plan (KSP) sets forth a detailed vision for the
northwest and southwest quadrants of the 1-5 interchange. This well-situated and strategic
property has been planned for a mix of commercial and industrial uses with emphasis on
pedestrian-friendly design and attractive, streetscape amenities.
The applicant has met its burden ofshowing compliance with all the applicable criteria, except as
noted below. The Master Plan/Subdivision request includes the industrial and commercial mix
envisioned by the creation ofthe employment general (EG) zone when the KSP was adopted. As
properly conditioned, the Master Plan/Subdivision presents a vibrant and energeticvision for the
Village Center. The KSP goals ofa northern gateway to Keizer, a focal point for commerce and
community activities, and a source ofemployment opportunities are enhanced and realized by this
proposal. The criteria has been satisfied with the aid of appropriate conditions.
Major variance requests involve the setbacks for certain buildings in the industrial portion ofthe
plan. Because of the placementof electrical easements and because of the commercial nature of
these buildings, it is appropriate to allow the variances for the most part. However, the variance
criteria were not met for Anchor “B” structure. The justification put forth by the applicant was
not sufficient to meet the required criteria. Therefore, that variance request is denied.
The Sign Variance requested a 68 foot high free-standing sign for the development. The City
Council finds that such a sign is not appropriate, but because of the adjacent 1-5 freeway and the
fact ofthe speed ofthe vehicles and topography require a larger sign, grant a free- standing sign
of50 feet high. However, other signa ge in the development shall be minimized accordingly. As
conditioned, the signage requests meet the code criteria and the goals of Keizer Station Plan.
The proposal, accept as noted herein meets the applicable criteria and is approved.
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EXHIBIT “E”
Action

The City of Keizer hereby ORDERS as follows:
The request for Major Variance Anchor B is hereby DENIED.
The Master Plan/Subdivision, remaining Major Variance and Sign Variance requests
are GRANTED subject to the following conditions:
PUBLIC WORKS CONDITIONS:
SANITARY SEWERS:
The subject property is located outside of the original Keizer Sewer District and therefore an
acreage fee is required. The current acreage fee is $7,460.00 per gross acre prior to platting
ofthe subdivision. The acreage fee applied will be the fee in place at the time of
development ofthe property. The Master Sewer Plan provides for a sewer trunk line to he
constructed through the subject property with adequate size and depth to provide for
additional capacity for areas located within the original sewer district west of the BNSF
railroad. Additionally, Area D, south ofChemawa Road shall be served with a sewer trunk
line to be constructed alongwith the proposed under crossing ofChemawa Road. A review
of the construction plans for the subject property will be required to assure that capacity of
the master plan sewer trunk lines is not exceeded. Additionally, the following conditions
shall be applied:
1. Prior to development of the subject property, a master sewer plan for the proposed
development shall be submitted to the Department ofPublic Works for review and
approval. The plan shall include proposed rim and invert elevations. The entire project
shall be served by an existing 18” trunk sewer line adjacent to Keizer Stadium.
2. City ofSalem approval for both sewer trunk lines and local sewers is required. Permits from
the City of Salem shall be issued prior to construction. Prior to submitting plans to the City
ofSalem for approval, the developer’s engineer shall submit plans to the City of Keizer for
review and determination of compliance with the City’s Master Sewer Plan for the area.
3.

Connecting to existing sewers that serve the general area will be the responsibility of the
developer ofthe property.

4. Appropriate easements will be required for any public sewer mains located within the
subject property if located outside platted right of ways.

5. It will be the responsibility of the developer’s engineer to locate any existing wells
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(including those on adjacent property) in the vicinity of the proposed new sanitary sewer
lines for the subject property. Any conflicts between existing wells and proposed sanitary
sewers shall be resolved by the developer prior to issuance of public works construction
permits.
~VATERSYSTEM:
6. The developerhas submitted a master watersystem plan showing proposed routes ofpublic
water mains, fire hydrants and individual services. The master planis generally acceptable
to the Public Works Department, however, prior to submittal offinal construction plans the
developer’s engineer shall arrange for apre-design conference to discuss watermain sizing.
meter sizing and locations, fire hydrant locations, fire sprinkler line locations and easement
width for all public lines located outside of proposed right of ways. Final location of all
meters to be approved by theKeizer Department ofPublic Works. To provide for adequate
peak consumption and fire protection requirements it has been determined that additional
public facilities will be required including but not limited to elevated storage facilities,
wells, connection to existing mains on the west side of the BNRR right of way, and any
other off-site construction required to provide required peak flows to the proposed
development. Appropriate easements for all public water mains and fire hydrants will be
required ifconstruction islo be outside of public right ofways. Dedication of property to
the City shall be required for any wells or storage facilities developed. Any system
development charges for water system improvements will be those in place at the time of
individual service connections.
7. Final development plans shall be reviewed by the Keizer Fire District with regard to access
and adequate location of fire hydrants prior to any issuance of public works construction
permits by the City ofKeizer.
8. It will be the responsibility of the developer to abandon all existing wells prior to site
grading in accordance with the rules of the Oregon State Water Resources Department
unless the Cityhas determined that water rights arc available in some cases that could be
transferred to municipal use by the city.
STORM DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS:
9. The developer has submitted plans indicating the present drainage patterns and runoff
characteristics. The property is within a critical drainage basin and strict compliance with
city ordinances will be necessary. No increase in runoffwill be allowed as development
occurs. Prior to anydevelopment ofthe subject property an overall storm watermasterplan
including invert elevations, pipe sizes, detention calculations, water quality measures and an
approved point of discharge shall be submitted to the Department of Public Works for
approval. A point ofdischarge has been identified on the ODOT system in Interstate 5.
ODOT approval shall be required for water quality, conveyance systems and points of
discharge.
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10. Storm water detention will be required for this site. All storm water including roofdrains
are to be connected to an approved system designed to provide adequate drainage for
proposed new driveways, parking lots and other impervious surfaces. Where on-site
detention is planned, adequate covenant, conditions and restrictions (CCR) shall he recorded
to alert future ownersldevelopers that detention and/or treatment shall be required to be
constructed to the standards in effect at the time of building permit application.
11. A grading and drainage plan shall be developed and approved for the subject property
including proposed lot corner elevations. Details shall include adequate conveyance of
storm water from adjacent property across the subject property.
12. If it is anticipated that the property will develop in phases, prior to any development, a
phasing plan shall be submitted to indicate how the storm water management will be
developed to provide service to each area.
13. The developer shall submit to the Department of Public Works a master plan for erosion
control forthe entire site and shall provide adequate protection for existing vegetation. The
master plan shall be approved by the Department of Public Works. Prior to any
development, including site grading, the applicant shall obtain an NPDES permit from the
OregonDepartment of Environmental Quality.
14. The drainage plan forthe project includes a proposed storm drain pump station for aportion
ofthe realigned Radiant Drive. The street section requiring pumping shall be minimized to
the fullest extent possible. The Department ofPublic Works shall dctermine the criteria for
design of the station. The developer’s engineer shall provide three sets of an approved
operation and maintenance manual for the station including a provision for emergency or
standby operation. The developer shall also submit aplan for financingthe annual operation
and maintenance expense ofthe station.
TRANSPORTATION:
15. The proposed development requires construction ofan underpass underthe BNRR as well as
an underpass of Chemawa Road. Additionally, other off-site improvements have been
identified in the Transportation Plan developed for the Keizer Station Plan. These
improvements include but are not limited to, construction of an extension ofRadiant Drive
from the BNR.R tracks South Westerly through Area B to Lockhaven Drive and continuing
to Chemawa Road to a point north ofthe intersection ofChemawa Road and McLeod Lane,
construction of a pedestrian undercrossing of the BNRR at Tepper Lane, and other
improvements necessary to provide compliance with the adopted Keizer Station Plan
adopted Feb. 3,2003. Additionally, a regional multi-use pathway has been identifiedon the
Keizer Station Village Center Master Plan. Thepath location shall be coordinated with the
Area D development, ODOT and the Keizer Community Development Department. The
path shall be ofPortland Concrete Cement and constructed to a width of 12 feet.

16. All new public streets shall be constructed to the requirements of the City of Keizer
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Department of Public Works Design and Construction Standards and in conformance with
the final Transportation Impact Analysis adopted for the Keizer Station Plan. Tepper Lane
shall he terminated at the Railroad and shall be constructedas a 3/~width Street designed to
Collector Street standards with an appropriate turnaround at the west end accommodating
emergency vehicles. In addition, Teppcr Lane shall have facilities to safely accommodate
eastbound and westbound bicycle and pedestrian traffic which is separated from vehicular
traffic. All other streets shall be designed to arterial standards in terms of structural section
and geometrical configuration. Preliminary construction specifications and plans for all
transportation mitigation measures necessary to satisfy the improvements identified in the
“Transportation ImpactAnalysis, Keizer Station Plan” for all street construction, including
retaining walls, fencing, landscaping, sidewalks, signing, etc. shall be submitted to the
Department ofPublic Works for review prior to submitting final plans for approval. The
Department ofPublic Works wilt review the proposed plans and make recommendations for
any additional work and coordination with other development in the area as needed.
17. The developer’s engineer shall submit detailed traffic signal plans indicating phasing.
recommended inter-ties, materials to be used, etc. to the City ofKeizerDepartment ofPublic
Works forapproval prior to construction. All traflic signal plans shall be designed to City of
Salem/ODOT Standards where appropriate.
GENERAL:
18. Adequate access shall be provided that meets the needs of Keizer Station and the KSP
transportation system.
I9.A queuing plan for Phase I ofthe Development (assuming 2008 build out ofAreas A and D)
shall be submitted to the department of Public works for approval pxiorto Construction Plan
Review. This analysis will determine the needed lane configurations.
20.Phase I improvements will require the closure of Ridge Drive at Chemawa Road and
Chemawa Road at Lockhaven Drive. A suitable connection between Ridge Drive and the
intersection at Chemawa Road and McLeod Lane will be required. Figure 17 in the April
2004 final Transportation Impact Analysis indicates aconnection suitable to theDepartment
of Public Works. The Department of Public Works will consider other alternative street
alignments depending on AreaC development patterns.
21 .A separate Railroad sensitivityanalysis is required for Phase I improvements (asuming 2008
build out ofAreas A and D) as outlined in the TIA dated April 2004 on page 21.
22.A street lighting master plan shall be developed. A street lighting district shall be created
while under the control of the developer to provide for adequate street lights along the
frontage ofall new street rightsofway. Decorative lighting approved by the Department of
Public Works shall be used.
23.Construction permits are required by the Department of Public Works prior to any public
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facility construction. Contact the City Engineers office at 390-7402 for the necessary
permit information that is required.

24.A Pre-design meeting with the City ofKeizer Department ofPublic Works will be required
priorto the Developer’s Engineer submitting plans to either the city ofKeizer or the City of
Salem for review.
25. Street opening permits are required for any work within the City right-of-way that is not
covered by a Construction Permit.
26. Facility phasing plans and arrangements for reimbursing developers forproviding additional
capacity to serve future development shall be approved by the Keizer Department ofPublic
Works and the City Council.
27. All easements are to be located in the appropriate locations based on actual approved plans.
No final plat shall be approved prior to approval ofconstruction plans including easement
widths and locations.
28. An improvement agreement or other acceptable form of guarantee for all required
construction shall be in place prior to construction permits being issued or the final
subdivision plat approval.
KSP and KDC COMPLIANCE:
29. Prior to approval of any building permits, the applicant shall submit a phasing plan for
Community Development Director approval.
30. Thelandscaping and pathway improvements along Chemawa Road and 1-5 and a “Welcome
to Keizer” monument sign in the northwest quadrant ofthe 1-5/Chemawa Road interchange
shall be provided as shown in the application or as modified by the conditions ofapproval.
The final landscapingand pathway plans shall beapproved by the Community Development
Director prior to installation. These landscaping and pathway improvements and the
“Welcome to Keizer” sign shall be provided in conjunction with the first building permit
approved for the development.
31. The landarea devoted to industrial and commercial uses, as required in KDC 2.119 EGZone
shall be met and maintained within Area A - Village Center. Theland areacalculation shall
be based upon the land area of the subdivision lots and the uses occupying them.
Commercial and industrial uses shall not jointly occupy a single lot.
32. Except as approved in the variance application, all KDC dimensional requirements for
building heights, lots, and setbacks shall be met.
33. Anchor stores 1 and 2 and Major store I shall provide a pedestrian crosswalk to cross Road
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Bnext toRetai 11. Anchor 3 shall provide a walkwayconnecting to the perimeterpathway
along the I-S right-of-way.
34. Street names and numbers shall conform to the established standards and procedures in the
City. Street names shall beapproved by theCity ofKeizer. A Street Name Applicationmust
be completed and submitted for approval. No final plat shall be released without approved
Street names. Due to the significance of this development as a landmark of the City of
Keizer, Street names should also receive approval of the City Council.
35. Street trees shall be planted with 30-foot spacing using one or more of 1 3 identified varieties.
A minimum caliper of 2 inches shall be used for street trees and all other trees in areas
subject to damage near pathways, walkways and streets. A final street tree planting plan shall
be approved by the Community Development Director prior to planting. All the other
landscaping standards of theKDC shall be met.
36. Ground cover and shrubbery shall be planted in conformity with the KDC and industry
standards as approved by the Community Development Director, and shall reach full
coverage by the third year ofgrowth.
37. Parking shall be provided as required by KDC 2.303. Parking driveway aisles shall be a
minimum of24 feet wide. A plan documenting compliance withparking requirements shall
be provided as part oftheMaster Planapproval for the Community Development Director’s
Master Plan approval. Verification shall be provided during building permit review.
38. Bicycleparking shall be provided as required by KDC 2.303.08. In addition, the bicycle rack
design shall provide secure support for bicycles and the ability to lock bicycles securely. The
bicycle rack design, installation, and locations shall be approved by the Community
Development Director prior to installation.
39. Sufficient paved areas and designated loading areas shall be provided in accordance with
KDC 2.303.10.
40. Pavement shall be provided forall driveway, loading, andparking areas as required by KDC
2.303.11.
41. A tree shall be planted for every eight lineal parking spaces not located adjacent to a
building in accordance with KDC standards.
42. A minimum of 15% ofthe gross land area for Commercial uses and 20% for Industrial uses
shall be devoted to landscaping in commercial developments. This requirement shall be
satisfied for development within each of the individual lots ofthe proposed subdivision. To
provide for adequate vision clearance the landscaping material shall be selected to provide for
the maintenance of adequate site distance.
43. Buffering shall be provided along the western edge of the project, in a manner, which is
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consistent with the proposed preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets LOl-4.). Electric and
mechanical equipment shall be screened with vegetationand fencing. Thefinal landscaping
plan shall be approved by the Community Development Director prior to planting.
44. Irrigation system plans shall be submitted for approval as part ofthe buildingpermit review
process. Approved irrigation systems shall be installed prior to issuance of an occupancy
permit.
45. The site plan shall be amended to locate the hotel, commercial office building, restaurants,
retail pads, parks, and plazas closer together with an orientation to Radiant Drive. Of
primary importance will be to locale buildings within 10 to 25 feet ofRadiant Drive and to
locale active uses adjacent to and buildings orientedtoward Central Park (Tract A). Central
Park must be adjacent to active areas and/or visually accessible from adjacent buildings.
The amendedplan shall he approved by the Community Development Director.
46. Tower Park (Tract B) is ofvirtuallyno open space value. The applicant shall provide plans
for Community Development Director approval to provide off-setting open space, plaza,
area, and/or public amenities in more advantageous locations within the development. The
amenities to be provided shall include, but not he limited to, seating, pedestrian gathering
places, public art, plaza connections, exercise stations, and other points ofinterest.
47. The following pedestrian connections and improvements shall be provided in addition to
what is shown on the Pedestrian Pathways Plan (Sheet A03) for CommunityDevelopment
Director approval:
)~ A crosswalk and easterly extension ofthesidewalk on Radiant Driveacross Road B
to the driveway near Anchor B.
~ A crosswalk for the perimeter pathway at Road B.
> A sidewalk connection between the Chemawa Road/I-S interchange and the Road B
sidewalk.
)‘
Walkway connections between the buildings on the east side of the site with the
perimeter walkway along 1-5.
~ Walkway connection between theRadiant Drive walkwayand the front ofAnchorA.
~ Walkway connections between restaurant and retail pads and the adjacent street
sidewalks, such as Pads B, E and F, the hotel, the office building, Anchor B, and
Majors 5 and 6.
> Pedestrian crosswalks at streets, driveways and parking lots must be constructed
with colored, stamped concrete pavement treatment (or equivalent as approved by
the Community Development Director to clearly identify all crosswalks).
~ Public amenities shall be installed to support pedestrian uses including those along
the multi-usepath. The amenities tobe provided shall include, but notbe limited to,
seating, pedestrian gathering places, public art,plaza connections,exercise stations,
and other points ofinterest.
> Walkway connection between Anchor 1 and Anchor A.
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48. The Village within Area A shall contain a public improvement design to include a
promenade/sidewalk design that meets a minimum sidewalk width of 8 feet. The
promenade/sidewalk design may vary in width to meet a minimum width of 8 feet on both
sides of Radiant Drive. The area ofRadiant Drive which is depressed below grade shall he
installed with the sidewalk on one side only. All promenade/sidewalks shall be separated
from the street with a landscape belt, to include decorative lighting and trees.
49. Majors 5 and 6 shall provide improved pedestrian access to Road A in accordance with
KDC 2.3 15.08.A.3.
50. Driveway crossings shall be a maximum of36 feet wide.
51. Pedestrian walkways must be lighted to a level where the system can be used at night by
employees and customers. The lighting plan shall be approved by the Community
Development Director.
52. The proposedsite lighting will not cast any light orglare toward the residential properties to
the west.
53. Building design elements including ground floor windows, facades, awnings and materials
shall satisfy KDC 2.3 15.08.
54. The elevations ofall buildings shall be variedin texture, building materials and shall create a
very human scale inblocking and incorporate human scale design elements. Elevations of
all buildings shall incorporate no more than fifleen feet between varied vertical elements, an
average height of23 feet punctuated frequently with various architecturalaccents no greater
than 22 feet in width and no higher than 28 feet to the cave line. A variety of materials,
varied at the same frequencyas the architectural elements, shall be used and shall conform to
the samples in the submitted materials. These materials shall incorporate cultured stone,
five varieties of split face Concrete Mortar Units (CMU’s), as well as smooth faced CMU
walls. The colors used shall be in compliance with the Development Standards.
55. The application includes design concepts for some ofthe buildings within the development.
Final building designs shall conform with the design concepts submitted with the
application, and shall be reviewed by the CommunityDevelopment Director for compliance
with applicable KDC design standards as part ofthe buildingpermit review.
56. The city and developer shall work together to provide design amenities to enhance the
aesthetic appearance and pedestrian functionality of the two underpasses. Finish materials,
landscaping, and lighting shall be consistent with that ofthe buildings inthe VillageCenter.
57. Streetscape features shall be constructed and shall include seating, outdoor art, a significant
water feature at the intersection of Road A and Road B as shown on the application
materials, awnings and trellises, and interesting bicycle facilities.
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58. Maintenance ofthe open space tracts, plazas, and pathways shall be the responsibility ofan
association of all property owners ofthe Village Center.
59. Construction specifications (e.g., base rock, pavement thickness) for the separate pathways
shall be subject to Public Works Department approval in accordance with Keizer City
Standards.
60. Maintenance of the “Welcome to Keizer” sign shall be the responsibility of the City of
Keizer.
61. The Plan shall conform to the requirements of all other State and Special District
requirements.
62. During construction, residential properties shall be protected from impacts of noise at
unreasonable hours, unreasonable dust, and safety concerns, and shall conform to Kcizercity
requirements regulating such impacts.
63. The developmentofthe VillageCenter shall comply with all conditions oftheDevelopment
Disposition Agreements and all other contractual obligations to the City of Keizer.
64. The applicant shall work with the Transit District to ensure compliance with the
requirements found in Section 2.305 of the KDC.
65. In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities - Section 2.307 the
following standard shall apply to new utilities: A.)All utilities located adjacent to Radiant
Driveand connecting transportation facilities shall be located underground. B.) All other
new utility Connections and lines shall be located underground where practicable.
66.A sight and sound obscuring wall shall be constructed of Concrete Masonry Units or
equivalent between the residential properties and the northern border of Area B.
67. Car wash and any automobile service station uses are allowed only as a special permitted
use.
68. A portion ofRoad C shall be located in a public easement, constructed to City of Keizer
road standards, and maintained by the City of Keizer.
69. Theapplicant shall be required to submit documentation demonstratingcompliance with all
applicable federal, state and local requirements. This shall include all conditions adopted by
the City Council which apply to this Master Plan. These shall be submitted to the
Community Development Director for verification and final approval.
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CONDiTIONS FOR MAJOR VARIANCE APPLICATION for “Pads A and C”, and “Rests 1,2,
4,5” and “Shop A”
70. Unless otherwise specifically modified by this decision, development of structure shall
comply with the remaining requirements ofthe Keizer Development Code.
71. The applicant shall meet all requirements ofthe Marion CountyBuilding Division.
72. Theapplicant shall locate the proposed structures substantially as indicated on the submitted
site plan and shall maintain a minimum setback of 12 to 14 feet from the property line
adjacent to Radiant or“Road B”.
73. The construction ofthe structures must be completed within one year ofthe final date ofthis
decision. This approval is only valid when the construction is completedby June 21,2005.
OTHER PERMITS AND RESTRICTIONS: This approval does not remove or affect any
covenants or restrictions imposed on the subject property by deed or other instrument. The proposed
use may require permits from other local, State or Federal agencies. This decision does not take the
place of, orrelieve the responsibility for obtaining other permits orsatisfying any other restrictions
or conditions thereon.
TRANSFER OF VARIANCE: This variance shall automatically transfer to any new owner or
occupant subject to all conditions of approval. It is the responsibility ofthe applicant and property
owner to provide information to any new property owner(s) regarding this variance request and any
conditions of approval.

CONDITIONS FOR SIGN VARIANCE APPLICATION
74. Unless otherwise specifically modified by this decision, development ofthe structure shall
comply with the remaining requirements of the KeizerDevelopment Code.
75. The applicant shall meet all requirements ofthe Marion County Building Division.
76. The signage of the Keizer Station, Area A Village Center shall be limited to the signage
indicated in Exhibit 5 and the related specific drawings.
77. The height ofthe locationalsign shall be limited to 50 feet inheight; area ofsignageshall be
allowed up to 400 sq ft on this sign. All other freestanding signs shall be limited to those
size and heights as indicated on the plans submitted.
OTHER PERMITS AND RESTRICTIONS: This approval does not remove or affect any
covenants or restrictions imposed on the subject property by deed or other instrument. The proposed
use may require permits from other local, State orFederal agencies. This decision does not take the
place of, or relieve the responsibility for obtaining other permits orsatisfying any restrictions or
Page 10

conditions thereon.
TRANSFER OF VARIANCE: The variance request shall automatically transfer to any new owner
or occupant subject to all conditions ofapproval. It is the responsibility of the applicant and
property owner to provide information to any new property owner(s) regarding this variance request
and any conditions ofapproval.
78. Unless expressly specified otherwise within these conditions, the on-site and off-site
improvements shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the attached Exhibits
and their related documents:
1. Building Envelope Plan
2. Site Plan (Site Area by Use)
3. Public Improvement Plans
4. Landscape Plans
5. Signage Site Plans
79. This land use action is approved on the basis that no future variances will be allowed.
80. Unless expressly stated otherwise with these conditions, no buildingpermits shall be issued
until all conditions have been met or the applicant has demonstrated with certainty in the
City’s discretion the ability to meet such conditions. For example, no building permit shall
be issued until contracts have been let for all infrastructure. Building permits may also be
held until sufficient infrastructure is completed to support the requested development.
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ATTACHMENT 2
ORDER
MASTER PLAN AMENDMENT #05-07

FACTS, FINDINGS AND CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MASTER PLAN APPROVAL, #04-21
(Includingrevisions)
KEIZER STATION AREA A VILLAGE CENTER

FACTS
A.

APPLICANT:

Northwest National, LLC

B.

AGENT:

W & H Pacific, Rick Martin

C.

PROPERTY LOCATION:

The subject property is located at the Chemawa/Interstate 5 interchange. The subject property consists of
Area A (Village) ofthe Keizer Station Plan, a parcel ownedby the City and located inArea B (identified on
Marion County Tax Assessor’s Map No. as Township 6 South Range 3 West, Section 36BC, Lot 06000);
and other property located in Keizer Station Plan Area B.
D.

EXISTING PARCEL SIZE: The subject property contains approximately 96 acres.

E.

EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC FACILITIES:

The site has street frontage onto Chemawa Road, Lockhaven Drive, Tepper Lane, Radiant Drive, Ridge
Drive, and McLeod Lane, which are public streets. I-S and the Chemawa Interchange are immediately east
ofthe site. Public water isavailable to the subject site. Public sanitary sewer service is currently available
northofthe site. Public bus transit is provided by Salem Area Transit with Route numbers 4 and 9 currently
serving the intersection ofLockhaven and McLeod. Route #4 services the School for the Deaf, Cherriots
Administrative Office, Keizer, and Whiteaker Middle School.
F.

PLAN DESIGNATION AND ZONING:

The subject property is designated Special Planning District on the Comprehensive Plan Map and is zoned
EG(Employment General) for the parcels in “Area A” and CM (Commercial Mixed Use) for those in “Area
B”.
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G.

ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USES:

The site is bordered on the north by Tepper Lane, Interstate 5 (1-5) to the east, Portland and Western
Railroad to the west, and Chemawa Road to the south. A residential neighborhood is located on the
west side of the railroad tracks, and Tepper Lane crosses the tracks, providing street access between the
subject property and the neighborhood. Industrial properties, electrical utility facilities, and the baseball
stadium lie to the north of Tepper Lane. The surrounding properties are zoned RS — Single Family
Residential to the west, IG — Industrial General to the north, and IBP — Industrial Business Park to the
northeast and south.
H.

PROPOSAL:

The proposal consists of four related applications, which are Keizer Station Master Plan,
preliminary Subdivision p1st; a Major Variance for building setbacks for seven (7) buildings;
and, a Sign Variance. These four applications are described in more detail below:
Originally, a Comprehensive Plan Map AmendmentlZone Change application was applied
for to accommodate the adjustment necessary for the placement of “Anchor 1”. Analysis of
the zoning showed that the southern half of the Portland General Electric property was
zoned EG with the Keizer Station Plan and a zone change was unnecessary.
Keizer Station Village Center Master Plan
Land Uses
Development within the site includes 758,810 square feet ofcommercial/retail building area,
3.12 acres ofpark land, 799,110 ofspecified uses (KDC 2.119.07.B), five plazas ranging in
size from approximately 2,750 to 4,900 square feet, and bike and pedestrian pathways. The
site is grouped into three distinct planning districts:
• Power Center: northern half of the site. Includes anchor buildings 1 through 3,
major tenant buildings 1 through 7, retail buildings 1 through 4, and restaurant
buildings 1 through 4. These buildings will include, but are not limited to, tenant
uses such as home improvement, variety, clothing, home furnishings and
electronics, office products, crafts, home accessories, books, small in-line shops and
restaurants, sit-down restaurants, and drive-thru restaurants.
• Neighborhood Center: located between Radiant Drive and the northern portion of
the site. Includes anchor buildings A through B, shop buildings A through C, and
pad restaurant buildings A and C. These buildings will include but not be limited to
such things as grocery, drug store, food court, sit-down restaurants and
neighborhood shops and services.
• Area south and east of Radiant Drive: Includes a major commercial office building,
hotel, sit-down restaurants, drive-thru restaurants, fuel center, and other related
commercial uses.
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Three parks, totaling 3.12 acres, are proposed:
•

Chemawa Park (1.10 acres) is located outside the master plan area, between the
relocated ODOT access control fence along Chemawa Road, road A and B and lot
1. It will act as the village center entry point for pedestrians. Amenities include
open space lawn area, ornamental shrubs and trees, benches, tables, trash
receptacles, and pedestrian scale lighting fixtures.

•

Central Park (.97) is located adjacent to 1-5, at the east end of the site. The park
surrounds a 0.28 acre wetland area and will combine existing native vegetation with
ornamental plants and trees, and plaza/hardscape amenities. Plaza construction and
amenities will include: concrete payers and poured in place concrete; a range of
concrete finishes from standard broom finish to colored stamped patterns; natural
stone faced retaining wall to define the wetland area and relationship to the
park/plaza area; benches, tables and movable chairs; and bollards, cast iron tree
grates, trash receptacles and movable planters. A multi-use shelter/gazebo will
create a connnunity gathering space for special events throughout the year.
Tower Park (1.05 acres) is located in the northeast corner of the Village Center. It
has an open space environment consisting of lawn and ornamental shrubs and trees
to create an infonnal park. Design elements will include benches, picnic tables,
trash enclosures and a pedestrian pathway that connects the overall Village Center
pedestrian circulation system to the Volcanoes baseball stadium complex to the
North ofthe site.

•

Five plazas are proposed in order to offer outdoor use opportunities. Amenities include
seating, tables, articulated plaza features, trellises, water features, specialty lighting, and
more intense landscaping. The plazas are located between shop A and B, between pad C
and shop C, south of major 7, between retail 2 and 3, and south and east of major4.
Circulation
The internal street system allows for vehicular travel within the site as well as providing
access to and from major arterial streets to the south (Chemawa Road), west (Lockhaven),
and access to the existing and future sports facilities to the north. There will be
approximately two miles ofnew public roads and three new bridges.
Internal streets will have a boulevard feel with tree lined streets, landscape medians, and
low-impact street lighting. All streets are proposed with bicycle lanes in each direction and
eight-foot wide pedestrian sidewalks, separated from the street with a five-foot landscape
buffer. As a result of safety concerns, certain specific areas do not have sidewalks. Radiant
Drive is the primary through street and will be depressed for a portion to allow it to pass
under the railroad and Roads A and C. Tepper Lane will be widened to accommodate a
local street improvement. An additional nine feet of right-of-way for a half-street width of
24 feet will be dedicated. A pedestrian underpass at Tepper Lane will provide a pedestrian
and bicycle connection from the adjacent neighborhood to the development.
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A system of internal pedestrian walkways to building structures is proposed. These
connections vary in width from five feet to twelve feet and connect to larger articulated
building entrance plazas, varying in width from 10 feet to 16 feet, and the larger outdoor
plaza areas.
Water Service
Water service will be provided by a connection to a new reservoir south of Chemawa Road NE as well
as connection to the existing water mains in Tepper Lane and Lockhaven Drive. The public water
system will be constructed in dedicated public right of ways within the realigned Radiant Drive and
roads A, B and C. Fire hydrants will be spaced between 250 and 500 feet to any point on the buildings.
Sanitary Sewer
Sanitary sewer service will be provided through a connection to the existing 21-inch sewer main at the
intersection of the existing Radiant Drive and Tepper Lane at the existing ball field entrance. The public
sewer main will be extended to the south along the realigned Radiant Drive, within the right ofways for
streets A, B and C and within dedicated public right of ways. Each lot will be provided with at least one
sewer service connection.
Storm Drainage
Storm drainage facilities will be provided within the public roadway system to collect and convey runoff
from the development. The project area is identified as a critical drainage basin, requiring higher runoff
control standards. The public storm drain system will provide an overcapacity conveyance system.
Each private lot will provide water quality treatment and detention ofits storm water runoff.
Landscaping
Most of the existing deciduous trees are a combination of alder, ash, poplar, maple, birch, oak,
unidentified sucker and common orchard fruit and nut trees. Existing evergreen trees include cedar, fir,
pine, and sequoia. Twelve significant evergreen and two deciduous trees have been incorporated into
the new site plan. A grove of aspen and ash/alder have been preserved within the wetland delineation
area (Tract A). The landscape master plan shows a proposed ratio of 7.7 new trees for every one tree
removed.
Subdivision Proposal
The subdivision request is to subdivide 95.7 acres (currently 39 Iota) into a 14-lot and 3-tract
commercial/industrial area
Major Variance
The applicant is requesting Major Variance approval for the building setbacks for buildings labeled as Pad
‘A’ and ‘C’ and Restaurant ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘4’, and ‘5’. The Keizer Development Code has a minimum setback of
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twenty (20) feet for Industrial Uses within the EG Zone. The applicant is proposing to allow a minimum
setback of 12 to 14 feet. In addition, a Major Variance isrequested fro the building setbacks for Shop ‘A’
and Anchor ‘B’. The Keizer Development Code requires a minimum setback of ten (10) feet and a
maximum setback oftwenty (20) feet for commereial uses whereas the applicant is requesting a setback of
31 to 33 feet.
Shin Variance
The applicant is requesting a Variance for the sign height. The Keizer Development Code has a maximum
height limitation of 20 feet. The applicant is proposing a tenant directory sign that is 68 feet in overall
height.
II. COMMENTS
The Public Works Department has submitted a memorandum with extensive comments and
recommendations regarding the proposal
The Keizer Fire District submitted the requirements ofthe Uniform Fire Code The city received comments
from City of Salem Development Services, Portland General Electric, Marion County Planning, and
citizens..
III. FiNDINGS - KEIZER STATION MASTER PLAN
Introduction
This master plan application is the first proposal submitted following the adoption of the Keizer Station
Plan and the related Keizer Comprehensive Plan and Development Code (KDC) amendments. A master
plan is subject to a Type IT-B procedure (KDC 3.101.02), which includes a public hearing and decision
by the City Council. Following City Council approval ofa master plan, subsequent city review of the
project design and construction details shall be completed as part of the building permit approval
process.
Obiections By Lowerys
Oregonians in Action Legal Center submitted a letter dated June 21, 2004 indicating that they represent
Robert and Marilyn Lowery. The Lowelys reside on property located in the Area A-Village Center.
Such letter, in part, argues that Keizer Development Code (KDC) Section 3.201 .04 requires in essence
that the owner or agent ofthe owner are the only ones that can submit a Master Plan application for the
subject property. However, in the adoption of KSP Master Plans, including all Master Plan elements,
the applicant need not own or controlall ofthe land.
KSP Implementation procedures “Land Use Reviews” states in relevant part the following:
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“This Plan calls for the development of Master Plans for Area A - Village Center, Area
A - Sports Center, Area B, and Area D. In Area C, a Master Plan is only required for
development of two or more lots/parcels. The Master Plans are to be reviewed and
approved by the City Council through a Type Il-B review process in accordance with the
Keizer Station Plan design guidelines. These Master Plans are to be publicly or privately
prepared representing the development proposal for a given area. It is recognized that
the applicant ofthe Master Plan for an area may not own or control all the land within
the Master Plan boundary. All property owners in each area are encouraged to join
together as co-applicants. However, to properly plan development and provision of
public facilities and services, the master plan shall still cover all the area in appropriate
detail based on ownership. For those portions not owned or controlled by an applicant,
the Master Plan shall focus on a cohesive interconnected system of planned public
facilities and shall set general design guidelines to be used throughout the Master Plan
area. Amendments to an approved Master Plan shall require City Council approval.
Subdivision approval shall be based upon the applicable zone and applicable KDC
Section 3.108 reguirements.
The Master Plans will be developed and considered in accordance with the requirements
of the Activity Center Overlay provisions (KDC Section 2.125 of the Keizer
Development Code). Individual areas may require a detailed transportation system
design plan as a requirement of Master Plan approval. Once a Master Plan is adopted,
individual buildings and uses must receive building permit approval. As part of the
building permit process, the proposal will be evaluated for compliance with the adopted
Master Plan, zone standards, and applicable design standards as referenced in the Keizer
Development Code. In the case of conflicts between the Keizer Station Plan and the
Keizer Development Code,the Keizer Station Plan standards will apply.
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In order to establish the Type Il-B procedures, KDC Section 3101.02 is
amended and shown in Attachment B.

•

In order to establish the criteria forType 11-B review, KDC Section 3.113
is added as shown in Attachment C.” (Emphasis supplied)

KSP, p. 10
In turn, AttachmentB (Summary ofApplication Types) states:
“The following actions are processed under a Type TI-B procedure:
“1.

Keizer Station Master Plans, Subdivision and Partitioning.”

KSP, Attachment A, page 1.
Master planning of the KSP area was determined by the City Council to be necessary for
cohesive development ofthe area and to achieve the economic development purposes of the KSP. As is
clear from the above quoted provisions, master planning includes public facilities planning as well as
subdivision or partition approval. No one has contended otherwise. Moreover, it is also clear from the
above quoted provisions that any conflict between the KSP provisions and the development code are
resolved infavor ofthe KSP.
The Council finds that KDC 3.20104 does not apply to the KSP Master Plan application. The
council finds that the approval contemplated in this proceeding is the approval ofthe contemplated KSP
Master Plan including all ofits elements to realize the objectives ofthe KSP.
Master Plans are subject to the Type Il-B process and the Type TI-B process as quoted above
expressly contemplates that all owners may not submit or approve of the master plan application.
Nevertheless, a master plan is required by the KSP. Further, in the Master Plan approval process, the
City expressly required that all property be included to ensure the KSP area is developed as a cohesive
whole. It is axiomatic that the master plan approval process specified in the KSP is not subject to
collateral attack here.
As the KSP provisions explain, the specific provisions of the KSP prevail over the more general
provisions ofthe city code. Here, the master plan application includes all ofthe contemplated elements,
including streets, public facilities, open space, parking, subdivision and variances. At the time of actual
KSP development underthe Master Plan provisions, the property must be owned by the developer, or it
must be acquired by the city or Urban Renewal agency. The City Council finds it is feasible for the city
to exercise its authority of eminent domain to acquire any property necessary to allow the
implementation ofthe KSP approved Master Plan.
The KSP and the ability to achieve the purposes of the KSP through the KSP process has been
explained and determined by both the city council and the city urban renewal agency in the
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comprehensive analysis ofthe KSP. Adopting the Master Plan is necessary to achieve the purposes of
the KSP.
The city and its urban renewal agency determined that the KSP and its processes were necessary
to provide economic development opportunities to the city and its citizens. The fmdings supporting the
KSP decision adopting urban renewal for the KSP area explain:
“The City Council finds the lack of development inthe CACP area particularly troubling
because no development occurred through the 1990s, the decade with the greatest
economic growth in recent history.” “The City of Keizer and the Urban Renewal
Agency of the City of Keizer entered into a ‘Nonexclusive etc to the end of that
sentence.
Finally, the City determined the best way to achieve the objectives of the City and the City’s
urban renewal agency was through the KSP and the KSP development process as follows:
“The applicant for the [adoption of the KSP amendments] is the City * *
Northwest National LLC is the City’s choice of developer to bring the economic
objectives of this decision to fruition.” KSP Findings page 7.
The Master Plan has been presented by Northwest National LLC as contemplated to achieve
these economic development objectives.
It is important to underscore what the findings supporting KSP explained after listening to
citizen testimony in countless public hearings:
“The biggest deterrent to realizing economic growth in Keizer is the lack of
commercially zoned property.” KSP Findings page 68.
“If nothing is done, the lack of commercial land will seriously inhibit Keizer’s economic
development potential in the near and long term.” KSP Findings page 69.
“The KSP includes requirements for Master Planning, which is a planning tool available
to encourage vacant or underutilized land to be aggregated and developed as a whole.
Therefore, through the tool of zoning designations and master planning, the sites in the
KSP alone are capableof delivering the suitable sites having the size and locational and
other characteristics that the [economic opportunities analysis] identifies.” KSP
Findings page 76.
While the City prefers that the Master Plan be implemented in a collaborative process,
the City’s authority of eminent domain allows it to complete the Master Plan in order to
complete the KSP. Completion of the KSP is respectful of the countless hours of citizen
testimony, planning commission, city council, city urban renewal agency, SKAPAC and the time
ofothers in crafting the KSP.
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The KSP including its findings were affirmed by both Land Use Board of Appeals and the
Oregon Court of Appeals and it is inappropriate and unfair to revisit that decision at this late date. The
City will not do so.
Master plan Criteria
The criteria that apply to a master plan range from overall master plan objectives and arrangement of
uses to landscaping, site planning, and architectural details. The master plan application provides the
information required by the KDC. Because this project will occur over a number of years involving
buildings for tenants which are not known at this time, not all of the specific building design details are
available as part of the master plan review. The concepts that are presented will however provide a basis
for specific building permit review and administrative approval.
As a result, this staff report focuses primarily on the proposed master plan concepts submitted by the
applicant and the overall objectives ofthe Keizer Station Plan and related KDC provisions. Many of the
design detailswill be evaluated during the building permit process. It is important for the City Council’s
master plan decision to provide clear guidance regarding the desired outcome of the many design
decisions that will be part ofbuilding permit approval for the improvements.
A.

The Review Criteria for the Keizer Station Master Plan are listed in Section 3.11304 ofthe Keizer
Development Code (KDC). The criteriaand fmdings are listed below:
3.11304 A The master plan shall meet the purpose and objectives identified in the Keizer
Station Design Plan.
The purpose and objectives for Area A — Village Center, are identified on page 15 ofthe Keizer
Station Plan and are listed below.
a.

Purpose: The Village Center will provide the opportunity to establish a true economic
activity center that will focus on offering a variety of industrial and commercial
activities. Key issues that will need to be considered as Area A — Village Center
develops include:
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•
•
•

Location and design of transportation facilities. Traffic operations at the
Chemawa Interchange.
Physical constraints (e.g. power lines, utility easements, rail right-of-way)
that will influence theamount ofbuildable land and building locations; and
Phasing of development.

FINDINGS: The proposed development in Area A includes approximately 898,000 square feet
of floor area offering acombination ofcommercial and industrial uses as specifiedin the EGzone
(discussed laterin this report).
The applicant’s traffic consultant, City Staff, the City’s traffic engineer, and City engineer (plans
have been forwarded to the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODO1’)) have evaluated the
impact ofthis development on the transportation system. The street design is based upon the input
from traffic and transportation planning professionals from each ofthese parties.
The buildings and improvements are located to keep existing easement areas clear ofinappropriate
development.
No infonnation hasbeen provided regarding phasing for the development shown.
b.

Objectives: Development in Area A — Village Center will be focused on achieving the
following objectives:
• Provide a northern gateway to Keizer;
• Develop a variety of employment opportunities;
•
•
•

Create a focal point for commerce and community activities;
Establish a place for multiple activities;
Provide a gateway to sports activities; and

•

Be a source of employment opportunities.

FINDINGS:
The landscaping and pathway improvements along Chemawa Road and 1-5 and a “Welcome to
Keizer” monument sign in the northwest quadrant of the 1-5/Chemawa Road interchange will
create a gateway to the city if developed aesthetically and in accordance to landscape design
industry standardsand maintained appropriately.
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The proposed mix of commercial and IBP uses on the site will clearly provide new and varied
employment opportunities. Although the proposed master plan will provide the desired
employment, the current design appears to fall short of the objectives to provide a focal point for
community and multiple activities, and a gateway to sports activities (primarily the baseball park
to the north). The arrangement and orientation ofbuildings, plazas, and open space provides a
scattered assortment of amenities and public spaces, which are separated by significant
distances. This results in a development with sidewalks but without any meaningful pedestrian
orientation or scale. One must keep the size of the site and some of the proposed buildings in
mind when evaluating the site. For example, the three buildings in the northwest portion ofthe
site (Anchors 1 and 2 and Major 1) have a combined frontage ofalmost V. mile. Inits proposed
configuration, visitors will almost surely drive — even between stores.To meet objectives stated
above, the following need to be adjusted on the Site Plan as approved by Community
Development Director
4 Improve plazas/open spaces so that there are better opportunities for effective pedestrian
use.
4 Cluster complementary uses/spaces along Radiant Dr. to enhance greater convenience
(e.g., between office bldg. and restaurants, hotel and park)
4. Improve pedestrian connections generally and provide an inviting pedestrian gateway into
the site via Radiant and Street A including re-orienting the office building to take advantage
of the parkamenities.
3.1 13.04 B The master plan shall meet the following standards as identified in the Keizer
Station Plan in addition to standards within applicable zones:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Design standards
Transportation system standards
Utility standards
Parking standards
Landscape standards

If a conflict exists between standards within the Keizer Station Plan and the Keizer
Development Code, the Keizer Station Plan standards shall be applied.
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The applicable zone within the subject site is General Employment (EG). Sections 2.11902
through2.11 9.07 identify the various uses allowed in the EG zone as well as the required mix of
industrial and commercial uses. Sections 2.1 19.08 through 2.119. 10 define the development
standards, dimensional standards, height, setback, coverage and landscaping requirements,
and design standards. Section 2.119. 10 states that all development in the EG zone must
comply with the applicable standards identified in the KDC including, but not limited to, the
following:
Section 2.3
Section 2.301
Section 2.302
Section 2.303
Section 2.305
Section 2.306
Section 2.307
Section 2.308
Section 2.309
Section 2.3 10
Section 2.3 12
Section 2.315
Section 2.4
Section 2.419
Section 2.420

General Development Standards
General Provisions
Street Standards
Off-Street Parking and Loading
Transit Facilities
Storm Drainage
Utility Lines and Facilities
Signs
Site and Landscaping Design
Development Standards for Land Divisions
Yard and Lots Standards
Development Standards
Special uses
Service Stations
Auto Services

SECTION 2.119 GENERAL EMPLOYMENT
2.119.02 through 2.119.07 identify the use requirements for the EG zone, including the
permitted, special permitted, and use restrictions, which apply to the site. A minimum of
25% of the land area must be devoted to industrial uses listed in Sections 2.119.03 and
2.119.04.
FINDINGS: The applicant has identified the proposed industrial (subject to 25% minimum
requirement) and commercial (up to 75% maximum) use types for the site. The uses proposed
under the industrial and commercial categories comply with the KDC requirements.
2.119.09.B. Minimum Lot Dimension Requirements. Within the acreage identified for
commercial uses, at least eighty percent (80%) ofthe lots must have a minimum lot area of
20,000 sq. ft., minimum average width of 100 ft. and minimum average depth of 100 feeL
The remainder of the lots must have a minimum lot area of 10,000 sq. ft., minimum
average width of 75 ft. and minimum average depth of 75 feet. Lots or tracts created only
for the purposes of providing a right-of-way or dedicated utilities, public drainage
facilities or open space are exempt from the lot size and shape standards of this section.
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FINDINGS:
The subdivision plan submitted as part of the application complies with the
minimum lot dimensions.
2.119.10 Development Standards Height, Setback, Coverage, and Landscaping
Requirements. For commercial development, the standards are as follows:
• Building standards, maximum height: 100 ft., maximum lot coverage: 85%
• Building setbacks, street-side: 10 feet minimum and 20 feet maximum for
commercial uses and 20 feet minimum for industrial uses; Side/Rear not adjacent to
a residential zone, none; and adjacent to a residential zone, 40 feet.
• Minimum landscaping, percent oflot coverage: 15%
FINDINGS: Eight buildings or footprints do not meet these requirements:
• Pads A and C, Restaurants 1 2, and 4, do not meet the street side setbacks for industrial
uses.
• Shops A and Anchor B do not meet the street side setbacks for commercial uses.
• Restaurant 5 shows a building envelope line that does not meet the Industrial setbacks.
As a result, a variance has been requested to allow amended setbacks for these buildings. The
variance and related findings are covered later in this report.
c. Alternative maximum setback option for large commereial uses. Commercial buildings

that exceed 100,000 square feet of floor area are exempt from the maximum setback
requirements identified in Section 2.1 19.10.A provided the pedestrian system connects
buildings on the site to all adjacent properties.
FINDINGS: Anchor stores 1 and 2 and Major store 1 provide adequate pedestrian walkways
except that a pedestrian crossing should also be provided to cross Street B next to Retail 1. Anchor
3 shouldhave a walkway connecting to the perimeter pathway along the 1-5 right-of-way.
Anchor 1 and 3. and the buildiu~that contains Anchor 2. while able to be setback greater
from the street due to their size, still require the same level of pedestrian access. The
application meets the criterion only ifconditioned as set forth herein.
SECTION 2.302 STREET STANDARDS
2.302.03.A. General Requirement. The location, width, and grade of streets shall be considered in
their relation to existing and planned streets, to topographical conditions, to public
convenience and safety, and to the proposed use ofthe land to be served by the streets.
FINDINGS: The proposed development features three new public streets within the
development and the realignment of the existing Radiant Drive to pass under the existing
railroad tracks to connect to Lockhaven Drive between McLeod Lane and the railroad crossing.
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The location, width and grade of the proposed streets are designed to promote public
convenience and safety for the commercial development.
Allnew public streets shall be constructed to the requirements of the City ofKeizer Department
of Public Works Design and Construction Standards and in conformance with the final
Transportation Impact Analysis adopted for the Keizer Station Plan. Tepper Lane shall be
constructed as a % width street designed to Collector Street standards with an appropriate
turnaround at the west end accommodating emergency vehicles. All other streets shall be
designed to arterial standards in terms of structural section and geometrical configuration.
Preliminary construction specifications and plans for all transportation mitigation measures
necessary to satisf~’the improvements identified in the “Transportation Impact Analysis, Keizer
Station Plan” for all street construction, including retaining walls, fencing, landscaping,
sidewalks, signing, etc. shall be submitted tothe Department ofPublic Works for review prior to
submitting final plans for approval. The Department ofPublic Works will review the proposed
plans and make recommendations for any additional work and coordination with other
development in the area as needed.
The Public Works Department comments include specific conditions of approval.
2.302.03.B. Continuation of Streets. Development proposals, including subdivisions and
partitions, shall provide for the continuation of, and connection to, streets where necessary
to promote appropriate traffic circulation in the vicinity of the development. Where
necessary to give access or permit a satisfactory future division of adjoining land, streets
and utilities shall be extended to property boundaries to allow the future extension of
streets and infrastructure. A temporary turnaround shall be constructed for stub streets
in excess of 150 feet in length.
No street or utility extensions are required when any ofthe following circumstances exist:
1. Less than three additional existing or future lots on adjoining parcels would gain
access from the extension. For purposes of this criterion, the size ofsaid future lots
shall be no greater than two times the minimum lot size ofthe zone.
2. Parcel shape or size prevents new lots from meeting lot width or depth standards
when a public street or infill street is proposed through the parcel.
3. Partial-width streets where adjoining development would provide a full-width
public street or isifill street; does not eliminate the need for variances to lot depth or
width requirements.
4. Natural physical obstructions or barriers, such as parkiand, floodplain, slopes, or
significant trees, make access and connectivity unreasonable or impracticable.
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5. Providing access and connectivity to one or more adjoining parcel(s) would not be
usefulgiven that atleast one of the following conditions exist:

a.

A future street plan demonstrates that adequate access and connectivity is
provided from the adjacent parcel(s).

b. The development potential of the adjoining parcel(s) is (are) limited due to
physical or jurisdictional constraints to such a degree that connectivity is
unreasonable or impracticable.
FINDINGS: The proposed development provides the necessary street and pedestrian/bicycle connections
to adjoining properties. It will include constnsction of an underpass under the BNRR as well ~s an
underpass ofChemawa Road, “Road B” and Radiant. Additionally, other off-site improvements have been
identified in the Transportation Plan developed for the Keizer Station Plan. These improvements include,
but are not limited to, construction of an extension of Radiant Drive to Lockhaven Drive and continuing to
Chemawa Road to a point south of the intersection ofChemawa Road and McLeod Lane, construction ofa
pedestrian undercrossing of the BNRR at Tepper Lane, and other improvements necessary to provide
compliance with the adopted Keizer Station Plan adopted Feb. 3, 2003. Additionally, a regional multi-use
pathway has been identified on the Keizer Station Village Center Master Plan. The path location shall be
coordinated with the Area D development, ODOT and the Keizer Community Development Department.
The path shall be ofPostland Cement Concrete and constructed to a width of 12 feet.
2.302.03.C. Alignment. All streets other than minor streets or cul-de-sacs, as far as practical,
shall be in alignment with existing streets by continuation of the existing centerlines. The
staggering of street alignments resulting in “T” intersections shall, wherever practical, leave
a minimum distance of 200 feet between the center lines of streets having approximately the
same direction and otherwise shall not be less than 100 feet.
FINDINGS: The proposed realignment of RadiantDrive shall be in alignment with the existing street by
continuation ofthe existing centerline. Theproposed streets are all through streets and do not create ‘T’
intersections.
2.302.03.D.
Future extension of streets. When it appears possible to continue a street, bicycle
path and/or pedestrian accessway into a future subdivision, adjacent acreage or area attractors
such as schools and shopping centers, streets, bicycle paths and/or pedestrian accessway facilities
shall be platted and built to a boundary of the subdivision. The street may be platted without a
turnaround unless the Public Works Departmentfinds a turnaround is necessary for reasons of
traffic safety. Any street extension exceeding 150 feet in length shall be provided with an
approved turnaround as set forth in Section 902.2.2.4 “Dead Ends” ofthe Uniform Fire Code,
1994 edition.
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FINDINGS: Tepper Lane will dead-end at the railroad tracks to the west. Tepper Lane shall be
constructed as a % width street designed to Collector Street standards with an appropriate turnaround at
the west end accommodating emergency vehicles and shall safely accommodate east/west bicycle and
pedestrian traffic separated from vehicular traffic.
2.302.03.E. Intersection angles. Streets shall be laid out to intersect at angles as near to right angles as
practical, except where topography requires lesser angles. Intersections of less than 60 degrees
shall require special intersection designs. Streets shall have at least 50 feetof tangent adjacent to
intersections unless topography requires lesser distances. Intersections that are not at right
angles shall have minimum corner radii of 15 feet. Major arterial intersections shall have curb
radii of not less than 35 feet. Other street intersections shall have curb radii of not less than 20
feet.)
FINDINGS: The proposed new streets are designed to be linear extensions at right angles, The street
intersections must have a curb radius ofno less than 35 feet.
2.302.03.F.
Existing Streets. Whenever existing public streets adjacent to or within a tract are of
a width less than the street design standards, additional right-of-way shall be provided at the time
ofsubdivision, partitioning, or development.
FINDINGS: Additional right-of-way is proposed on existing streets that are at a width less than street
design standards. Tepper Lane shall be constructed as a 3/4 width street designed to Collector Street
standards with an appropriateturnaround at the west end accommodating emergency vehicles.
2.302.03.1.
Street Names. Street names and numbers shall conform to the established standards
and procedures in the City.
FINDINGS: Street names and numbers shall confonn to the established standards and procedures in the
City. Street names shall be approved by the City of Keizer. A Street Name Application must be
completed and submitted for approval. No final plat shall be released without approved street names.
Due to the significance ofthis development as a landmark ofthe City of Keizer, street names should also
receive approval ofthe City Council.
2.302.03J.
Grades and Curves. Grades shall not exceed 7 percent on arterials, 10 percent on
collector streets or 15 percent on any other street. Street grades of 15 percent shall not exceed 200
feet in length. To provide for adequate drainage, all streets shall have a minimum slope of 0.5
percent. On arterials there shall be a tangent ofnot less than 100 feet between reversed curves.
FINDINGS: The proposed arterial street grades are relatively flat and in no case do they exceed 7%.
All streets have a minimum profile grade of 0.60%.
2302.03.K.
Frontage Streets. If a development abuts or contains an existing or proposed arterial
or collector street, the City may allow frontage streets, or may require reverse frontage lots with
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suitable depth, screen planting contained in a uon-access reservation along the rear or side
property line, or such other treatment as may be necessary for adequate protection of residential
properties, to afford separation of through and local traffic, and to preserve the capacity and
safety of the collectoror arterial street.
FINDINGS: No frontage streets are proposed.
2.302.03.L. Alleys. Alleys shall be provided in commercial and industrial zones unless other
permanent provisions for access to off-street parking and loading facilities are provided. The
cornersof alley intersections shall have radii of not less than 10 feet.
FINDINGS: No alleys are proposed. The site provides adequate access to off-street parking and
loading facilities.
2.302.03.M.
Street Landscapin2. Where required as part of the right-of-way design,
planting strips shall conform with the following standards:
1. Street trees shall be planted at a ratio of no less than one tree per 30 feet of property
frontage. Street trees shall conform with the list ofacceptable trees included in the City’s
Street Tree Ordinance. Installation of street trees shall be included in any improvement
agreement covering the installation of public facilities and services on a property.
2. Planting strips shall be planted and maintained in predominantly living groundcover
materials with hard surfaces consisting ofbricks, payers, rocks, decorative concrete work,
etc., only being includedas part of an overall landscape design where living plant material
is predominant. Inno case shall asphalt be used within the planting strip.
FINDINGS: The conceptual landscaping plan (Sheets LOl-4) indicates that street trees shall be planted
with 30-foot spacing using one or more of 13 identified varieties. The plan specifies 1 ¼inch caliper
sizes. A minimum caliper of 2 inches should be used in areas subject to damage along walkways and
streets. First, a significant number of trees are proposed for removal (Sheet TOl of Exhibit ‘5’), and
providing larger specimens will help offset the impact of losing these trees. Second, 1 ¼inch caliper
trees are very small and much more susceptible to damage and vandalism.
Ground cover is indicated, but not specified in the conceptual landscaping plan. This information shall be
required as part ofbuilding permit approval.

SECTION2.303 OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING
2.303.6 Off-Street Automobile Parking Requirements.
provided in the amount not less than:
• Retail store: 1 per 300 square feet

Off-street parking shall be
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•
•
•

Service repair center; retail store handling bulky merchandise (e.g. furniture): 1 per
900 square feet
Bank, offices, medical clinic: 1 per 300 square feet
Eating and drinking establishment: 1 per 250 square feet

•

Hotel: 1 space per guest room

FINDINGS: Although this standard may be satisfied, parking area calculations have not been
provided by the applicant. Documentation of this requirement shall be made as part ofthis master
plan approval.
2.303.08.A Bicycle Parking Bicycle Parking shall be required in all public and semipublic, commercial and industrial development as well as park-and-ride lots. Bicycle
parking shall be provided in the following amounts:
• Retail store: 1 per 10 required vehicle parkingspaces with a maximum of6 required
• Service repair center; retail store handling bulky merchandise (e.g. furniture): 1 per
30 required vehicle parking spaces with a maximum of6 required
• Bank, offices, medical chm . 1 per 20 required vehicle parking spaces with a
maximum of6 required
• Eating and drinking establishment: 1 per 20 required vehicle parking spaces with a
maximum of6 required
• Hotel: 1 per 40 required vehicle parking spaces
FINDINGS: Except for a description of bicycle parking in the plaza areas, no information has
been provided regarding bicycle parking. The applicant shall be expected to meet these
standards as part ofbuilding permit approval with each individual building. In keeping with the
design requirements of the KSP, Bicycle parking facilities shall be interesting, and must consist
ofmore than simple pole structures.
2.303.08.B Bicycle Parking Development Requirements
1. Space Size. Each bicycle parking space shall be a minimum of six feet long and two
feetwide and be accessible by a minimum fourfoot aisle.
2. Location. All bicycle parking areas shall be within 100 feet of a building entrance
and located within a well-lit area.
3. Rack Design. Bicycle racks mustbe designed to secure the bicycle frame and at least
one wheel, and, accommodate a locking device. Racks, lockers or other related
facilities shall be securely anchored to the ground or to a structure. As an
alternative, the bicycle spaces can be provided within a secured compound.
4. Access. Access to a public right-of-way and pedestrian access from the bicycle
parking area to the building entrance must be provided.
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FINDINGS: No information has been provided regarding bicycle parking. The applicant shall
be expected to meet these standards as part ofbuilding permit approval. In accordance with the
design requirements, bicycle parking facilities shall be interesting and shall consist ofmore than
simple pole structures.
2.303.10 Off-Street Loading Reuuirements All other commercial or industrial buildings
shall require a minimum loading space of 12 feet wide, 30 feet long, and 14 feet high in the
following amount: for buildings containing over 5,000 square feet of gross floor area, 1
space; for each additional 40,000 square feet of gross floor area, or any portion thereof, 1
space.
FINDINGS: Sufficient paved areas and designated loading area are provided on-site
throughout the project area in a manner, which is appropriate for the size and character of
the buildings and businesses they contain (Sheet Aol).
2.303.11 Parking and Loading Area Development Requirements
A. Surfacing. All driveways, parking and loading areas shall have a durable, hard, dust
free surface built to Department ofPublic Works standards.
FINDINGS: Pavement conforming to adopted City of Keizer standards shall be required as
part of the building permit process.
B Parking Spaces
1.Dimensions. Parking spaces shall be a minimum 9 feet wide and 18 feet in length.
2.Compact Spaces. Compact parking spaces, at a reduced width of 8.5 feet, shall be
permitted on sites with more than five (5) parking spaces. No more than 30%
of the required parking shall be compact spaces and each space must be
identified as a “Compact Space.”
FINDINGS: The proposal appears to meet these requirements, but without noted dimensions
and plan scales of 1”= 60’ and 1” = 100’, the parking space dimensions must be verified during
the building permit review process.
C.

e The following minimum aisle dimensions shall apply:
.

Without adjacent parking:
b.

One-way: 12 feet

c.

Two-way: 22 feet
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2.

With adjacent parking:
PARKING ANGLE
Oto4O
41to45
46 to 55
56to70
71 to 90

DRIVEWAY WII)TH
l2feet
13 feet
15 feet
18 feet
24 feet

FINDINGS: The proposal appears to meet these requirements, but without noted dimensions
and plan scales of 1”= 60’ and 1” = 100’, the driveway dimensions must be verified during the
building permit review process. Due to the high volume of traffic, aisle width in parking areas
shall be increased to the industry design standards of 24 feet.
D. Screening. When any public parking or loading area is within or abuts a residential
zone along a side or rear lot line, the parking or loading area shall be separated
from the lot line by a 20 foot landscaped yard, or shall be screened from the
residential property with an ornamental fencing or wall ofat least 4 feet in height.
FINDINGS: The only residential zoning is on the west side ofthe railroad tracks. Almost all of
the parking proposed will be located internally or along 1-5. Some parking is provided on the
west side of Major 1, but is over 100 feet east of any residential properties. In addition, this
parking area does have perimeter landscaping.
E. Lighting. All lighting shall be directed entirely onto the loading or parking area and
away from any residential use. The lighting shall not cast a glare or reflection onto the
publicrights-of-way.
FINDINGS: The residential properties to the west are separated by the railroad right-of-way.
The proposed lighting plan demonstrates that the proposed site lighting will not cast any light or
glare toward these properties.
F. Landscaping. A tree shaft be planted for every eight lineal parking spaces not located
adjacent to a building. The planting space shall measure no less than 4 feet square
and be surrounded by concrete curbing. The plant shall be of a species that the root
system will not interfere with underground utilities or the parking surface, and, is
capable ofachieving a 15 foot radius. The specific planting enclosure and appropriate
tree selection will be provided by the City.
FINDINGS: The site plan shows that one tree has been supplied in parking areas for every eight
parking stalls. Unless necessary to adjust the spacing in order to preserve an existing tree this
requirement shall be a strict condition ofapproval.
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G. Traffic Flow. Service drives to off-street parking areas shall be designed and
constructed to allow flow of traffic, provide maximum safety of traffic access and
egress and the maximum safety of pedestrians and vehicular traffic on the site.
FINDINGS: The access to and from the various parking lots is controlled and designed to
provide suitably spaced street or driveway intersections. This design will provide for safe and
efficient traffic flow throughout the site. ODOT is reviewing the proposed plans.
H. Entrance/Exits. Service drive exits shall have a minimum vision clearance area of 15
feet from the intersection ofthe street and driveway.
FINDINGS: The entrances all appear to have adequate vision clearance. The specific location
and mature size of the plants listed in the preliminary landscaping plan could potentially
interfere with vision clearance. The final choice of landscaping materials during the building
permit approval stage should be made so that minimal maintenance will be necessary to maintain
adequate site distance.
I. Bumper Rails. Parking spaces along the outer boundaries ofa parking area shall be
contained by a curb or a bumper rail toprevent a motor vehicle from extending over
an adjacent property, a street, or a sidewalk. The bumper shall be at least 4” high
and located a minimum of3 feet from the property line.
FINDINGS: This is a design detail, which is not shown in the submitted plans, however, will be
provided as part of the building permit review.
SECTION 2.305

TRANSIT

2.305.01 Location Requirements
A.
Siting Requirements. The location oftransit facilities shall be based upon the size and
trip generation potential of major new development adjacent to a transit street. Section
2.305.02 outlines the maximum transit facifities that may be required by the City.
Determination of specific requirements will be made on a case by case basis for each
development by evaluation the following factors:
1. Expected transit ridership generated by a development.
2. The level ofexisting or planned transit service adjacent to the development. Planned
transit service is defined as service that is planned to be established within five years
after the completion of development according to the latest officially adopted transit
plan by the Transit District.
3. The location ofexisting facifities.
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4. The proximity ofother transit ridership generators.
FINDINGS: The applicant shall work with the Transit District to ensure compliance with these
requirements, making adjustments where necessary to accommodate the needs ofthe district.
2.305.02 Desivs Requirements
Retail /industrial/institutional peak hour traffic trips of more than 200 require a concrete
boarding pad and transit turnout.
FINDINGS: The applicant shall work with the transit District to ensure compliance with these
requirements, making adjustments where necessary to accommodate the needs ofthe district.
SECTION 2.306

-

STORM DRAINAGE

2.306.05.A General Standards All development shall be planned, designed, constructed and
maintained to:
1. Protect and preserve existing natural drainage channels to the maximum
practicable extent;
2. Protect developmentfrom flood hazards;
3.

Provide a system by which water within the developmentwill be controlled
without causing damage or harm to the natural environment, or to
property or persons within the drainage basin;

4.

Assure that waters drained from the development are substantially free of
pollutants, through such construction and drainage techniques as
sedimentation ponds, reseeding, phasing ofgrading;

5. Assure that waters are drained from the development in such a manner
that will not cause erosion to any greater extent than would occur in the
absence ofdevelopment;
6. Provide dry wells, french drains, or similar methods, as necessary to
supplement storm drainage systems;
7. Avoid placement ofsurface detention or retention facilities in road rightsof-way.
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FINDINGS: The developer has submitted plans indicating the present drainage patterns and
runoffcharacteristics. The property is within a critical drainage basin and strict compliance with
city ordinances will be necessary. No increase in runoff will be allowed as development occurs.
Prior to any development of the subject property an overall storm water master plan including
invert elevations, pipe sizes, detention calculations, water quality measures and an approved
point of discharge shall be submitted to the Department of Public Works for approval. A point
ofdischarge has been identified on the ODOT system in Interstate 5. ODOT approval shall be
required for water quality, conveyance systems and points of discharge.
Storm water detention will be required for this site. All storm water including roof drains are to
be connected to an approved system designed to provide adequate drainage for proposed new
driveways, parking lots and other impervious surfaces. Where on-site detention is planned,
adequate covenant, conditions and restrictions (CCR) shall be recorded to alert future
owners/developers that detention and/or treatment shall be required to be constructed to the
standards in effect at the time ofbuilding permit application.
A grading and drainage plan shall be developed for the subject property including proposed lot
corner elevations. Details shall include adequate conveyance of storm water from adjacent
property across the subject property.
The developer shall submit to the Department of Public Works a master plan for erosion control
for the entire site. The master plan shall be approved by the Department of Public Works. Prior
to any development, including site grading, the applicant shall obtain an NPDES permit from the
Oregon Department ofEnvironmental Quality.
The applicant submitted a preliminary storm drainage plan along with the master plan
application. The Public Works Department reviewed the drainage plan and their comments are
included in the Conditions section.
SECTION 2.307 UTILITY LINES AN]) FACILITLES:
2.307.02 Standards
A.
~p~gt. The location, design, installation and maintenance of all utility lines and
facilities shall be carried out with minimum feasible disturbances ofsoil and site.
FINDINGS: It is a development requirement that the applicant locate, design, install and
maintain all utility lines and facilities with the minimum feasible disturbance to soil and site and
shall comply with best managementpractices for erosion control and vegetation protection.
B.

~
All development that has a need for water service shall install water facilities
and grant necessary easements pursuantto the requirements ofthe City.
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FINDINGS: The applicant submitted a master water system plan showing proposed mutes of
public water mains, fire hydrants and individual services. Prior to submittal of final construction
plans the applicant’s engineer shall arrange for a pre-design conference to discuss water main
sizing, meter sizing and locations, fire hydrant locations, fire sprinkler line locations and
easement width for all public lines located outside ofproposed right of ways. Final location of
all meters shall be approved by the Keizer Department of Public Works. To provide for
adequate peak consumption and fire protection requirements it has been determined that
additional public facilities will be required including but not limited to elevated storage
facilities, wells, connection to existing mains on the west side of the BNSF right ofway, and any
other off-site construction required to provide required peak flowsto the proposed development.
Appropriate easements for all public water mains and fire hydrants will be required if
construction is to be outside ofpublic right of ways. Dedication of property to the City shall be
required for any wells or storage facilities developed. Any system development charges for
water system improvements will be those in place at the time of individual service connections.
Final development plans shall be reviewed by the Keizer Fire Department with regard to access
and adequate location of fire hydrants prior to any issuance ofpublic works construction permits
by the City of Keizer. The Public Works Department reviewed the master water system plan
and their comments are included in the Conditions section, (Exhibit E)..
C.

Private Utifities. All development that has a need for electricity, gas and
communications services shall install them pursuant to the requirements ofthe district
or company serving the development. Except where otherwise prohibited by the
utility district or company, all such facilities shall be underground.

FD4DINGS: It is a development requirement that the electricity, gas and communications
services shall be installed pursuant to the requirements of the district or company serving the
development.
D.

Sanitary Sewers. All development that has a need for public/private sanitary sewers
shall install the facifities pursuant to the requirements ofthe city. Installation of such
facilities shall be coordinated with the extension of necessary water services and storm
drainage facilities.

FINDINGS: The subject property is located outside of the original Keizer Sewer District and
therefore an acreage fee is required. The current acreage fee is $7,460.00 per gross acre prior to
platting of the subdivision. The acreage fee applied will be the fee in place at the time of
development of the property. The Master Sewer Plan provides for a sewer trunk line to be
constructed through the subject property with adequate size and depth to provide for additional
capacity for areas located within the original sewer district west of the BNSF railroad.
Additionally, Area D, south of Chemawa Road shall be served with a sewer trunk line to be
constructed along with the proposed under crossing of Chemawa Road. A review of the
construction plans for the subject property will be required to assure that capacity ofthe master
plan sewer trunk lines is not exceeded. The Public Works Department comments include
specific conditions of approval related to sanitary sewers.
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E.

Street Lights. When required, installation of street lights shall be pursuant to the
requirements of the city and thecompany serving the development.

FINDINGS: A street lighting master plan has been proposed. A street lighting district shall be
created while under the control of the developer to provide for adequate street lights along the
frontage of all new street rights of way. Decorative lighting approved by the Department of
Community Development which meets street standards requirements shall be used.
F.

Easements. Easements shall be provided along property lines as deemed necessary by
the City, special districts, and utility companies. Easements for special purpose uses
shall be of a width deemed appropriate by the responsible agency. Such easements
shall be designated on the final plat of all subdivisions, and on the final pInt of all
partitions.

FINDINGS: All easements shall be located in the appropriate locations based on actual
approved plans. No fmal plat shall be approved prior to approval of construction plans including
easement widths and locations.

SECTION 2.308 SIGNS
2.308.08.B.
1.

Conunercial and Industrial Signs. IntegratedBusiness Centers:
Total allowed area. For wall, canopy and projecting signs on individual
businesses within an integrated business center, one and one-halfsquare feet of
total allowed sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage for the
individual business, up to a total maximum of 150 square feet per business.
Individual businesses may not assign their unused allowed area to other
businesses in the integrated business center. Free standing signs are permitted
only as set forth below and in Section 2.308.O8.C.

FINDINGS: The proposal demonstrates compliance with all requirements ofthe sign code with
regard to wall, canopy and projecting signs, and has indicated that there will be additional
consistency standards implemented as private lease/sale agreements which would be above the
requirements ofthe sign code.
2.

Free-standing Sign. For each integrated business center, 1 free-standing sign
per street frontage not to exceed 100 square feet in area. Free-standing signs
shall not exceed one sign on each frontage and shall be oriented to face the
traffic flow on the street upon which theyfront.
FINDINGS: Theapplicant is proposing to seek a variance which would allow a sign in excess of
100 square feet, which will be addressed as part ofthe sign variance.
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3.

Maximum sign height:
Wall and canopy signs shall not project above the parapet or roofeaves.
Free-standing signs: 20 feet.

FINDINGS: The applicant is proposing to place a sign in excess of 20 feet which will be
addressed with the sign variance information in this report.
4.

Location:
a.

Wall or projecting signs may project up to 2 feet from the building.

FINDINGS: The applicant is proposing to comply with these requirements.
b.

Free-standing signs have no limitations except the signs shall not project over
street right-of-way and shall comply with requirements for vision clearance
areas and special street setbacks.

FINDINGS:
2.309

The proposal indicates compliance with these requirements for free standing signs.

SITEAND LANDSCAPING DESIGN

2309.03 Minimum Area Reciuirements. Landscaped areas may include landscaping
around buildings; in open spaces and outdoor recreation areas; in islands and perimeter
planting areas in parking and loading areas; and in areas devoted to buffering and
screening as required in this Section and elsewhere in this Ordinance. The following area
requirements shall be the minimum areas devoted to landscaping:
A minimum of 10% of the gross land area shall be devoted to landscaping in commercial
developments.
FINDINGS: Although it appears that this criterion is satisfied, landscaped area calculations have
not been provided by the applicant Documentation ofthis requirement shall be made as part ofthis
masterplan approval.
2.309.05 Screenin2 and Bufferine
A.

Screening. Screening shall be used to eliminate or reduce the visual impacts of the
following uses:
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B.

1.

Commercial and industrial uses when abutting residential uses.

2.

Industrial uses when abutting commercial uses.

3.

Service areas and facilities, including garbage and waste disposal containers,
recycling bins, and loading areas. (5/98)

4.

Outdoor storage areas.

5.

Parking areas for 20 or more vehicles for multi-family developments, or 30 or
more vehicles for commercial or industrial uses.

6.

At and above-grade electrical and mechanical equipment, such as
transformers, heat pumps, and air conditioners.

Screemne Methods. Screening may be accomplished by the use of sight-obscuring
plant materials (generally evergreens), earth berms, walls, fences, building parapets,
building placement or other design techniques.

FINDINGS: The preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets LO1-4) indicates that screening will be
provided along the western side ofthe project utilizing landscaped areas and trees. The width ofthe
landscaped areas along with the density of the trees will provide sufficient screening for the
residents on the west side of the railroad. Additional screening, through a sight and sound
obscuring fence shall be provided between the residential properties and Area B of the Keizer
Station Plan.
Service areas within the development are proposed to be screened with vegetation and fencing. No
outdoor storage areas are proposed. The plans are not sufficiently detailed to show electrical and
mechanical equipment. Parking areas are all surrounded by landscaping consisting ofground cover,
shnibs, and trees. The specific screening details will need to be reviewed and approved during the
building permit process.
C.

Buffering. Buffering shall be used to mitigate adverse visual impacts, dust, noise or
pollution, and to provide for compatibility between dissimilar adjoining uses. Where
buffering is determined to be necessary, one of the following buffering alternatives
shall be employed:
1.

Planting Area: Width not less than 15 feet, planted with the following
materials:
a.

At least one row of deciduous or evergreen trees staggered and spaced
not more than 15 feet apart.
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2.

3.

4.

b.

At least one row of evergreen shrubs that will grow to form a
continuous hedge at least fivefeet in height within one year of planting.

c.

Lawn, low-growing evergreen shrubs or evergreen ground cover
covering the balance ofthe area.

Berm Plus Planting Area: Width not less than 10 feet, developed in
accordancewith the following standards:
a.

Berm form should not slope more than 40 percent (1:2.5) on the side
away from the area screened from view. The slope for the other side
(screened area) may vary.

b.

A dense evergreen hedge shall be located so as to most effectively
buffer the proposed use.

c.

The combined total height of the berm and hedge shall be not less
than five feet.

Wall Plus Planting Area: Width must not be less than five feet developed in
accordancewith the following standards:
a.

A masonry wall or fence not less than five feet in height.

b.

Lawn, low-growing evergreen shrubs, and evergreen ground cover
covering thebalance ofthe area.

Other methods which produce an adequate buffer considering the nature of
the impacts to be mitigated, as approved by the City.

FINDINGS: Buffering is proposed along the western edge of the project, which is across the
railroad tracks from the residences on the other side. The preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets
LOl-4) is consistent with the “planting area” option noted above because it provides a continuous
landscaped area with greund cover and trees.
2.309.06 Planting and Maintenance
A. Planting Height. No sight-obscuring plantings exceeding 30 inches in height shall be
located within any required vision clearance area in accordance with Section 2312.09 of
this Ordinance.
FINDINGS: As noted above, the specific types of plants near driveway and street intersections
must be reviewed in more detail during the building permit stage to ensure compliance with the
standard.
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B. Plant Materials. Plant materials shall not cause a hazard. Landscape plant materials
over walks, pedestrian paths and seating areas shall be pruned to a minimum height of
eight feet and to a minimum height of 15 feet over streets and vehicular traffic areas.
FINDINGS: Based upon the plant list proposed by the applicant, this problem is not anticipated.
Street trees will be pruned to comply with this requirement.
C. Utffitv Interference. Landscape plant materials shall be selected, which do not
generally interfere with utilities above or below ground.
FINDINGS: Utilities are to be placed underground. No conflicts are foreseen between the
preliminary landscaping plan and the utility plan.
D. Installation. Landscape plant materials shall be properly guyed and staked to current
industry standards as necessary. Stakes and guy wires shall not interfere with
vehicular or pedestrian traffic.
FINDINGS: The preliminary landscaping plan includes typical planting details for trees. This
will be monitored as partof thebuilding permit approval process.
E. SuitabiJitv. Plant materials shall be suited to the conditions under which they will be
growing. As an example, plants to be grown in exposed, windy areas that will not be
irrigated should be sufficiently hardy to thrive under these conditions. Plants should have
vigorous root systems, and be sound, healthy, free from defects, diseases, and infections.
FINDINGS: The plants proposed in the preliminary landscaping plan appear to be appropnate,
given the conditions ofthe site. Although the proposed trees meet the minimum caliper prescribed
in the KDC, trees ofthis sizeare susceptible to damage and vandalism. Those trees located in areas
susceptible to damage such as along street and walkways should be increased in size to ensure
survivability.
F. Deciduous Trees. Deciduous trees should be fully branched, have a minimum caliper of 1
1/4 inches, and a minimum height of 8 feet at the timeof planting.
FINDINGS: As noted above, the preliminary landscaping plan calls for trees ofthis size, however,
trees this small are easily damaged. Trees located along streets and pathways should beincreased in
size.
G. Ever2reen Trees. Evergreen trees shall be a minimum of 6 feet in height, fully branched
at time ofplanting.
FINDINGS: This shall be a requirement ofthe Master Plan approval.
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H. Shrubbery. Shrubs shall be supplied in a minimum 1 gallon containers or 8 inch burlap
balls with a minimum spread of12 to 15 inches.
FINDINGS: This shall be a requirement ofthe Master Plan approval. Additionally, the shrub
plant materials shall be planted at a spacing necessary to achieve the landscape design objectives
within five years ofgrowth.
I. Ground Cover. Ground cover plants shall be spaced in accordance with current nursery
industry standards to achieve covering of the planting area. Rows of plants are to be
staggered for a more effective covering. Ground cover shall be supplied in a minimum 4
inch size container or a 2 1/4 inch container or equivalent ifplanted 18 inches on center.
FINDINGS: The applicant proposes ground cover spacing of 24” on center. While this may be
appropriate for some species, the spacing should more appropriately be indicated as that which is
needed for whatever species of ground cover isproposed, to reach full coverage by the third year of
growth, in accordance with nursery standards.
J. Irrigation. All developments are required to provide appropriate methods of irrigation
for the landscaping. Sites with over 1,000 square feet oflandscaped area shall be irrigated
with automatic sprinkler systems to insure the continued health and attractiveness of the
plant materials. Sprinlder heads shall not cause any hazard to the public. Irrigation shall
not be required in wooded areas, wetlands, floodplains, or along natural drainage
channels or stream banks.
FINDINGS: An irrigation system is proposed for the entire development. Irrigation plans will be
reviewed and approved as partofthe building permit review process.
K. Re-planting. Trees or shrubbery which die-off shall be replaced with a new plant ofthe
same or similar type. Replacement isultimately the responsibility ofthe property owner.
FINDINGS: This will be done as necessary ifany oftheplants die.
L. Maintenance. Landscaping shall be continually maintained. Appropriate methods ofcare
and maintenance of landscaped plant material shall be provided by the owner of the
property.
FINDINGS: This shall be expected by the city.
M. Plant Protection. Landscape plant material shall be protected from damage due to
heavy foot traffic or vehicular traffic by protective tree grates, payers or other suitable
methods.
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FINDINGS: The preliminary landscaping plan appears to have the landscaped areas wellprotected. This will need to be confinned when the final landscaping plans are submitted for
approval as part ofthe building pennit process.
SECTION 2.315 DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
2.315.08.A. Pedestrian Circulation. As used herein “walkway” means a hard surfaced area
intended and suitable for use by pedestrians, including both publicand private sidewalks.
1. Connection Required.
The pedestrian circulation system for the proposed
development must connect uses, building entrances, adjacent streets, and nearby
transit stops.
FINDINGS: Generally, sidewalks are provided to allow safe and relatively convenient pedestrian
access throughout the site. However, as mentioned earlier in this report, improvements to this
system must be made in two areas. The first isthe location and orientation ofsome ofthe buildings
along Radiant Drive. The sheer distance between buildings and uses will act to significantly
discourage walking. Modifications to the site plan must bring uses, such as the hotel, restaurants,
retail pads, parks, office building and plazas closer together and with an orientation to Radiant
Drive. These requirements are set forth on p.8 This would promote walking because the distances
would be more manageable, and this area would also function as a more active pedestrian center for
Keizer Station Village Center.
Second, several additional walkway connections should be provided. The following pedestrian
connections should also be provided in addition to what is shown on the Pedestrian Pathways Plan
(Sheet A03):
• A crosswalk and easterly extension of the sidewalk on Radiant Drive across Road B to the
driveway near Anchor B.
• Acrosswalk for theperimeter pathway at Road B.
• A sidewalk connection between the Chemawa Road/I-5 interchange and the Road B
sidewalk.
• Walkway connections between the buildings on the east side of the site with the perimeter
walkway along 1-5.
• Walkway connection between the Radiant Drive walkway and the front ofAnchor A.
• Wallcway connections between restaurant and retail pads and the adjacent street sidewalks,
such as Pads B, E and F, the hotel, the officebuilding, AnchorB, and Majors 5 and 6.
• Walkway connection between Anchor 1 and Anchor A.
2. Walkway Location and Design. Walkway(s) shall be located so that a pedestrian can
conveniently walk between a transit street and the entrance(s) to a building(s).
Except where it crosses a driveway, a walkway shall be separated by a raised curb or
other physical barrier from the auto travel lane and parking. If a raised path is used
the ends ofthe raised portions must be equipped with curb ramps which comply with
Oregon State Building Code Requirements.
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FINDINGS: While transit service is ultimately anticipated, route locations and stops have not
been established. Clustering uses near the streets, as required above, will facilitate future transit use
by creating more activity and easierpedestrian access.
3. Additional Street Access. A walkway from a building entrance to a public street shall
be provided for every 300 feet of street frontage.
FINDINGS: Majors 5 and 6 on Road A and the hotel do not meet this criterion. Majors 5 and 6
have an extensive frontage on Road A with little pedestrianaccommodation. Improved pedestrian
access must be providedfrom these buildings to Road A. The hotel is relatively isolated from the
street and other uses by its location in the middle of a site surrounded by parking. The hotel is
recommended to be moved closer to the street, the park, and other complementary uses, such as
restaurants. A walkway from the hotel entrance shall connect to the street sidewalk and park (in
addition to theperimeterwalkway as mentioned above).
4.

Driveway Crossings. Driveway crossings shall be a maximum of 36 feet in width.
Where the pedestrian system crosses driveways, parking areas and loading areas, the
system must be clearly identifiable through the use of elevation changes, a different
paving material, texture, or other similar method.

FINDINGS: The driveways all appear to meet this standard except for the driveway associated
with Anchor B at Road A. Pedestrian crossings at streets, driveways and parking areas shall be
constructed with a different paving material and texture..
5.
Lighting. Lighting shall be provided for all walkways. Pedestrian walkways
must be lighted to a level where the system can be used at night by employees and
customers.
FINDINGS: The general lighting proposed for the site will provide appropriate illumination for
the development. Special attention is required to provide safety at the pedestrian undererossing
located at Tepper and the Railroad. Security lighting shall be provided which provides secure
illumination of the undercrossing, while being directed away form the residential areas that are
adjacent.
6. Walkway Coverage.
a. Any portion ofa walkway located within three feet ofa building frontageshall
be covered with awnings or building overhangs. The minimum vertical
clearance shall be 9 feet for awnings and building overhangs. The maximum
vertical clearance shall be 15 feet.
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b. In the EG zone, Any portion of a walkway located within three feet of a
building frontage shall be covered with awnings or building overhangs as
provided in Subsection a, except for buildings, which have greater than 300
feet of lineal frontage, where this requirement shall apply to at least 33
percent ofthe building frontage. The maximum vertical clearance shall be 15
feet.
FINDINGS: The design concepts for some ofthe buildings are provided on Sheets A07-9. These
comply with this criterion. Compliance with this standard must be confirmed during the building
permit review.
7. Dimensions. Walkways shall be at least five feet in paved unobstructed width.
Walkways that serve multiple uses or tenants shall have a minimum unobstructed
width of eight feet.
FINDINGS: At scales of 1” = 60’ or 1” 100’, this is difficult to determine, but the preliminaiy
plans appear to be consistent with this criterion. All sidewalks within the Keizer Station Village
Center are intended to serve multiple use destinations for pedestrians, In order to be consistent with
the standards set in the Development Standards for walkway design all sidewalks shall be a
minimum ofeight feet.
8. Stairs or ramps shall be in place where necessary to provide a direct route between
the transit street and the building entrance. Walkways without stairs shall comply
with the accessibility requirements ofthe Oregon State Building Code.
FINDINGS: This will be evaluated during building permit review.
9. Access to Adjacent Property. If theproposed development has the potential ofbeing a
significant attractor or generator of pedestrian traffic, potential pedestrian
connections between the proposed developmentand existing or future development on
adjacent properties other than connections via the street system shall be identified.
FINDINGS: The pedestrian connections shall be improved as noted above. In order to meet the
criterion, improved pedestrian connection leading betweenthe center ofthis preject and the baseball
stadium to the north is required. This would support the objective of the Keizer Station Plan to
“provide a gateway to sports activities”. Additional amenities shall be required to support the
pedestrian uses such as seating, public art and other points ofinterest.
10. The building permit application or Development Standards Alternative application
shall designate walkways and pedestrian connections on the proposed site plan. If the
applicant considers walkways are infeasible or proposed findings shall be submitted
demonstrating that the walkway or connection is infeasible. The findings will be
evaluated in conjunction with the building permit or Development Standards
Alternative process.
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FINDINGS: This will be performed as part ofbuilding permit review.
2.315.08.B. Building Design
1.

Ground floor windows
b. In the EG zone, one elevation ofany building with more than 100,000 square
feet of floor area, which contains permitted uses listed under Sections
2.119.05 F, G, H, I, J, and K, shall have no less than 33 percent of the
ground floor wall area, defined from the ground to the height of the awning,
with windows or window facsimiles or other architectural features that
simulate windows, display areas or doorway openings.

FINDINGS: Conceptual elevations (Sheets A07-9) for several ofthe proposed buildings appearto
meet this standard, but compliance will need to be confirmed during permit review.
2. Building facades
b. In the EG zone, facades facing a public street shall extend no more than 60
feet without providing a variation of building materials for buildings over
20,000 square feet. In the EG zone, no building facade shall extend for more
than 400 feet without a pedestrian connection between or through the
building, provided that there is a pedestrian purpose being served.
FINDINGS: The concept drawings and plans comply with this criterion, and compliance will need
to be confinned during the building permit review. Specific conditions shall be addressed later in
this report to ensure that the proposed design and massing of the buildings are established as a
requirement.

3. Awnings

— Awnings or canopies, shall be provided along building storefronts
abutting a public sidewalk. Awnings and canopies shall be constructed ofcanvass,
acrylic fabric, laminated vinyl, metal or similar standard material. Awnings and
canopies of corrugated fiberglass or polycarbonate roofing shall be prohibited.
Awnings and canopies shall not be back lit.

FINDINGS: The concept drawings and plans indicate compliance with this criterion, and
compliance will need lobe confirmed during the buildingpermit review.
4. Materials and Texture
a. Building Materials.
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1. All buildings shall have wood, brick, stone, or stucco siding, or vinyl siding
made to look like wood siding. Metal siding as described in this section shall
be allowed. (5/98)_In the EG zone, all buildings shall have wood, brick,
stone, architectural block, slump stone, architectural concrete or stucco
siding, or vinyl siding made to look like wood siding.
2. Metal siding other than corrugated or reflective material are allowed except
for residential buildings housing 3 or more dwellings and buildings within
the EG zone metal siding is allowed with the exception of corrugated or
reflective metal.
3. Plain concrete block, plain concrete, plywood and sheet press board may not
be used as exterior finish materials.
FINDINGS: The concept drawings and plans indicate compliance with this criterion, and which
will be confirmed during the building permit review.
b. Trim Material. Bullding trim shall be wood, brick, stone, stucco, vinyl siding
material made to look like wood, or metal.
FINDINGS: The concept drawings and plans indicate compliance with this criterion, and
compliance will need to be confirmed during the buildingpennit review.
c. Roofing Material. Any roofing material is allowed including metal roofs.
FINDINGS: The concept drawings and plans indicate compliance with this criterion, and
compliance will need to be confinned during the buildingpermit review.
d. Foundation Material. Foundation material may be plain concrete or plain
concrete block where the foundation material is not revealed for more than 3
feet.
FINDINGS: The concept drawings and plans indicate compliance with this criterion, and
compliance will need to be confinned during the buildingpermit review.
SECTION 2.419

SERVICE STATIONS

Where permitted as a special use, gasoline service stations shall meet the following use and
development standards.
A. Lot area and dimensions. Minimum lot size 10,000 square feet, minimum of 100 feet of
street frontage for an interior lot and minimum of 120 feet of frontage on each street
abutting a corner lot.
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FINDINGS: Theapplication complies with this requirement.
B. Yard Exceptions for Service Stations. Free standing gasoline pumps and pump
islands, identification signs and lighting standards may occupy a required front or
street side yard exclusive of a clear vision zone unless otherwise prohibited by this
Ordinance.
FINDINGS: The pumps and islands are proposed to be in an intenor portion ofthe service station
site.

C. Gasoline Pumps. Gasoline pumps and pump islands shall not be located so that any
part ofa vehicle being served will extend into any public right-of-way, alley or private
drive used for access or egress. Further, gasoline pumps or pump islands shall not be
built within 10 feet ofa property line.
FINDiNGS: The pumps and islands are proposed to be in an interior portion ofthe service station
site, and this cnterion is met.
D. Screening. The property shall be screened from every abutting residential zone or use
by a sight-obscuring fence, wall, or hedge.
FINDINGS: As noted above, this entire development is well screened from the residential
neighborhoods located on the west side ofthe railroad.
E. Lighting. Outdoor lighting shall be directed away from residential property.
FINDINGS: As noted above, the lighting plan demonstrates that light and glare will not go beyond
the boundaries of the development. In addition, the railroad right-of-way provides additional
distance for any light to dissipate before reaching residences.
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SECTION 2.420

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

Where permitted as a special use, automotive services are subject to the following
development requirements.
A. Outdoor Storage.
prohibited.

Outdoor storage of material, parts and equipment shall be

FINDINGS: No outdoor storage areas are proposed.
B. Screening. The property shall be screened from every abuttingresidential zone or use
by a 6 foot sight-obscuring fence orwall.
FINDINGS: The automotive services are not adjacent to the residential area, being separated by
the Railroad and Road A.
KEIZER STATION PLAN DESIGN STANDARDS
A. Development Standards: KDC Section 2.315 Development Standards requires new
development to apply for Development Review and to comply with standards identified
in KDC Section 2315.08 as part of the building permit approval process. These
standards are intended to be objective and to serve as a guide to designers of
developments. A building permit shall be issued when the proposal:
1. Is consistent with the Development Standards of KDC Section 2.315; and
2. Is in substantial confornuty to the approved Master Plan.
FINDINGS: These standards shall be addressed in the building permit approval process and will
be binding on all structures. In addition, the Master Plan process allows flexibility for the city to
apply more stiingent requirements than those found within this section.
B. Additional Design Standards: Development throughout Area A — Village Center will
also be controlled by a set of design standards aimed at establishing an environment
that promotes a coordinated approach to developing the entire 95 acres. The intent is to
establish design standards in addition to the standards identified in KDC Section 2.315
that will guide future development in a manner that will achieve the development
objectives for Area A — Village Center. The following Design Standards shall also
apply to new development in Area A — Village Center area as part of the Master Plan
approval process:
1. Gateway. In order to achieve the objective ofmaking Area A — Village a gateway to
Keizer, a gateway feature visible from 1-5 shall be provided.
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FINDINGS: This will be achieved by the proposed landscaping on the perimeter of the site and
the “Welcome to Keizer” monument sign located near the Chemawa interchange.
2. Weather protection. Weather protection for pedestrians, such as awnings, canopies
and arcades, shall be provided at building entrance(s). Weather protection is
encouraged along building frontages abutting a public sidewalk or a hard-surfaced
expansion of a sidewalk, and along building frontages between a building entrance
and a public street or accessway.
FINDINGS: Thebuilding concepts presented forMajors 2 through 7 and Retail 2 and 3 (Sheets
A07-9) show that the applicant intends to provide these amenities. This will need to be
confirmed during the building permit review process along with confirmation for all other
buildings.
3.

Landscaping. All required yards, except driveways, are required to be landscaped;
that portion within the required yard, which is landscaped, may be included in the
calculation to meet minimum landscape area requirements. Landscaping shall
meet all applicable standards identified in Section 2.309 of the Code. In addition to
landscaping provisions identified in Section 2.309, landscaping for properties within
the EG zone shall be defined as follows: (2/03)
“Landscaped Area” must be native or non-native trees, vegetation, ponds, rocks,
ground cover, bark chips, cinders, terraces, vegetable or flower gardens, trellises,
pathways, or structural features including but not limited to fountains, reflecting
pools, outdoor art work, screen walls, fences and benches, which reasonably
requires and continues to reasonably require human management to distinguish the
area from a natural area. (2/03)
Within the EG zone, landscape area requirements may be determined by the City
Council to have a portion of landscaped or streetscaped area within the right-ofway to be included within the minimum landscape area requirement.

FINDINGS: The application shows a variety of significant areas that are landscaped and
includes such things as a water feature at the intersection ofRoad A and Road B. Other features,
which are not shown, but which will be a condition of approval will include other structural
features such as benches, trellises, screen walls and outdoor art.
4.

Streetscaping. Streetscaping is defined as pedestrian oriented improvements to
property outdoors. Streetscaping may include, but not limited to, walkways with
varied materials (other than plain concrete or asphalt), art features, water features,
planters, benches, hanging plant baskets, and plazas. (2/03)
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(a)
In accordance with Section 3.113 Keizer Station Master Plan Review, at the time
of master plan approval by the Council, the Council may determine if streetscaped areas
maybe included in the minimum landscape area for aproposed development.
FINDINGS: In keeping with the intent of the overall design of the Village Center, special
attention is required for the pedestrian circulation system. The application shows that pedestrian
crossings at streets and parking areas are distinguished from vehicular traffic with the use of
distinct patterns and different materials such as colored and patterned concrete at those crossing
areas. This will be a condition ofthe Master Plan approval.
KEIZER STATION PLAN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
A. Streetscape. Radiant Drive is relocated to bisect Area A — Village Center and will
provide a landscaped entry as well as providing a direct connection into Area A —
Village Center. The design of Radiant Drive and internal streets shall include
landscape features identified in KDC Section 2.119.10.A.4
FINDINGS: The area along the new location of Radiant Drive as well as the entry ofthe
Keizer Station Plan at Lockhaven shall be landscaped according to these requirements, and
shall be made a condition of approval.
B. Access. Access from Radiant Drive to adjoining property shall be controlled. The
intent of Radiant Drive is to provide efficient through traffic. Signalized access
connections will be located at least 600 feet apart, except where approved by the City
Traffic Engineer. Additional access connections on Radiant Drive should be limited
and designed to maximize the flow of traffic. All internal signalized intersections on
Radiant Drive will operate at a V/C standard of 0.87 or better.
FINDINGS: Traffic signals on Radiant at Roads A and B are slightly less than 600 feet,
however, this design has been approved by the City Traffic Engineer. Non signalized access is
limited and available evidence indicates that the volume-to-capacity ratio is met.
C. Pedestrian circulation:
1. The on-site pedestrian circulation system shall be continuous, connecting the
ground-level entrances ofprimary structure(s) to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Streets abutting the site;
Parking areas;
Shared open spaces and play areas;
Abutting transit stops;
Any pedestrian amenity such as plazas, resting areas and viewpoints; and
Adjacent buildings.
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FINDINGS: As discussed previously in this report, there are two related issues. One relates to
providing the appropriate walkways for safe and convenient pedestrian connections. With the
amendments to the walkway system listed in the conditions of approval, this pedestrian
circulation issue will be addressed. The second issue is locating and orienting destinations
(hotel, restaurants, retail, public spaces) to reduce walking distances. Clustering these activity
areas along Radiant Drive would do much to improve the pedestrian “friendliness” of Keizer
Station Village Center. By adjusting the building envelope locations, this can be accomplished.
2. There shall be at least one pedestrian connection to an abutting street frontage for each
300 linear feet ofstreet frontage.
FINDINGS: This criterion is satisfied with the modifications noted in the conditions of
approval.
KEIZER STATION PLAN UTILITIES
In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities — Section 2.307 the
following standard shall apply to new utilities:
A. All utilities located adjacent to Radiant Drive and connecting transportation
facffities shall be located underground.
B. All other new utility connections and lines shall be located underground where
practicable.
FINDINGS: Utilities are proposed to be underground. This will be assured through the building
permit and other permit review requirements.

KEIZER STATION PLAN PARKING
Parking standards for Area A — Vifiage Center shall follow the standards located in the
corresponding base zone as well as Off-Street parking and Loading — Section 2.302. In
addition to these standards, the following shall also apply:
A.

Location of parldn2 — Ifthe building is located within 20 feet of the Radiant Drive
right-of-way, there shall be no parking or maneuvering between the building and
the right-of-way.

FINDINGS: All of the buildings shown on the plans comply with this criterion.
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KEIZER STATION PLAN LANDSCAPE
In addition to the development standards of Site and Landscape Design
following standards shall apply:

—

Section 2.309 the

A. A coordinated landscaoe Dlan shall be provided for the frontage portion of the Village
Center along 1-5 with the request for master plan approval.
B. Restriction on Tree Removal. From the date of adoption of this ordinance, no trees
shall be removed from any property within Area A - Village Center without approval
from the City. The City recognizes that factors such as disease and safety concerns or
other practical considerations may require the approval to remove such trees. The
City otherwise may determine existing trees to remain on the property.
Upon application for master plan approval, the applicant shall submit a tree inventory of
all existing trees and trees removed sincethe dateof this ordinance.
FINDINGS: A preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets LOl-L04) has been provided indicating a
comprehensive landscaping concept for the entire site, including the frontage along 1-5 and
Chemawa Road. As noted herein, landscaping plan detailswill be refmed during the building permit
review process. A tree inventory has been submitted by the applicant, which shows the majority of
the existing trees cannot be saved due to the extensive change this proposal means for the property.
The City Council fmds the extent of the tree removal justified, and that rather than modifying the
proposal to save a few more trees, it will be more productive to focus on the quality ofthe new trees
to be planted. This is why an increase ofthe caliper for the new trees from 1 ¼
inches to 2 inches is
recommended.
SECTION 3.113.04.C DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES FOR AREA A - VILLAGE
CENTER
1. Pedestrian Access, Safety and Comfort
a. To ensure safe, direct, and convenient pedestrian circulation, development in the EU
zone, shall provide a continuous pedestrian andlor multi-use path system.
b. The pathway system shall extend throughout the development site, and connect to all
future phases of development, adjacent trails, public parks and open space areas
wherever possible.
c. Pathways with developments shall provide safe, reasonably direct and convenient
connections between primary building entrances and all adjacent streets and parking
areas.
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d. For all developments subject to Master Plan review, pathways shall connect all building
entrances to one another. In addition, pathways shall connect all parking areas, storage
areas, recreational facilities and common areas (as applicable), and adjacent
developments to the site, as applicable.
e. Recessed entries, canopies, andlor similar features shall be used at the entries to a
building in order to create a pedestrian scale.
f. For driveways that service more than 100 parking spaces, such driveway intersections
with Radiant Drive shall not have any parking within twenty-five feet of the driveway
intersection. This area shall be landscaped in accordance with Section 2.309 of the
Keizer Development Code.
g. The proposal contains an equally good or superior way to achieve the intent of the above
criterion and guidelines.
FINDINGS: With the recommended conditions of approval, these criteria are met.
2. Vehicular Movement
a. Encourage traffic to enter and exit the development at locations other than Tepper
Lane.
FINDiNGS: With the closure of Tepper Lane to vehicular traffic as a condition of the
railroad to allow the new Radiant Drive underpass, this criterion will be satisfied.
3. Crime Prevenlion and Security
Crime prevention shall be considered in the site design through application ofall of the
following guidelines:
a. Territoriality — All proposed building entrances, parking areas, pathways and other
elements are defined with appropriate features that express ownership. For
example, landscaping, fences, pavement treatments, art and signs are some physical
ways to express ownership through design. Such features should not conflict with
the need for natural surveillance, as described in b.; and
b. Natural Surveillance — The proposed site layout, building and landscape design
promote natural surveillance. Physical features and activities should be oriented
and designed in ways that maximize the ability to see throughout the site. For
example, window placement, the use of front porches or stoops, use of low or seethrough walls, and appropriate use of landscaping and lighting can promote
natural surveillance. Sight-obscuring shrubs and walls should be avoided, except as
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necessary for buffering between commercial uses and lower density residential
districts, and then shall be minimized; and
c. Activity Support — The proposed site layout and building design encourage
legitimate activity in public spaces. For example, locating outdoor seating in areas
that are visible from inside a restaurant helps to discourage crime and supports the
activity ofdining; and
d. Access Control — By properly siting and designing entrances and exits (i.e., in clear
view from the store), and through the appropriate use of lighting, signs and/or
other features, the proposed plan controls access in ways that discourage crime;
and/or
e. The proposal contains an equally good or superior way to achieve the intent of the
above criterion and guidelines.
FINDINGS: The proposed plan is generally consistent with the above criteria. As discussed
above, clustering uses to a greater degree along Radiant Drive and providing additional
pedestrian connections as noted is required.
Regarding the natural surveillance issue, the proposed park locations are poorly integrated and
significantly removed from the surrounding activities. The park and plaza along the central I-S
frontage is adjacent to Radiant Drive, parking lots, and the 1-5 right-of-way. Because this area
will be created around an existing wetland, it obviously cannot be moved. However, the
opportunity clearly exists to shift building and parking lot locations around the park plaza to
make the park an easily accessible amenity.
The open space in the far northeast corner ofthe property identified as Tower Park is completely
isolated from other activities proposed here and the ballpark tothe north. It is recommended that
this area be used for parking, landscaping or other amenities to the development and the open
space trails system be improved to a more significant level and which is more easily accessible
to and integrated with the other activity area in the development.
4. Reduced Parking
Reduce or waive minimum off-street parking standards. The applicant may request a
reduction to or waiver of parking standards based on a parking impact study. The
study allows the applicant to propose a reduced parking standard based on estimated
peak use, reductions due to easy pedestrian accessibility; availability of transit service,
and likelihood of car pool use; and adjacent on-street parking. The parking study is
subject to reviewand approval or modification by the City.
FINDINGS: The parking requirements must be met and calculations must be provided as part
ofthe Master Plan approval. The applicant has not requested a reduction or waiver.
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5. Creatinu and Protecting Public Spaces
a. The development provides an appropriate amount of public space as
determined by the City Council in addition to sidewalks and landscaping.
b. Public space may be a landscaped open space or plaza with pedestrian
amenities, as approved by the City Council.
FINDINGS: The applicant is proposing an appropriate amount of public spaces and park,
however, the staff recommends amending the site plan to better integrate the two parks along 1-5
with the rest of the development to enhance their value as amenities and to create more
defensible and crime-free areas.
6. Human Scaled Building Design
Building facades are designed to a human-scale, for aesthetic appeal, pedestrian
comfort, and design character of a development. The City Council may determine
architectural character, continuity ofbuilding sizes, roofforms, rhythm of window and
door spaces and the general relationship of buildings to public spaces such as street,
plazas, other open space and public parking.
FINDINGS: The proposal indicates typical elevations which are varied in texture, building
materials and showing an attractive human scale in blocking and human scale design elements.
The plan shows no more than fifteen feet between varied vertical elements and building
materials, an average height of 23 feet punctuated frequently with various architectural accents
no greater than 22 feet in width and no higher than 28 feet to the eave line. The plan shows a
variety ofrooflines and that a variety of materials are intended to be used which are indicated in
the submitted materials, which shows cultured stone, five varieties of split face Concrete Mortar
Units (CMU), as well as smooth faced CMU walls. The colors indicate compliance with the
Development Standards. These details shall be made part of the conditions of the Master Plan
Approval.
7. The Village within Area A shall contain a public improvement design to include a
promenade/sidewalk design that may vary in width to meet a minimum width of 8 feet
on both sides of Radiant Drive. The promenade/sidewalk shall be separated from the
street with a landscape belt, to include decorative lighting and trees.
FINDINGS: The walkway facilities along Radiant Drive are generally consistent with this
criterion. An extension ofthis walkway beyond Road B is noted above. Design constraints have
led to a walkway on one side of Radiant Drive under the railroad and Road B. To enhance
Radiant Drive as a primary pedestrian entry into Keizer Station Village Center, the staff
recommends that the city and developer work together to provide design amenities to enhance
the aesthetic appearance and pedestrian functionality of the two undespasses. Finish materials,
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landscaping, and lighting of these underpasses Should all contribute in this regard. Finish
materials shall be consistent with that ofthe buildings inthe Village Center.

VI. FINDD4GS - SUBDIVISION
Introduction
Normally, a subdivision is subject to a Type II procedure (KDC 3.101.02), which includes a quasijudicial review by the Hearings Officer. However, Keizer Development Code provides that the Master
Plan process includes subdivision and partitions. Therefore, this matter isproperly before the Council as
a Type Il-B action.
The criteria that apply to a subdivision include lot size and orientation, provision of utilities, and
circulation details. The subdivision application provides the information required by the KDC.
The applicant is proposing to divide the 95.7 acres into 15 developable lots and 3 open space tracts as
follows:
Lot number
1 ________
2 ________
3 ________
4 ________
5 ________
6

10
11
12

1.29 acres
1.84 acres
10.39 acres
1.0 acres
6.91 acres
7.88 acres

_______

________

13

2.97 acres

Proposed buildings within lot
Pad E, Pad G
Pad B, Pad F, Pad H. Pad I
Pad A, Shops A, Shops B
Pad A
Anchor 1
Major 1, Major 2, Major 3, Major 4,
Anchor 2
Retail 1
Retail 2, Retail 3
Anchor 3
Restaurant 1
Major 5, Major 6, Major 7
Hotel, RestaurantS, Restaurant 4,
Restaurant 2, Restaurant 3, Retail 4,
Retail 5
Anchor B, Shops C, Pad C

14
Tract A
Tract B
Tract C

5.60 acres
1.25 acres
1.05 acres
1.58 acres

Pad D, Commercial Office Building
Central Park
Open Space
Open space

________

7 ________
_________
_________

Area
1.99 acres
3.86 acres
5.99 acres
.75 acres
11.80 acres
16.24 acres
__________

Proposed uses within lot
Commercial
Industrial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

Industrial

____________________

Industrial (Flex)
Commercial
Commercial
Industrial
Commercial
Industrial (w/flex space)
________________

Commercial

____________________
________________________
______________________
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Findings
A.

The Review Criteria for a Subdivision is listed in Section 3.10804 of the Keizer
Development Code. The criteria and findings are listedbelow:

3.108.04.A The proposal shall comply with the applicable development standards in Section
2.405 and Section 2.3 as appropriate, including provisions for streets and utilities.
Section 2.405 contains development standards for manufactured home parks and are therefore, not
applicable in this situation. Section 2.3 of the Keizer Development Code contains the policies and
standards, which guide all development approvalswithin the City of Keizer. Listed below are only
the applicable development standards contained in Section 2.3, which are pertinent to subdivision
approval:
Section 2.302
Section 2.3 03
Section 2.3 05
Section 2.306
Section 2.307
Section 2.308
Section 2.309
Section 2.310

Street Standards
Off-Street Parking and Loading
TransitFacilities
Storm Drainage
Utility Lines and Facilities
Signs
Site and Landscaping Design
Development Standards for Land Divisions

FINDINGS: Consistency with the above KDC sectionsis addressed in the earlier section related to
the standards under the EG zone for the Keizer Station Plan, with the exception ofrequirements in
Section 2.3 10 specifically related to subdivisions. These requirementsare addressed below.
SECTION 2310- DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS FOR LAND DIVISIONS
B.

Minimum lot area. Minimum lot area shall conform to the requirements ofthezoning
districtin which the parcel is located.

FINDD4GS: Section 2.11909 specifies the dimensional requirements for lots within the EG
zone. For commercial lots, at least 80% musthave a minimumlot size of20,000 square feet, with a
minimum average width and depth of 100 feet. The remainder 20% must have a minimum lot size
of 10,000 square feet, with a minimum average width and depth of 75 feet. Of the seven lots that
have exclusively commercialuses, all are over 20,000 square feet in size and all have average width
and depths ofover 100 feet. The commercial uses meet the code criteria.
For industrial lots, at least 80% must have a minimum lot size of 3 acres, with a minimum average
width and depth of 350 feet. The remainder 20% must have a minimum lot size ofone acre, with a
minimum average width and depth of 150 feet.
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C.

Lot width and depth. The depth of a lot or parcel shall not be more than 3
times the width of the parcel, with the following exceptions:
1.

Individual lots for townhouse units shall not be less than 20 feet
in width. Lot depth may vary, but shall be adequate to provide
a minimum of300 square feet with no dimension less than 6 feet
ofsemi-private outdoor living space for each unit.

2.

Individual lots for single-family attached dwelling units shall be
designedso that lot depth is not greater than 3 1/2 times lot
width.

3.

Parcels created for public utility uses or in zones where there is
no minimum lot area requirement shall be exempt from width
to depth ratio provisions.

FINDINGS: The depth of each lot averages less than three times the width of each lot This
criterion ismet.
D.

Access. All lots and parcels created after the effective date of this Ordinance shall
provide a minimum frontage, on an existing or proposed public street, equal to the
minimum lot width required by the underlyingzone.

FINDINGS:
E.

All lots pruvide a minimum streetfrontage.

Lot Lines. The side lines of lots, as far as practicable, shall run at rightangles to the
right-of-way line ofthe street upon which the lots face. The rear lot line shall be no
less than 1/2 the dimension ofthe front lot line.

FINDINGS: The side lines of the iota run at right angles to the right-of-way lines upon which
the lots face for almost all of the lots. The one exception is the side lines of lots 5 and 6 which
follows the driveway. The rear lot lines are not less than Y2 the dimension ofthe front lot line in any
case. This criterionhas been met
F.

Utility Easements. Utility easements shall be provided on lot areas where necessary to
accommodate public utilities. Such easements shall have a minimum total width as
specified in Section 2302.04 ofthis Code.

FINDINGS: Section 2302.04 states that utility easements shall be between five and 10 feet
adjacent to the right of way. The width may be increased as detennined by the Department of
Public Works on a case by case basis. The width ofthe utility easements range from 15 feet to 50
feet within each lot, based on the preliminary plat provided by the applicant. The Department of
Public Works comments state that “all easements to be located in the appropriate locations based on
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actual approved plans. No final plat shall be approved prior to approval of construction plans
including easement widths and locations.”
2.3 10.04 Additional Desi2n Standards For Subdivisions
A. Standards for Blocks
1. General: The length, width, and shape ofblocks shall be designed with regard to
providing adequate building sites for the use contemplated; consideration of needs
for convenient access, circulation, control, and safety of street traffic; and
recognition of limitations and opportunities of topography.
2. Sizes: Blocks should not exceed 600 feet in length between street lines, except
blocks adjacent to arterial streets, or unless the previous adjacent development
pattern or topographical conditions justify a variation. The recommended
minimum distance between intersections on arterial streets is 1,800 feet.
FThDINGS: The realignment of Radiant Drive and the construction of the three new
roads will be to arterial standards in tenns ofstructural section and geometric configuration.
The distance between the intersections is more than 600 feet and less than 1,800 feet. The
blocks have been laid out to provide adequate building sites for the proposed uses,
convenient access and circulation, and safety oftraffic signals. Multiple entrances off the
streets are provided within each block to serve the various uses proposed. These entrances
are adequately spaced to provide convenient access and circulation. Entrances into the
blocks are located away from street intersections and should not provide conflicts with the
intersections.
B. Traffic Circulation. The proposed subdivision shall be laid out to provide safe and
convenient vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian access to nearby residential areas, transit
stops, neighborhood activity centers such as schools and parks,commercial areas, and
industrial areas; and to provide safe and convenient traffic circulation. At a
minimum, “nearby” is interpreted to mean uses within ~/4 mile which can be
reasonably expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within 1 mile of the
subdivision boundarywhich can reasonably be expected to be accessed bybicyclists.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master
Plan, findings for Section 2.302.B and Section 2.315.08A.l. The criterion has been met
with conditions.
C. Connectivity. To achieve the objective in B., above, the Director may require the
following:
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1. Stub Streets: Where the potential exists for additional residential development on
adjacent property.
2.

PedestrianlBicycle Accessways: Public accessways to provide a safe and efficient
connection from a residential area to nearby residential areas, transit stops,
neighborhood activity centers, including schools, parks, shopping centers, other
community services and other commercial and industrial areas when such
connections are not available by streets and when a pedestrian must go at least one
quarter of a mile out of his or her way to make that connection using the street
system.

FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
findings for Section 2.315.08A.l and Section 2.315.08.A.9. The criterion has been met with
conditions.
D. Design Standards. Pedestrian/bicycle accessways shall meet the following design
standards:
1.

Minimum dedicated width: 10 feet

2.

Minimum improved width: 10 feet

3.

Maximum length: 250 feet. A clear line of vision for the entire length ofthe
accessway shall be required.

4.

Lighting shall be provided illuminating any walkway exceeding 150 feet in
length to a level where the system can be used at night. Lighting shall be
included in the lighting district(s) established for the subdivision.

5.

The accessway shall be designed toprohibit vehicle traffic.

FINDINGS: At scales of I” = 100’, this is difficult to determine, but the pathway along
Interstate 5 and along Radiant Drive appearto be consistent with the criterion. The pathway along
Interstate 5 appears to be 12 feet wide and the bike and pedestrian access along Radiant Drive
appear to be 18 feet wide. The pathway running through Chemawa Park connecting Chemawa
Road and Road A to Road B appears to be 8 feet. This pathway should be increased to be 12 feet
wide, consistent with the pathway along Interstate 5. The pathways shall be designed to prohibit
vehicle traffic and shall include lighting.
2310.06 - Imurovement Requirements - Subdivisions
A. Frontage Improvements. Street improvements to full City Standards shall be
required for all public streets on which a proposed subdivision fronts in accordance
with Section 2.303 of this Code. Such improvements shall be designed to match with
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existing improved surfaces for a reasonable distance beyond the frontage of the
property. Additional frontageimprovements shall include: sidewalks, curbing, storm
sewer, sanitary sewer, water lines, other public utilities as necessary, and such other
improvements as the City shall determine to be reasonably necessary to serve the
development orthe immediate neighborhood.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
fmdings for Section 2.302.A. The criterion has been met with conditions.
B. Project Streets. AU public or private streets within the subdivision shall be
constructed as required by the provisions of Section 2.302.
FINDINGS: This cnterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
fmdmgs for Section 2.302. The criterion has been met with conditions.
C. Monuments. Upon completion of streetimprovements, centerline monuments shall be
established and protected in monument boxes at every street intersection and all
points of curvature and points oftangencyof street center lines.
FINDINGS: This is a developmentrequirements and a condition ofsubdivision approval.
D. Bench Marks Elevation bench marks shall be set at intervals established by the City
Engineer. The bench marks shall consist of a brass cap set in a curb or other
immovable structure.
-FINDINGS: This is a developmentrequirements and a condition ofsubdivision approval.
E. Surface Drainaee and Storm Sewer System. Drainage facilities shall be provided
within the subdivision and to connect the subdivision drainage to drainage-ways orto
storm sewers outside the subdivision. Design of drainage within the subdivision shall
take into account the capacity and grade necessary to maintain unrestricted flowfrom
areas draining through the subdivision and to allow extension of the system to serve
such areas. Drainage shall be designed to avoid impacts on adjacent property.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section HI, Keizer Station Master Plan,
fmdings for Section 2.306. The criterion hasbeen met with conditions.
F. Sanitary Sewers. Sanitary sewer shall be installed to serve the subdivision and to
connect the subdivision to existing mains both on and off the property being
subdivided.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
findings for Section 2.307.02.D. The criterion has been met with conditions.
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G. Water System. Water lines with valves and Fire District approved fire hydrants
serving the subdivision and connecting the subdivision to the City mains shall be
installed and operating prior to start ofcombustible construction.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
findings for Section 2.307.02.B. The criterion has been met with conditions.
H. Sidewalks. Sidewalks shall be installed along both sides of each public street and in
any pedestrian ways within the subdivision.
FINDINGS: Sidewalks are proposed along both sides ofRadiant Drive, Road A, Road B, and
Road C. Tepper Lane is recommended by the PublicWorks Department to be constructed as a
3/4 width street and therefore is proposed to have sidewalks on one side of the street only.
However, separated bicycle and pedestrian lanes are required as stated on page 14 (Future
Extension of Streets) of these flndings.Additional sidewalks are proposed as conditions of
approval as noted in Section ifi, Keizer Station Master Plan, fmdings for Section 2.3 15.08.A.
I. Street Lights. The installation ofstreet lights is required at locations determined to be
appropriate by the City and shall be of a type required by City standards.
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
findings for Section2.307.02.E. The criterion has been met with conditions.
J.

Street Signs. The installation ofstreet name signs and traffic control signs is required
at locations determined to be appropriate by the City and shall be of a type required
by City standards. Each street sign shall display the one hundred block range. Street
signs shall be installed prior to obtaining building permits.

FINDINGS: This is a condition ofsubdivision approval. No building permits will be issued
until all required street signs are installed.
K. Public Works Reouirements. All facility improvements shall conform to the
requirements and specifications ofthe Keizer Department of Public Works.
FINDINGS: This is a condition of subdivision approval. Public Works comments are
included under Recommendations and Conditions of the Keizer Station Master Plan section of
this staffreport. These commentsare applicable to the subdivision application.
L. Curb Cuts. Curb cuts and driveway installations, excluding common drives, are not
required of the subdivider, but ifinstalled, shall be according to the City standards.
FINDINGS: All curb cuts and driveway installations shall be constructed according to City
standards.
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M. Street Trees. Street tree planting is mandatory where a planting strip is part ofthe
streetdesign. Plantings shall conform to Section 2302.03 (M).
FINDINGS: This criterion has been addressed under Section III, Keizer Station Master Plan,
fmdings for Section 2.302.M. The criterion hasbeen met with conditions.
N. Gradina and Fills. All grading which results in fill in excess of3 feet located within
the identified building envelope on a subdivision lotor parcel must be engineered.
FINDINGS: This is a development requirement and acondition of subdivision approval.
SECTION 3.108.04.B Each lot shall satisfy the dimensional standards and density standard
ofthe applicable zoning district, unless a variance from these standards is approved.
Section 2.1 19.9 of the Keizer Development Code contains the dimensional standards and density
standard for the EGzone.
FINDINGS: Consistency with KDC Section 2.1 19.9 is addressed in Section III, Keizer Station
Master Plan, findings for section 2.119 and this section, findings for section 2.310.
SECTION 3.108.04.C Adequate public facilities shall be available and shall serve the
existing and newly created parcels.
FINDINGS: Public sewer and water are available and will be extended to serve the subdivision.
Section 2.301 .03 requires the following public facilities to be provided: fire hydrants, street
improvements, water hook-up, sewer hook-up, storm drain, and street lights. No development
permit, including building permit, shall be approved or issued unless the improvements are provided
prior to occupancy or operation.

1.

FINDINGS - MAJOR VARIANCE

A. The Review Criteria for a Major Variance is listed in Section 3.10505 of the Keizer Development
Code. The criteria and fmdings are listedbelow.
The degree ofvariance from the standard isthe minimum necessary to permit development of
the property for uses allowed in the applicable zone.
FINDINGS: The subject property is zoned EG. In general, the surrounding uses are
commercial/retail. The placement ofrestaurants and most office type uses are permitted within the
EG zone. The setback requirements for Industrial Uses within the EG zone are to provide for
and ensure compatibility with adjacent uses, provide areas for outdoor storages, incidental sales,
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and access for the transport ofbulk materials where the noises, lights, odors, and traffic hazards
associated with permitted uses will not conifict with local and collector streets. The applicant is
requesting to reduce the maxunum setback for industrial uses to approximately 12 to 14 feet for
“Pad A and C”, and “Rest 1, 2, 4 and 5”. In addition, an increase is requested to the minimum
ten foot setback for commercial uses to approximately 31 to 33 feet for “Shops A” and “Anchor
B”
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST 1,2,4 AND 5”:
The surrounding uses are commerciallretail in general. The uses proposed on the subject
properties are permitted within the IG zone, however they are more commercial related than
industrial. Normally, the access requirements for industrial type uses are greater than those
required for commercial/retail uses. However, many permitted industrial uses are also found
within the permitted commercial/retail uses whose access and storage requirements are not as
great as the majority of industrial uses. This is the case within this area as the proposed use for
these building pads is forrestaurants. Therefore, the setback requirements do i*t meet the needs
ofthe proposed businesses. The variance is the minimum necessary for this use. Thiscriterion is
met.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “SHOP A”:
The applicant’s statement indicates that there is a overhead power line easement along the north
side of the building. The applicant’s subdivision plat shows a 100 foot easement running east
and west along the north side of the property. Seventy five feet ofthe easement is within the
right of way leaving an additional twenty-five feet of easement within the parcel containing
“Shop A” reducing the building lot frontage by twenty-five feet. Due to this, this criterion is
met.
MMOR VARIANCE FOR “ANCHOR B”:
The applicant’s statement indicates that the request for a 31 foot setback along the northerly and
easterly side of this pad is to accommodate a bank drive thru. This pad is located at a major
intersection within “Area A” and does not meet the “pedestrian friendly environment’ nor
maintain the stated purposes of the Keizer Station Plan. Unlike the previous variance requests,
there isno justifiable position for the variance. This criterion is not met.
2.

The applicant in good faith is unable to comply with the standard without undue burden. The
applicant must demonstrate that the burden is substantially greater than the potential
adverse impacts caused by the proposed variance.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND

C”, AND “REST 1,2,4 5”AND “SHOP A”:
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FINDINGS: At stafFs request, the right of way was expanded in “Area A” to accommodate
future needs as well asmaintaining the purpose ofthe Keizer Station Plan. The applicant states that
this requirement isa burden placed upon the applicant and that allowing this variance will provide a
more pedestrian friendly appearance. This criterion is met.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “ANCHOR B”:
FINDD4GS: The applicant has not shown why the standard imposes an undue burden, nor has it
been shown that it is greater than the impacts the variance would cause. This criterion has not been
met.
3.

The variance will not be unreasonably detrimental to property or improvements in the
neighborhood of the subject property.
MAJOR VARIANCE

FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST

1,2,4 5”AND “SHOP A”:

FINDINGS: The surrounding properties are zoned EG which allows a mixture of Commercial
and Industrial Uses. The uses proposed are permitted within the EG zone, however they are
more retail related than industrial. Since the surrounding areas are being developed as
commerciallretail and will have similar setback requirements, the approval of this variance will
not be unreasonably detrimental to property or improvements in the neighborhood. The
structures will be located outside of any vision clearance areas. Therefore, staff finds this
request can satis~’the above criterion.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR ANCHOR B:
FINDINGS: The intent and purpose of the set back is to give a buffer for aesthetic purposes.
The drive-than proposed for Anchor B will cause the loss of effective buffer. This criterion is
not met.
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4.

There has not been a previous land use action approved on the basis that variances would not
be allowed.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND

C”, AND “REST 1,2,4

5”AND “SHOP

A”AND ANCHOR “B:

FINDINGS: There are no prior land use actions, which expressly prohibit the granting of this
variance. Therefore, the proposed vanance can comply with this criterion.
5.

The variance will not significantly affect the health or safety ofpersons working or residing in
the vicinity.
MAJOR VARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST 1,2,4 5”AND “SHOPS
B”:

A”, AND “ANCHOR

FIKDINGS: Staff cannot find any significant affects upon the health or safety of persons
working or residing inthe vicinity ifthe variance request is granted. This criterion is met
6.

The variance will be consistent with the intent andpurpose ofthe provision being varied.
MAJORVARIANCE FOR “PAD A AND C”, AND “REST

1,2,4 5”AND “SHOP A”:

FINDINGS: The intent and pulpose for the setback requirements for Industrial Uses within the
EG zone is to ensure their compatibility with adjacent uses, to provide areas for outdoor storage,
incidental sales, and access for the transport of bulk materials where the noises, lights, odors, and
traffic hazards associated with pennitted uses will not conflict with local and collector streets. The
surrounding uses are commercial/retail in general. The uses proposed are permitted uses within the
IG zone; however they are more retail related than industñal. The access requirements are not as
great as a majority of industrial uses therefore the setback requirements do not meet the needs of
these businesses. Since the surrounding area is being developedas commerciallretail and will have
similar setback requirements there will be no adverse impacts. The stnlcture will be located outside
anyvision clearance areas. Therefore this request can satisf~’the above criterion.

XII. FINDINGS - SIGN VARIANCE
A. The Review Criteria for a sign variance is listed in Section 2308.10 ofthe Keizer Development Code.
The criteria and findings are listed below:
1.

There are unique circumstances ofconditions ofthe lot, building or traffic
pattern such that:
a.

The existing sign regulations create an unduehardship;
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b.

The requested variance is consistent with the purpose of this
chapter as stated in Section 2308.01; and

c.

The granting ofthe variance compensates for those circumstances
in a manner equitable with other property owners andis thus not a
special privilege to any other business. The variance requested
shall be the minimum necessary to compensate for those conditions
and achieve the purpose ofthis chapter.

FINDINGS: The location of such a major development along the I-S comdor creates special
needs which the limitation ofthe freestanding signs to 20’ in height would reate an undue hardship
for visibility at speeds anticipated on the interstate highway. By developing an over-all signage
program which limits other freestanding signs throughout the complex the intent ofthe sign code
will be met to provide attractive, visible, and useful signage throughout the complex. By allowing
an increase in size and height of a location sign and restricting the freestanding signs elsewhere,
compensation for those conditions will achievethe purposes ofthe sign code.
2.

The granting ofthe variance shall not~
a.
Decrease traffic safety nor detrimentally affect any other identified
items of publicwelfare.
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a.

Result in a special advertising advantage in relation to
neighboring businesses or businesses ofa similar nature.
The desire to match standard sign sizes (for example,
chain store signs) shall not be listed or considered as a
reason for a variance.

b.

Be the result of a self-imposed condition or hardship.

FINDINGS: The need of height increase along I-S is comparable to the same needs
expenenced by the nearby Volcanoes Stadium, as well as the regional mall at the City of
Woodbum. In both circumstances, the needs for visibility were thoroughly evaluated
and limited in height to 50’. By granting a variance greater than 50’ this would create an
advantage for this development that is not enjoyed by a neighboring property. Therefore
the height should be limited to 50’ in height. By granting a variance in height to a
maximum of 50’ while granting the requested signage area, the applicant would be
treated equitably with others.
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CONDITIONS FROM MASTER PLAN/SUBDIVISION/MAJOR VARIANCE CASE
NO 2004-21.
The Master Plan/Subdivision, remaining Major Variance and Sign Variance requests are
GRANTED subjectto the following conditions:
PUBLIC WORKS CONDITIONS:
SANITARY SEWERS:
The subject property is located outside ofthe original Keizer Sewer District and
therefore an acreage fee is required. The current acreage fee is $7,460.00 pergross
acre prior to platting ofthe subdivision. Theacreage fee applied will be the fee in
place at the time ofdevelopment ofthe property. The Master Sewer Plan provides
for a sewertrunk line to be constructed through the subject property with adequate
size and depth to provide for additional capacity for areas located within the original
sewer district west of the BNSF railroad. Additionally, Area D, south ofChemawa
Road shall be served with a sewer trunk line to be constructed along with the
proposed under crossing ofChemawa Road. A review of the construction plans for
the subject property will be required to assure that capacity of the master plan sewer
trunk lines is not exceeded. Additionally, the following conditions shall be applied:
I. Prior to development ofthe subject property, a master sewerplan forthe
proposed development shall be submitted to the Department of Public Works for
review and approval. The plan shall include proposed rim and invert elevations.
Theentire project shall be served by an existing 18” trunk sewer line adjacent to
Keizer Stadium.
2. City of Salem approval for both sewer trunk lines and local sewers is required.
Permits from the City of Salem shall be issued prior to construction. Prior to
submitting plans to the City of Salem for approval, the developer’s engineer
shall submit plans to the City of Keizer for review and determination of
compliance with the City’s Master Sewer Plan for the area.
3. Connecting to existing sewers that serve the general area will be the
responsibilityofthe developer ofthe property.
4. Appropriate easements willbe required for any public sewer mains located within
the subjectproperty if located outside platted right ofways.
5. It will be the responsibility of the developer’s engineer to locate any existing
wells (including those on adjacent property) in the vicinity of the proposed new
sanitary sewer lines for the subject property. Any conflicts between existing
wells and proposed sanitary sewers shall be resolved by the developer prior to
issuance ofpublic works construction permits.
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WATER SYSTEM:
6. The developer has submitted a master water system plan showing proposed routes
ofpublic water mains, fire hydrants and individual services. The master plan is
generally acceptable to the Public Works Department, however, prior to
submittal of final construction plans the developer’s engineer shall arrange for a
pre-design conference to discuss water main sizing, meter sizing and locations,
fire hydrant locations, fire sprinider line locations and easement width for all
public lines located outside of proposed right of ways. Final location of all
meters to be approved by the Keizer Department of Public Works. To provide
for adequate peak consumption and fire protection requirements it has been
detennined that additional public facilities will be required including but not
limited to elevated storage facilities, wells, connection to existing mains on the
west side ofthe BNRR right of way, and any other off-site construction required
to provide required peak flows to the proposed development. Appropriate
easements for all public water mains and fire hydrants will be required if
construction is to be outside of public right of ways. Dedication of property to
the City shall be required for any wells or storage facilities developed. Any
system development charges for water system improvements will be those in
place at the time of individual service connections.
7. Final development plans shall be reviewed by the Keizer Fire District with regard
to access and adequate location of fire hydrants prior to any issuance of public
works constructionpermits by the City ofKeizer.
8. It will be the responsibility of the developer to abandon all existing wells prior to
site grading in accordance with the rules of the Oregon State Water Resources
Department unless the City has determined that water rights are available in
somecases that could be transferred to municipal useby the city.
STORM DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS:
9. The developer has submitted plans indicating the present drainage patterns and
runoff characteristics. The property is within a critical drainage basin and strict
compliance with city ordinances will be necessary. No increase in runoffwill be
allowed as development occurs. Prior to any development of the subject
property an overall storm water master plan including invert elevations, pipe
sizes, detention calculations, water quality measures and an approved point of
discharge shall be submitted tothe Department ofPublic Works for approval. A
point of discharge has been identified on the ODOT system in Interstate 5.
ODOT approval shall be required for water quality, conveyance systems and
points ofdischarge.
10. Storm water detention will be required for this Site. All Storm water including
roof drains are to be connected to an approved system designed to provide
adequate drainage for proposed new driveways, parking lots and other
impervious surfaces. Where on-site detention is planned, adequate covenant,
conditions and restrictions (CCR) shall be recorded to alert future
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owners/developers that detention and/or treatment shall be required to be
constructed to the standards in effect at the time ofbuilding permit application.
11. A grading and drainage plan shall be developed and approved for the subject
property including proposed lot corner elevations. Details shall include adequate
conveyance ofstorm water from adjacent property across the subject property.
12. If it is anticipated that the property will develop in phases, prior to any
development, a phasing plan shall be submitted to indicate how the Storm water
management will be developed to provide service to each area.
13. The developer shall submit to the Department ofPublic Works a master plan for
erosion control for the entire site and shall provide adequate protection for
existing vegetation. The master plan shall be approved by the Department of
Public Works. Prior to any development, including site grading, the applicant
shall obtain an NPDES permit from the Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality.
14. The drainage plan for the project includes a proposed storm drain pump station
for a portion of the realigned Radiant Drive. The street section requiring
pumping shall be minimized to the fullest extent possible. The Department of
Public Works shall determine the criteria for design of the station. The
developer’s engineer shall provide three sets of an approved operation and
maintenance manual for the station including a provision for emergency or
standby operation. The developer shall also submit a plan for financing the
annual operation and maintenanceexpense ofthe station.
TRANSPORTATION:
15. The proposed development requires construction of an underpass under the
BNRR as well as an underpass of Chemawa Road. Additionally, other off-site
improvements have been identified in the Transportation Plan developed for the
Keizer Station Plan. These improvements include but are not limited to,
construction of an extension of Radiant Drive from the BNRR tracks South
Westerly through Area B to Lockhaven Drive and continuing to Chemawa Road
to a point north of the intersection of Chemawa Road and McLeod Lane,
construction of a pedestrian undercrossing of the BNRR at Tepper Lane, and
other improvements necessary to provide compliance with the adopted Keizer
Station Plan adopted Feb. 3, 2003. Additionally, a regional multi-use pathway
has been identified on the Keizer Station Village Center Master Plan. The path
location shall be coordinated with the Area D development, ODOT and the
Keizer Community Development Department. The path shall be of Portland
Concrete Cement and constructed to a width of 12 feet.
16. All new public streets shall be constructed to the requirements of the City of
Keizer Department of Public Works Design and Construction Standards and in
conformance with the final Transportation Impact Analysis adopted for the
Keizer Station Plan. Tepper Lane shall be terminated at the Railroad and shall
be constructed as a % width street designed to Collector Street standards with an
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appropriate turnaround at the west end accommodating emergency vehicles. In
addition, Tepper Lane shall have facilities to safely accommodate eastbound and
westbound bicycle and pedestrian traffic. The sidewalk on the south side of
Tepper Lane should be separated from vehicular traffic. All other streets shall be
designed to arterial standards in terms of structural section and geometrical
configuration.
Preliminary construction specifications and plans for all
transportation mitigation measures necessary to satisfy the improvements
identified in the “Transportation Impact Analysis, Keizer Station Plan” for all
street construction, including retaining walls, fencing, landscaping, sidewalks,
signing, etc. shall be submitted to the Department of Public Works for review
prior to submitting fmal plans for approval. The Department of Public Works
will review the proposed plans and make recommendations for any additional
work and coordination with other development in the area as needed.
17. The developer’s engineer shall submit detailed traffic signal plans indicating
phasing, recommended inter-ties, materials to be used, etc. to the City of Keizer
Department of Public Works for approval prior to construction. All traffic signal
plans shall be designed to City of SalemIODOT Standards where appropriate.
GENERAL:
18. Adequate access shall be provided that meets the needs of Keizer Stadium andthe
KSPtransportation system.
19. A queuing plan for Phase 1 of the Development (assuming 2008 build Out of
Areas A and D) shall be submitted to the department of Public works for
approval prior to Construction Plan Review. This analysis will determine the
needed lane configurations.
20. Phase 1 improvements will require the closure of Ridge Drive at Chemawa Road
and Chemawa Road at Lockhaven Drive. A suitable connection between Ridge
Drive and the intersection at ChemawaRoad and McLeod Lane will be required.
Figure 17 in the April 2004 final Transportation Impact Analysis indicates a
connection suitable to the Department of Public Works. The Department of
Public Works will consider other alternative street alignments depending on
Area C development patterns.
21. A separate Railroad sensitivity analysis is required for Phase 1 improvements
(assuming 2008 build out of Areas A and D) as outlined in the TIA dated April
2004 on page 21.
22. A street lighting master plan shall be developed. A street lighting district shall be
created while under the control of the developer to provide for adequate street
lights along the frontage ofall street rights ofway. Decorative lighting approved
by the Department ofPublic Works shall be used.
23. Construction permits are required by the Department of Public Works prior to
any public facility construction. Contact the City Engineer’s office at 390-7402
for the necessary permit information that is required.
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24. A Pre-design meeting with the City of Keizer Department of Public Works will
be required prior to the Developers Engineer submitting plans to either the city
ofKeizer or the City of Salem for review.
25. Street opening permits are required for any work within the City right-of-way that
is not covered by a Construction Permit.
26. Facility phasing plans shall be approved by Keizer Department of Public Works.
Arrangements for reimbursing developers for providing additional capacity to
serve future development shall be approved by the Keizer Department of Public
Works and the City Council.
27. All easements are to be located in the appropriate locations based on actual
approved plans. No final plat shall be approved prior to approval ofconstruction
plans including easement widths and locations.
28. An improvement agreement or otheracceptable form ofguarantee for all required
construction shall be in place prior to construction permits being issued or the
final subdivision plat approval.
KSP and KDC COMPLIANCE:
29. Prior to approval of any building permits, the applicant shall submit a phasing
plan for Community Development Director approval.
30. The landscaping and pathway improvements along Chemawa Road and 1-5 and a
“Welcome to Keizer” monument sign in the northwest quadrant of the I5/Chemawa Road interchange shall be provided as shown in the application or as
modified by the conditions of approval. The final landscaping and pathway
plans shall be approved by the Community Development Director prior to
installation. These landscaping and pathway improvements and the “Welcome
to Keizer” sign shall be provided in conjunction with the first building permit
approved for the development.
31. The land area devoted to industrial and commercial uses, as required in KDC
2.119 EG Zone shall be met and maintained within Area A - Village Center.
The land area calculation shall be based upon the land area of the subdivision
lots and the uses occupying them. Commercial and industrial uses shall not
jointly occupy a single lot.
32. Except as approved in the variance application, all KDC dimensional
requirements for building heights, lots, and setbacks shall be met.
33. Anchor stores 1 and 2 and Major store 1 shall provide a pedestrian crosswalk to
cross Road B next to Retail 1. Anchor 3 shall provide a walkway connecting to
the perimeter pathway along the 1-5 right-of-way.
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34. Street names and numbers shall conform to the established standards and
procedures in the City. Street names shall be approved by the City of Keizer. A
Street Name Application must be completed and submitted for approval. No final
plat shall be released without approved street names. Due to the significance of
this development as a landmark of the City of Keizer, street names shall also
receive approval ofthe City Council.
35. Street trees shall be planted with 30-foot spacing using one or more of 13
identified varieties. A minimum caliper of 2 inches shall be used for street trees
and all other trees in areas subject to damage near pathways, walkways and
streets. A final street tree planting plan shall be approved by the Community
Development Director prior to planting. All the other landscaping standards of
the KDC shall be met.
36. Ground cover and shrubbery shall be planted in conformity with the KDC and
industry standards as approved by the Community Development Director, and
shall reach full coverage by the third year ofgrowth.
37. Parking shall be provided as required by KDC 2.303. Parking driveway aisles
shall be a minimum of 24 feet wide. A plan documenting compliance with
parking requirements shall be provided as part ofthe Master Plan approval for the
Community Development Director’s Master Plan approval. Verification shall be
provided duringbuilding permit review.
38. Bicycle parking shall be provided as required by KDC 2.303.08. In addition, the
bicycle rack design shall provide secure support for bicycles and the ability to
lock bicycles securely. The bicycle rack design, installation, and locations shall
be approved by the Community Development Director prior to installation.
39. Sufficient paved areas and designated loading areas shall be provided in
accordance with KDC 2.303.10.
40. Pavement shall be provided for all driveway, loading, and parking areas as
required by KDC 2.303.11.
41. A tree shall be planted for every eight lineal parking spaces not located adjacent
to a building in accordance with KDC standards.
42. A minimum of 15% of the gross land area for Commercial uses and 20% for
Industrial uses shall be devoted to landscaping in commercial developments. This
requirement shall be satisfied for development within each of the individual lots
of the proposed subdivision. To provide for adequate vision clearance the
landscaping material shall be selected to provide for the maintenance ofadequate
site distance.
43. Buffering shall be provided along the western edge of the project, in a manner,
which is consistent with the proposed preliminary landscaping plan (Sheets LOl 4.). Electric and mechanical equipment shall be screened with vegetation and
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fencing. The final landscaping plan shall be approved by the Community
Development Director priorto planting.
44. Irrigation system plans shall be submitted for approval as part of the building
permit review process. Approved irrigation systems shall be installed prior to
issuance of an occupancy permit.
45. The site plan shall be amended to locate the hotel, commercial office building,
restaurants, retail pads, parks, and plazas closer together with an orientation to
Radiant Drive. Of primary importance will be to locate buildings within 10 to
25 feet of Radiant Drive and to locale active uses adjacent to and buildings
oriented toward Central Park (Tract A). Central Park must be adjacent to active
areas and/or visually accessible from adjacent buildings. The amended plan
shall be approved by the Community Development Director.
46. Tower Park (Tract B) is of virtually no open space value. The applicant shall
provide plans for Community Development Director approval to provide offsetting open space, plaza, area, and/or public amenities in more advantageous
locations within the development. The amenities to be provided shall include,
but not be limited to, seating, pedestrian gathering places, public art, plaza
connections, exercise stations, and otherpoints of interest.
47. The following pedestrian connections and improvements shall be provided in
addition to what is shown on the Pedestrian Pathways Plan (Sheet A03) for
Community Development Director approval:
a. A crosswalk and easterly extension of the sidewalk on Radiant Drive
across Road B to the driveway near Anchor B.
b. A crosswalkfor the perimeter pathway at Road B.
c. A sidewalk connection between the Chemawa RoadII-5 interchange and
the Road B sidewalk.
d. Walkway connections between the buildings on the east side of the site
with the perimeter walkway along I-S.
e. Walkway connection between the Radiant Drive walkway and the front of
Anchor A.
f. Walkway connections between restaurant and retail pads and the adjacent
street sidewalks, including, but not limited to the hotel, the office
building, Anchor B, and Majors 5 and 6. * This condition has been
amended. Please see the findings outlining the changes in the staff report.
g. Pedestrian crosswalks at streets, driveways and parking lots must be
constructed with colored, stamped concrete pavement treatment (or
equivalent as approved by the Community Development Director to
clearly identify all crosswalks).
h. Public amenities shall be installed to support pedestrian uses including
those along the multi-use path. The amenities to be provided shall
include, but not be limitedto, seating, pedestrian gathering places, public
art, plaza connections, exercise stations, and other points ofinterest.
i. Wallcway connection between Anchor 1 and Anchor A.
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48. The Village within Area A shall contain a public improvement design to include a
promenade/sidewalk design that meets a minimum sidewalk width of 8 feet. The
promenade/sidewalk design may vary in width to meet a minimum width of 8
feet on both sides of Radiant Drive. The area of Radiant Drive which is
depressed below grade shall be installed with the sidewalk on one side only. All
promenade/sidewalks shall be separated from the street with a landscape belt, to
include decorative lighting and trees.
49. Majors 5 and 6 shall provide improved pedestrian access to Road A in accordance
with KDC 2.315.08.A.3.
50. Driveway crossings shall be a maximum of 36 feet wide.
51. Pedestrian walkways must be lighted to a level where the system can be used at
night by employees and customers. The lighting plan shall be approved by the
Community Development Director.
52. The proposed site lighting will not cast any light or glare toward the residential
properties to the west.
53. Building design elements including ground floor windows, facades, awnings and
materials shall satis~rKDC 2.3 15.08.
54. The elevations of all buildings shall be varied in texture, building materials and
shall create a very human scale in blocking and incorporate human scale design
elements. Elevations of all buildings shall incorporate no more than fifteen feet
between varied vertical elements (such as scoring, patterns and textures),
punctuated frequently with various architectural features (such as columns,
projections, and differing planes), with no greater than 22 feet between such
features. A variety of materials, varied at the same frequency as the architectural
elements, shall be used and shall conform to the samples in the submitted
materials. These materials shall incorporate cultured stone, five varieties of split
face Concrete Mortar Units (CMU’s), as well as smooth faced CMU walls. The
colors used shall be in compliance with the Development Standards. (As
amended by MP/SUB/Sign Var/Maj Var Amendment Case No. 2004-44)
55. The application includes design concepts for some of the buildings within the
development. Final building designs shall conform with the design concepts
submitted with the application, and shall be reviewed by the Community
Development Director for compliance with applicable KDC design standards as
part ofthe building permit review.
56. The city and developer shall work together to provide design amenities to
enhance the aesthetic appearance and pedestrian functionality of the two
underpasses. Finish materials, landscaping, and lighting shall be consistent with
that ofthe buildings in the Village Center.
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57. Streetscape features shall be constructed and shall include seating, outdoor art, a
significant water feature at the intersection of Road A and Road B as shown on
the application materials, awnings and trellises, and interesting bicycle facilities.
58. Maintenance of the open space tracts, plazas, and pathways shall be the
responsibility of an association ofall property owners ofthe Village Center.
59. Construction specifications (e.g., base rock, pavement thickness) for the separate
pathways shall be subject to Public Works Department approval in accordance
with Keizer City Standards.
60. Maintenance of the “Welcome to Keizer” sign shall be the responsibility of the
City ofKeizer.
61. The Plan shall confonn to the requirements of all other State and Special District
requirements.
62. During construction, residential properties shall be protected from impacts of
noise at unreasonable hours, unreasonable dust, and safety concerns, and shall
conform to Keizer city requirements regulating such impacts.
63. The development of the Village Center shall comply with all conditions of the
Development Disposition Agreements and all other contractual obligations to the
City of Keizer.
64. The applicant shall work with the Transit District to ensure compliance with the
requirements found in Section 2.3 05 ofthe KDC.
65. In addition to the development standards of Utility Lines and Facilities - Section
2.307 the following standard shall apply to new utilities: A.) All utilities located
adjacent to Radiant Drive and connecting transportation facilities shall be located
underground. B.) All other new utility connections and lines shall be located
underground where practicable.
66. A sight and sound obscuring wall shall be constructed ofConcrete Masonry Units
or equivalent between the residential properties and the northern border of Area
B.
67. Car wash and any automobile service station uses are allowed only as a special
permitted use.
68. A portion of Road C shall be located in a public easement, constructed to City of
Keizer road standards, and maintained by the City of Keizer.
69. The applicant shall be required to submit documentation demonstrating
compliance with all applicable federal, state and local requirements. This shall
include all conditions adopted by the City Council which apply to this Master
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Plan. These shall be submitted to the Community Development Director for
verification and fmal approval.
CONDITIONS FOR MAJOR VARIANCE APPLICATION for “Pad C”, and “Rests 1,
2, 4, 5” and “Shop A” * This condition has been amended. Please see the findings
outlining the changes in the staff report.
70. Unless otherwise specifically modified by this decision, development of structure
shall comply with the remaining requirements ofthe Keizer Development Code.
71. The applicant shall meet all requirements of the Marion County Building
Division.
72. The applicant shall locate the proposed structures substantially as indicated on the
submitted site plan and shall maintain a minimum setback of 12 to 14 feet from
the property line adjacent to Radiantor “Road B”.
73. The construction of the structures must be completed within one year of the final
date ofthis decision. * This condition has been amended. Please see the findings
outlining the changes in the staff report.
OTHER PERMITSAND RESTRICTIONS: This approval does notremove or affect any
Covenants or restrictions imposed on the subject property by deed or other instrument. The
proposed use may require permits from otherlocal, State or Federal agencies. Thisdecision
does not take the place of, or relieve the responsibility for obtaining other permits or
satisf~’ingany otherrestrictions or conditions thereon.
TRANSFER OF VARIANCE: This variance shall automatically transfer to any new owner
or occupant subject to all conditions ofapproval. It is the responsibility of the applicant and
property owner to provide information to any new property owner(s) regarding this variance
request and any conditions ofapproval.
CONDITIONS FOR SIGN VARIANCE APPLICATION
74. Unless otherwise specifically modified by this decision, development of the
structure shall comply with the remaining requirements of the Keizer
Development Code.
75. The applicant shall meet all requirements of the Marion County Building
Division.
76. The signage of the Keizer Station, Area A Village Center shall be limited to the
signage indicated in Exhibit 5 and the related specific drawings.
77. The height of the locational sign shall be limited to 50 feet in height; area of
signage shall be allowed up to 400 sq ft on this sign. All other freestanding signs
shall be limited to those size and heights as indicated on the plans submitted.
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OTHER PERMITS AND RESTRICTIONS: This approval does not remove or affect any
covenants or restrictions imposed on the subject property by deed or other instrument. The
proposed use may require permits from other local, State or Federal agencies. This decision
does not take the place of, or relievethe responsibility for obtaining other permits or
satisfying any restrictions or conditions thereon.
TRANSFER OF VARIANCE: Thevariance request shall automatically transfer to any new
owner or occupant subject to all conditions of approval. It is the responsibility ofthe
applicant and property ownerto provide information to any new property owner(s) regarding
this variance request and any conditions of approval.
78. Unless expressly specified otherwise within these conditions, the on-site and offsite improvements shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the
attached Exhibits and their related documents:
1. Building Envelope Plan
2. SitePlan (Site Area by Use)
3. Public hnprovement Plans
4. Landscape Plans
5. Signage Site Plans
79. This land use action is approved on the basis that no future variances will be
allowed.
80. Unless expressly stated otherwise with these conditions, no building permits
shall be issued until all conditions have been met or the applicant has
demonstrated with certainty in the City’s discretion the ability to meet such
conditions. For example, no building permit shall be issued until contracts have
been let for all infrastructure. Building permits may also be held until sufficient
infrastructure is completed to support the requested development.
CONDITIONS FOR SUBDIVISION
81. The City Engineer, Keizer Fire District; City of Salem Public Works
Department; Marion County Surveyor’s Office; and, Portland General Electric
submitted a list ofdevelopment requirements. The requirements are necessary to
ensure public health and safety. Staff recommends these as conditions of
approval.
82. The Keizer Development Code requires the developer to connect to public utility
services. The Development Code also requires all utility services to be placed
below ground. These requirements apply to this request. Further, the developer
is responsible for all utility connection costs.
83. The City’s System DevelopmentCharge for park development shall be the fees in
place at the time ofbuilding permit application. These Development charges, as
well as those involving the extension of sewer, water, and storm drainage, will
apply to this request.
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84. The Keizer Development Code establishes specific development and processing
requirements. These requirements are mandatory and in many cases cannot be
modified even through the variance or adjustment process. These requirements
are included for the benefit ofthe applicant.
85. Completion, submittal and recording of the final subdivision plat shall comply
with the requirements contained in the Keizer Development Code.
86. Unless otherwise required by this decision, development of the individual lots
shall comply with the applicable requirements ofthe Keizer Development Code
and building requirements ofthe Marion County Building Inspection Division.
87. The applicant shall be responsible for all costs associated with public facility
improvements, including all applicable system development charges and shall
comply with established City rules and regulations in effect at the time of the
final approval of the Subdivision Plat.
88. Minimum lot area shall conform to the requirements ofKDC 2.310 and 2.119.09.
89. The Chemawa Park pathway shall be increased to be 12 feet wide, consistent with
the pathway width along Interstate 5. The pathways shall be designed toprohibit
vehicle traffic and shall include lighting.
90. Upon completion of street improvements, centerline monuments shall be
established and protected in monument boxes at every street intersection and all
points of curvature and points of tangency of street centerlines.
91. Elevation benchmarks shall be set at intervals established by the City Engineer.
The benchmarks shall consist of a brass cap set in a curb or other immovable
structure.
92. No building permits will be issued until all required Street signs are installed.
93. All facility improvements shall conform to the requirements and specifications of
the Keizer Department ofPublic Works.
94. All curb cuts and driveway installations shall be constructed according to City
standards.
95. Street Signs. The installation of street name signs and traffic control signs is
required at locations determined to be appropriate by the City and shall be of a
type required by City standards. Each street sign shall display the one hundred
block range. Street signs shall be installed prior to obtaining building permits.
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